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News In Brief
The Murray Ledger & Times business office will close Wednesday, New Year's Eve, at noon and will be closed Thursday, New
Year's Day.
Office hours will be as usual on Friday, Jan. 2.

Clerk urges residents to check
expiration dates on licenses

The Murray chapter of United
Way met Monday evening at the
Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce to
evaluate their recent payroll
deduction campaign
The campaign, which began in
October. was designed to raise
funds for United Way through
the cooperation of local
businesses and their employees
Employees from several of
these participating businesses
pledged money t n.• taken from
each pay check

Circuit Court Clerk Ann Wilson urges people to check the expiration date on their driver's license. She said that a driver's
license is expired after midnight of the hoder's birth month.
Wilson also said the Miller Courthouse Annex will be closed
Thursday and Friday.

'Onion Field' killer may walk free
state Supreme Court has reported

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Press

WASHINGTON — American firms have been acquiring considerable arr Junta of technical know-how from the Soviet Union
— some with military uses — and more may become available
after New Year's Day,says John W. Kiser III, president of a firm
in the technology transfer business.
JERSEY CITY, N.J. — Soviet officials have hailed the 50
emigres who returned to the U.S.S.R. as the vanguard of an exodus from the United States, but the Soviet people will regard
them as fools and traitors, says a group that helps such emigres
adjust to Western life.
LONDON — One of the 20th centuries' top political leaders,
Harold Macmillan, dies at his home in Sussex at age 92. The
former British prime minister is perhaps best remembered for
his perseverance to avoid nuclear war by devising the nuclear
test ban treaty.

Total illegal alien apprehensions

President of United Way's Murray chapter, Betty Lowry,left, and treasurer Pat Sanders discuss plans
for next year's fund raisers at their year-end meeting last night. The chapter evaluated their new
payroll deduction campaign which began in October. With the help of several local businesses, the
chapter raised $25,000 through this campaign.
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Many liege Mena
as apprehended wend Ilmes end each apprehension Is usually counted eeperalefyin
Moe Ude ewe hes been a sutetaneel Increase In the neater of eater Patrolegeres assigned
N the U.S.-Mexicen bolder.
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger IL
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p m Saturday
ore urged to call 753-1916 bet
ween 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours — I a.m.-3 p.m.
Monday thru Friday, I a.m.-12
p.m. Saturday.

The goal set hy the Murray
chapter in October was $50,000.
according to Pat sanders.
treasurer Though the amount
pledged was half that. members
of the chapter are optimista
about the new program.
Betty Lowry, president of the
chapter, said. -This next year
should really be a bonanza
(Cont'd (In page :!.)

Four Challenger families settle claims
WASHINGTON (AP) — An attorney for the widow of an
astronaut killed in the space
shuttle Challenger explosion
said a financial settlement accepted by some of the families
would be inadequate if it is less
than several million dollars.
The families of four of the
seven astronauts killed in the
Jan. 28 accident agreed to settlement of all potential claims in
exchange for undisclosed financial arrangements, the Justice
Department said Monday.
Under a separate agreement
with the government, Morton
Thiokol, Inc., the manufacturer
of the solid rocket boosters used
on the Challenger, will make a
"substantial contribution" to
the undisclosed sums paid the
four families, the department

said.
Ronald D. Krist, a Houston attorney representing Cheryl
McNair, the widow of astronaut
Ronald E. McNair,said he found
it "curious that the four families
they settled with were the four
that didn't file claims, and
weren't represented" by
counsel. "Those that didn't file
are getting paid."
That agreement did not constitute an admission of
negligence by Morton Thiokol,
according to the department. A
presidential commission blamed faulty joints on the boosters
for triggering the fireball that
engulfed the spaceship shortly
after launch.
The settlements involving the
families of school teacher

North reportedly links
Israeli to Contra funds
0
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United Way
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deductions
campaign

Ledger holiday closings listed

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The man convicted of the 1963
"Onion Field" murder of a Los Angeles police officer could be
released from prison in 30 days after the state Supreme Court ruled there was no reason to deny him parole.
. The state parole board had no reason to cancel Gregory
Powell's 1982 release date, the court ruled Monday. Since 1977,
when the board first found him suitable for parole, "the record
shows that Powell's conduct was exemplary," Justice Allen
Broussard wrote in the 4-3 decision.
"I am absolutely shocked, as I am sure every decent person in
California is shocked, that a man who was twice sentenced to the
gas chamber for the cold-blooded killing of a police officer should
be ordered released under any circumstances," said Los Angeles
Police Chief Daryl F. Gates.
The ruling will become final in 30 days, and Powell would then
be eligible for immediate release from the California Medical
Facility in Vacaville. But if the state seeks reconsideration, the
court could decide to extend the deadline an additional 60 days
while it considered the request.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Attorney
General Edwin Meese has
testified that Lt. Col. Oliver L.
North told him an Israeli official
proposed using proceeds from
the sale of arms to Iran to fund
the Contras, The New York
Times reported today.
According to congressional
and Justice Department
sources, Meese testified that
North told him of a meeting
about a year ago with an Israeli
official to discuss funding for the
Nicaraguan rebels, the Times
said.
The official, identified by a

Christa McAuliffe, mission commander Francis R. Scobee, mission specialist Ellison S
Onizuka and payload specialist
Gregory B. Jarvis preclude any
future legal actions against the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration or its
contractors.
Compensation for the other
three astronauts killed in the accident. including two whose
families have filed legal claims,
has yet to be resolved.
"If they're not getting several
million dollars each, they're being underpaid," said Krist of the
families involved in the settlement. "This accident cost the
lives of the best our society can
produce. But I'm certain the
government and Morton Thiokol
got out as cheaply as they

could."
Krist. who has. filed suit in
U.S. District Court in Houston
against Morton Thiokol for an
unspecified amount, said he has
not been approached by the
Justice Department regarding a
settlement. And I know this."
he said. -They're a long way
from settling with me.'•
The Justice Department said
the settlements ' involve
payments over an extended
period of time and are designed to provide adequate financial
security for the families of these
crew members."
"At the request of the
families, the amounts and terms
of the settlements will remain
confidential." the department
said.

Hardware hookup

congressional source and a
Justice Department source as
David Kimche, director general
of the Israeli Foreign Ministry,
told North there were three options, the newspaper reported.
Kimche said money for the
Contras could come from U.S.
funds or from foreign aid to
Israel — both of which would
violate a congressional ban on
aid to the rebels — or from increasing the price of weapons
sold to Iran and sending the proceeds to the rebels, the Times
(Cont'd on page 2)

Retaliatory trade measures
are expected by president
Forecast
Tonight: Clearing. Low in
the mid 20s. Light northwest
wind.
Wednesday: Increasing
cloudiness. High in the mid
40s. Southwest wind 5 to 10
mph.
Outlook for New Year's
day: Considerable cloudiness
with a slight chance of
showers. High in the lower
40s.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.9
Barkley Lake
354.9

PALM SPRINGS, Calf. (AP)
— President Reagan is expected
to announce retaliatory
measures against some European farm exports in a trade
dispute the United States says is
costing American farmers $400
million to $500 million a year.
The White House said
presidential decisions in this and
another trade dispute, involving
Brazilian computer imports,
would be announced here today
by U.S. Trade Representative
Clayton Yeutter.
Reagan flew here from Los
Angeles Monday after awarding
Presidential Citizen's Medals to
Richard Rutan and Jeana

Yeager, pilots of the globegirdling Voyager aircraft, and
Burt Rutan, the plane's
designer.
Boarding Air Force One in Los
Angeles, Reagan was asked how
ailing CIA Director William J.
Casey is doing and replied, "I
don't have any information on
it.,,
White House spokesman
Larry Speakes told reporters
aboard the plane that the president is not looking for a successor to Casey, who is recovering from surgery to remove a
malignant brain tumor.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Murray Police Department records clerk Della Boggess has a
look at the department's new computer, designed to automate arrest and administration records. When in operation, the computer will be part of the Kentucky State Police Records Stection
network in Frankfort.
Rimer pesos by Modd Turk
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Ledger & Times to have new look
with six-column format in 1987

Acknowledging applause

Beginning Friday, Jan. 2,
1987, readers and advertisers of
the Murray Ledger & Times will
see a new look for the paper.
The new look will be a change
of format to all "six-column"
pages. What this means is that
in addition to the front page and
the editorial page which already
use the format, the rest of the
pages of the paper will use the
six-column format.
In addition to the new style,
the type size for news copy will
be increased which will make it
far easier for people to read.
Dave Reeves, advertising
manager, said that the change
for the Ledger & Times is keeping with the standardization
newspapers are making
throughout the country. He said
there were several reasons for
using the six-column format.
"All national advertising is on

a six-column basis because at
one time companies were advertising in hundreds of papers nationwide. This meant the companies had to keep up with hundreds of different column and
paper sizes. So by having standard advertising units they were
able to have one ad sent to hundreds of different newspapers
and have it fit them all," Reeves
explained.
He added that the six-column
format will allow advertisment
to be "more appealing and gives
the advertiser a wider variety of
sizes to work with."
"The ads should stand out on
the page a lot better," Reeves
added.
The new format should not affect the advertising rates, according to Reeves.
"Because column inches are
larger, there are less of them on

a page. Before there were 172 inches. Now there is only 129
inches.
"Because the units are larger
they cost more per unit, but proportionally, the ad costs are exactly the same. There is no rate
increase," Reeves explained
The new format will also allow
for a wider width on news copy.
"The wider width of the columns will make stories more
readable and will allow the staff
to create a more pleasing
overall appearance for the
readers," according to Greg
Travis, staff writer.
"What we will have after making our format change will be a
newspaper that looks better, is
easier to read, and has far more
opportunities for really striking
layouts than ever before," said
Ledger & Times Publisher Walt
Apperson.

Pentagon boost will require tax hike
or other cuts, according to senator
Pilots Jeana Yeager and Dick Rutan are shown thanking their well-wishers and crew during a press
conference at Edwards Air Force Base, Calif., after successfully completing their historic
non-stop
flight around the globe.

Voyager crew and designer hailed
as heroes by President Reagan
LOS ANGELES AP — The
names of Voyager pilots Dick
Rutan and Jeana Yeager belong
on the rolls of aviation pioneers,
President Reagan said in honoring the crew and designer of the
first airplane to circle the globe
without stopping or refueling.
The flight of the Voyager
brought us back to the days of
those magnificent men in their
flying machines." Reagan told
the pilots and designer Burt
Rutan on Monday before awarding each of them the Presidential Citizen's Medal in a
ceremony at the Century Plaza
Hotel.
Voyager successfully completed its nine-day. 26.000-mile

non-stop flight on Dec. 23,
becoming the first plane to circumnavigate the globe without
refueling.
"You reminded us all that
aviation history is still being
written by men and women with
the spirit of adventure and
derring-do," the president said.
calling the flight "an inspiration
to all Americans."
The Rutan brothers and
Yeager each were given a
medal, plaque and a kiss by first
lady Nancy Reagan before a
crowd that included many of the
project's volunteers.
"With all of America, Nancy
and I followed the Voyager's
progress along each leg of its
fabulous flight with alternating

feelings of nervousness, hope,
fear and elation, but mostly
overwhelming pride in these two
courageous Americans and their
historic mission," Reagan said.
"Wow!" said Dick Rutan, 48,
after receiving his medal.
This was done by individual
citizens of this great land, and
we did so because we had the
freedom to pursue a dream."
Asking the Voyager
volunteers to stand, he said,
"I'm proud to death of you."
"We're very proud of this,"
said Yeager, 34.
"I've had tears in my eyes
many times during this flight
and I'm very close right now,"
Burt Rutan, 43, said.

KSP should be headed by civilian,
according to appointed committee
FRANKFORT. Ky. i AP —
The committee that was appointed to review the Kentucky
State Police today recommended that the agency should be'
headed by a civilian rather than
a uniformed officer who has
risen through the ranks.
It also recommended a
thorough review of the agency's
pay scale and classification
system and said the state police
should seek accreditation as
soon as possible from a national
law enforcement organization.
Those were among highlights
of. a thick report the five.
member Kentucky State Police
Administrative and Manage-

Metropolis
investing in
local jobs
METROPOLIS, Ill. ( AP
—
Residents of this Massac County
town invested in jobs when they
invested in a Delaware-based
company, an economic development official says.
Local financing will enable
Universal Convections Corp. to
open a plant in Metropolis,
creating about 42 jobs initially
and as many as 200 within two
years, Richard Kruger, chairman of the Fort Massac
Economic Development Commission, said Monday.
The company had to sell
$300,000 worth of stock by Dec.
31 to qualify for a Small
Business Administration loan
and a state grant for the plant,
Kruger said. It had raised about
$263,000 by Saturday but met its
deadline Sunday when a
telephone sales drive carried
live by Metropolis radio and
cable television stations
generated $42,000 in local investments, he said.
As a result, the manufacturer
of energy-efficiency devices for
homes and businesses apparently will be able to open in a vacant glove factory within weeks,
Kruger said.

ment Evaluation Committee
speedily adopted before
disbanding.
It halted work after courts
ordered it to comply with the
Open Meetings law pending the
outcome of a lawsuit that contended it was a public agency.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
leading Senate Democrat says
the Reagan administration will
have to either raise taxes or cut
some defense programs if it
wants Congress to approve $2.8
billion in new Pentagon spending, including a down payment
on new, more powerful rockets
for "Star Wars" missile
defenses.
The budget request was
unveiled Monday by Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger,
who told a news conference that
the money is necessary for "a
vital set of needs."
The extra money would
finance a pay raise for the country's 2.1 million uniformed personnel, changes in the health
care system, destruction of old
chemical weapons and add $500
million to the Star Wars budget.

Campaign...
(Cont'd from page 1)
because it is the centenial of
United Way and volunteerism.
Lowry said the main purpose
of the meeting last night was to
see how the campaign can be
made better next year.
This year's co-chairman of the
fund drive, Bob Cornelison, said
"We had a lot of people say
yes .it really makes you feel
good."
"I think we just need to stay
real positive," Cornelison said,
"We have come a long way."

13urse said the committee was
able to talk in private with
enough troopers to get a
representative sample of the
agency's employees before the
courts ordered such meetings to
be opened. No troopers were
willing to discuss the agency in a
((ont'd on page 2)
public meeting, the committee
The lawsuit was filed in
After arriving here, the presisaid in opposing the court
Franklin Circuit Court by The
dent retired behind the fences
orders.
Associated Press and the
Talking to additional troopers and high hedges of Sun/viands,
Courier-Journal and Louisville
would have been repetitive. an estate belonging to publisher
Times Co.
Walter Annenberg.
Burse said.
Kentucky State University
The president and first lady
He said the report had been
President Raymond Burse,
delivered to KSP Commissioner Nancy Reagan, who joined him
chairman of the committee, said
Morgan Elkins and a copy would in the medal presentation, plan
its work was thorough despite a
be sent to Gov. Martha Layne no further public appearances
somewhat premature end.
before returning to the White
Collins.
House on Friday.
The White House said Yeutter
would make a brief statement
and answer reporters' questions
about a dispute over
agricultural trade with the
12-nation European Community
and one dealing with Brazilian
Informatics trade and
Investment.
In both disputes, a Dec. 31
deadline was set for a presidential decision.
The European dispute arose
after the EC was expanded to include Spain and Portugal. The
two countries had been major
markets for American corn and
sorghum, used as livestock feed.
The EC, also known as the
Common Market, imposed a
high tariff on non-European feed
grains, effectively cutting them
off at a cost to American
farmers which U.S. officials
estimated at $400 million to $500
million annually.
U.S. officials conceded that
..
........-...
the EC had the right to take this
----. - 1. ..-•
.1 c--0•
action, but argued that the
0 , • ::;-.:. _..
1 $66- 1 ,.
_.
United States was entitled to
....„ , ...
..•
_,........compensation under rules of the
General Agreement on Trade
and Tariffs.
Gary Holmes, spokesman for
the trade representative's office, said the main argument
has been over the form of the
compensation, with the United
States wishing to apply it to
agricultural products and the
Europeans favoring other areas.
The second dispute involves a
Chicago Tribune Graphic;
Brazilian policy called Informatics, designed to build up its
Source: Sales Marketing & Management
domestic computer industry
through barriers against imports and restrictions on foreign
Investment.

President...

1990 household
buying power

Areas expected to have
highest disposable income

In thousands of dollars
Bridgeport-Stamford-Danbury, CT

Nassau-Suffolk, NY

Lake County, IL

Grand Forks, ND

Washington, DC

P

If approved, the money would
raise the defense budget for
fiscal 1987, which began last Oct.
1, to $292.2 billion. It was the
latest shot in the long-running
defense budget fight between
the Reagan administration and
Congress.
Reagan's defense buildup won
large Pentagon budget increases during his first term,
but Congress has essentially
frozen defense spending in each
of the past two years. Next
week, Weinberger will unveil
the defense budget for fiscal
1088, which begins next October,
and he is expected to ask for
about $312 billion.
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., incoming chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, said
Monday that Weinberger wth
have trouble winning approval

for the $2.8 billion addition.
Congressional passage of the
measure is unlikely, said Nunn,
unless the administration comes
up with new revenues or cuts in
other programs "because the till
is empty. There is no more
money in the cash register."
One of the main parts of the
new request is $500 million for
the Strategic Defense Intiative,
Reagan's anti-missile research
program popularly known as
Star Wars. Reagan wanted $5.4
billion this year for SDI, but
Congress cut it to $3.6 billion and
the new request would raise the
total to $4.1 billion.
Of the SDI request, $110
million would go for research into new types of rockets which
could eventually boost huge
payloads of 50 to 75 tons into
orbit.

Negotiators schedule second
day of talks on Iranian assets
THE HAGUE, Netherlands
Negotiators refused to com(AP) — Iranian and U.S. ment, but the fact that they
negotiators meet for a second
scheduled another session for tostraight day of talks today on the
day indicated some progress
return of $506 million in Iranian
was made.
money held in escrow in the
United States.
Iranian officials have linked
the return of Iranian assets to
possible intercession on behalf
of the American hostages held in
Lebanon. Most of the six
hostages are held by pro-Iranian
Shiite Moslems.
U.S. officials have cautioned,
however, that the talks are
Ronald Dawson, 16, Dexter,
technical in nature and not linkwas taken to Murray Calloway
ed to the hostages.
County Hospital Saturday after
At issue is the return of $506
a one—car accident at approxmillion, plus interest, held by
imately 1:50 p.m. on Kentucky
the New York Federal Reserve
464.
Bank. The money is Iran's overDawson was transfered to
payment into an account set up
Western Baptist Hospital where
in 1981 to repay syndicated bank
he was listed in fair but stable
loans.
condition.
The United States has inAccording to Chuck Robertson
dicated it is willing to return the
of the Kentucky State Police,
money. The two sides still need
Dawson was traveling westto work out the wording of an
bound on Kentucky 464 when he
Iranian pledge that it will make
observed
another car coming
no further claims in connection
toward him. To avoid a collision,
with the account, known as "AcDawson steered his vehicle off
count One."
the road.
Negotiators also must deterRobertson said the vehicle hit
mine how much money should
a ditch and overturned, throwremain in Account One to pay
ing Dawson from his car.
any unsettled bank claims
Trooper Dennis Crawford inagainst Iran.
vestigated
the accident.
Representatives from the New
York Federal Reserve Bank, the
Iranian Central Bank, the U.S.
Treasury Department and other
officials from both countries
met for 31ti hours Monday.
(Coned from page I)
said.
The congressional account of
Meese's testimony before the
House and Senate intelligence
committees was confirmed by
the Justice Department official,
who said the department had
WASHINGTON (AP) —
been unable to corroborate
American firms have been ac- North's assertions, the
quiring considerable amounts of newspaper reported.
technical know-how from the
It said the assertions atSoviet Union — some with tributed to the fired National
military uses — and more may Security Council staff member
become available after New
couldn't be independently
Year's Day, says John W. Kiser verified.
III, president of a firm in the
Kimche told the Times, "The
technology transfer business.
whole thing is ridiculous. If that
"In the business community Is what Oliver North testified to,
... there is a long history of then he is an unmitigated liar."
underrating the Russian and
He said he first heard about the
Eastern bloc capabilities," he
diversion of funds through
says. "If people worry about the
newspaper accounts.
Soviets 'stealing' our
If true, the statements by
technology, I say that the best
North would suggest a larger
defense is a good offense."
Israeli role than has been
Kiser, 44, who has written
acknowledged.
reports on Soviet technology for
The Israeli government has
the State Department and the
repeatedly denied that it had
Harvard Business Review, is
knowledge of or was in any way
president of Kiser Research, Involved in the diversion of
Inc., which searches out .funds from the Iranian arms
technologies in Eastern Europe
sale to the Nicaraguan rebels,
for licensing to American firms. known as contras.

Dexter man
involved in
accident

North...

Soviet know-how
being acquired
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PERSPECTIVE
Reaching for
higher excellence
Editor's Note: A two-day symposium titled "Reaching for a
Higher Level of Excellence" at
Murray State University on Jan.
11-12 will focus attention on both
the problems and potential in
higher education. Recent
reports which address the issue
of the quality of undergraduate
education will be assessed in an
effort to assist colleges and
universities in developing initiatives which will lead to a
higher level of excellence. The
following is the first Installment
of a five-part series intended to
broaden Insight into the purpose
of the symposium, which is open
to the public. Sessions are
scheduled from 3 to 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 11, and from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Monday, Jan. 12, in the
Curris Center theater. Forthcoming installments will be
dated Dec. 30, Jan. 2, 5 and 7.
An educational "Marshall
Plan for the States" to
strengthen public schools and
colleges at all levels across the
country has been proposed by
the National Commission on the
Role and Future of State Colleges and Universities.
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The 103 'Galleys' that materialized
in 1986 bring back many memories

have declined annually since
1975.
— By 1990, racial and ethnic
This being my last column of
Hospital and to whom we refer
pretty teenage pictures — and
minorities will account for 30
they've run across here or there.
1986, it has become customary to
to as "Festus"; outdoor writer
hearing Graham and Geneva
percent of all 18 to 22 year obit.
Some mild ripples also were
look back across the year at the
Roger Hill and his envious life
Feltner tell of their experiences
the U.S. Despite gains in the e made with the column asking
1643."Galleys" which materializon the move; and Mr. and Mrs.
with Fort Campbell soldiers on
ly 1970s, at the end of the decade
that Murray State's athletic
ed and to reflect briefly on some
Gobel Thweatt as they
their Trigg County farm
blacks still lagged behind whites
funds not be cut because of the
of them.
celebrate
d their 65th wedding
homeplace.
in both attainment and achievevery obvious importance of
Today's is No. 1257 since it
anniversary.
Another rare experience was
ment at each stage of education
athletics not only to Murray
first
appeared
in
The
Murray
There were many others.
seeing firsthand Bill and Maas
from high school through
State's enrollment but also to
Ledger & Times in October of
And, no over look of 1986 would
Read's wood carving and
graduate and professional
the community as a whole.
1974. Not one can be singled out
be complete without noting my
needlework hobbies. Both are
studies.
• • •
as "The Column of the Year,"
Mother's Day column, which in
almost unbelievable.
— The educational reform
These
and
all the others of the
although some quickly surface
1986 spotlighted Mrs. Myrtle Mc• • •
movements, while riveting
103
columns
of 1986 are now
in my memory. All were fun to
Clure as our symbol of
In addition to Carman Parks, I
public attention on the need to
history, tucked away in The
That's
do.
what
all
it's
about.
American motherhood.
saw some other good friends
Improve quality at both the
Ledger's files to await some
Some struck nostalgic chords.
• • •
"hang it up" or move on to
elementary-secondary and the
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed
Some
had
a
touch
of
humor.
Life treated me to some rare
higher planes. Retiring were Tal
collegiate levels, have failed
young researcher with a
experiences during the year,
Fannin from head of buildings
dismally to address the needs of Some marked historic dates
lucrative federal grant to dig inwith
local
flavoring,
and
one
or
some of which were related
and grounds at Murray State;
minority youth, in many cases
to, say 50, 75 or 100 years from
two made some waves. But, for
through the column. There was
Tommy Lavender from the Murresulting in the uses of "exnow, while writing a paper of
the
most
part,
they
simply
dealt
the trip to Frankfort with good
ray Housing Authority; and
cellence" and "quality" as code
some kind on Murray and
with people we know doing
friends Leroy Eldridge, E.B.
Ruth Hughes from the alumni
words for denial of access and
Calloway County history I hope
everyday things.
Howton and Arlie Scott to hear
books at Murray State.
opportunity to blacks,
they'll be of some help.
• • •
Governor Collins present her
Hispanics, and other racial
It will be interesting, though,
Moving
away
were:
More,
Dave
I
believe,
appeared
in
budget to the Legislature.
minorities.
at
the end of 1987 — the Good
Kratzer
to
Florida
State Universeries format in 1986 than ever
— In today's America, at
Lord granting — to look back
sity's
student
center;
before — eight subjects in 18 colRex
Another was our first visit to
least 23 million adults have been
and see what that year
Galloway to become a dean at
umns. These were about:
St. Louis' old Union Station to
identified as functional ilpresented as "Galley" subjects.
Austin
Peay
Clarksvill
at
Dewdrop
e;
and
Rowlett,
Murray
see it in all its present remodelliterates. In addition, some 13
Meanwhile, only a few hours
my
golfing
friend, Bill Parsons,
Stae's only female All-American
ed and revitalized glory, now a
percent of U.S. teenagers, and
remain in this old year, so let's
Nacogdoc
to
hes,
Texas,
to
athlete; Jodie Cochran's
be
a
beautiful and exciting tourist atup to 40 percent of minority
keep our seat belts fastened and
dean at Stephen F. Austin
description of the terrrible
traction with a touch of Murray
adolescent
s,
have
been
found
try to be around when the new
to
A report released by the comUniversity
.
winter of 1918; Carman Parks'
craftsmanship. If you haven't
be functionally illiterate.
one comes in.
mission at the annual meeting of
many years as a basketball
seen it, I hope you will in 1987.
Some other good friends went
—
In
50
million
household
And as it wanes. Cathryn joins
s
in
the American Association of
scorekeeper; Joe Green's exAnother told of the McClendon
to be with the Lord — Gus
the United States, no family
me
in wishing for every one of
State Colleges and Universities
periences in law enforcement
family reunion — my mother's
Robertson, Jr., H.T. Waldrop,
member holds a bachelor's
you the best of health and
(AASCU) in Phoenix, Ariz., in
and campus security; and Mr.
side of our family — in
W.C. (Dub) Elkins, Bernard
degree — and the figure inuninterrupted happiness in 1987
November notes "a storm brewE.W. Riley, one of our earliest
Hopkinsville, the first ever and (Pooch) Bell, Dr. A.H. Kopcreases
annually.
Happy New Year! ing in U.S. public higher educagrocerymen.
at which I met a first cousin I
perud, Mrs. D.Y. Dunn, John T.
— An American underclass is
tion" and recommends a
The others were about my
didn't even know I had. Then
Bucy and my son's father-ingrowing at an alarming rate; as
"nothing short of a creative
classmates of 1936 at Mayfield
there
was the one about that law, J.0. Bradshaw, way down
many
as one-fifth of the nation's
state-by-state effort" to prepare
High School as we prepared to
great, exciting time we had at in Cottonwood, Ala., to name a
children are living in poverty,
the American people for life in
observe our 50th anniversary
50th high school graduation
our
few.
and
nearly half of poverty
the 21st century.
reunion; hatcheryman Rothe
Ten years ago
reunion in Mayfield.
• • •
household
s
are
headed
by
single
Dr. Harold Delaney, executive
Kelley;
and
Jim
Garrison'
Contrary
s
A
exreal
highlight
to general belief, the
of
my
life
was
women.
Which columns made the
vice president of AASCU,served
periences as a bombardier on a
increased cost of gasoline two
related in a 1988 "Galley." It
waves?
—
Remembe
An
appalling
r
"Billy
increase
the
is
ocas executive director of the
B-17 during World War H.
years ago had little bearing on
told of Governor Collins' visit to
Beaver" on Sha-Wa Court and
curing in the frequency of
22-member commission headed
• • •
decision of tourists to visit Kenthe Murray Rotary Club at my
how
adolesc
his
untimely
ent
demise
pregnan
so
cies,
by former U.S. Secretary of
New friends made through the
tucky's Land Between the Lakes
invitation and the honor I had of aroused all the Silver Beavers,
perpetuating a poverty status
Education Terrel H. Bell as
column in 1986 included:
and surrounding area.
Introducing her.
Eager
for
Beavers
females
and
with
whatthe
havegreatest
chairman.
Virginia
Lee
Braymen
Kenny Adams, 18, died from
,
the
Almost
as
equal
highlight
a
you. No one ever says a thing
need for education but the
Delaney will be on the campus
mother of Richard Flack and
injuries sustained in a two.
was the visit I had from two of
when
a
greatest
drunken
difficulty
driver
wipes
in
out
obtaining
of Murray State University for a
who lives and works as a nurse
vehicleaccident on Highway 94
my World War H buddies whom
a family in an auto crash —but
it.
symposium Jan. 11-12 titled
in Japan; Rosemary Kondratko
shortly after midnight today
I
hadn't
seen
in
40
years.
One
let
someone
—
In
shoot
an
era
a
little
of
tight
old
budgets,
"Reaching for a Higher Level of
and her doll house; and Mac
Mr. and Mrs. A.L. 1Ted
was the first sergeant and the
beaver who's ruining a whole
funds for postsecondary
Excellence." He will discuss the
Fennell, who narrowly escaped
Latimer celebrated their 50th
other the company clerk in the
neighborh
remedial
ood
of
shrubbery
education
and
programs
,
work of the commission
death when run over by a
wedding anniversary on Dec. 26.
company I commanded for two
you-know-what hits the fan!
including special counseling serauthorized by the AASCU board
grader.
New officers of Welcome
years. We were together
And
vices
the
needed
gasoline
for
price
disadvant
colaged
of directors in January 1985 and
Also,
Bill
Wagon
and
Gels
Newcomers Club are
Edwards
throughou
t
it
all.
umns! My! How I would like to
students, are being sharply
its report titled "To Secure the
as they shared the humorous
Ann McKee], Marilyn Miller,
Others were visiting with Lola
forget
curtailed.
them,
but
seldom
a
week
Blessings of Liberty.'
story of their marriage; Jamie
Matilda Canady, Jane Denbow.
James on her 35th service angoes by without someone men— As college costs have
Black, the lady security officer
Marge Hayes, Nancy Weber and
"America has far too many
niversary at the Murray
tioning them and telling me
skyrocketed over the past 10
at Murray-Calloway County
Nancy Ryan.
people whose abilities are never
hospital — including seeing her
about the lower gas prices
years, including the cost of atLloyd and Nancy Todd were
awakened," the report warns. tending public
institutions,
00.•Me"OMB
winners
of a recent ham shoot
—This staggering waste and
federal student aid programs
bowling tournament held at Cordissipation of our most precious
have failed to keep up, and have
vette Lanes.
resource means unemployment, lost considerable
ground in real
Mrs. Neil Brown, playing
unenlightened citizen participadollars.
piano,
Garvice Douglas, playing
tion...reduced productivity and
— A nationwide shortage of
banjo, and Van Valentine, playpersonal stagnation, leading to
elementary and secondary
ing violin, presented a program
frustration, crime and abuse of
school teachers impends and
at a meeting of Kentucky Lake
freedom.
will soon reach crisis proporChapter
of National Association
"This wanton loss occurs
tions in some cities and states,
of Retired Federal Employees
because the nation is only parwith the profession needing
held at Colonial House
tially committed to educating all
more than a million new
Smorgasbord.
of its people at a time when our
teachers by the mid-1990s.
Twenty years ago
international standing is being
— Recent studies reveal that
Robert Dale Woodall, son of
threatened and our economic
American college students,
Mrs. Nell Gore, is now on duty at
future eroded by highly
compared with their peers
Naval
Support Activity in
educated, highly motivated
overseas, are poorly informed
DaNang, Vietnam. He has the
competitors abroad. For the
on global issues and lack an
rank of builder third class with
sake of our future and in the inunderstanding of their country's
United States Navy.
terest of our humanity and
role in international affairs.
"Rob Ray was showing us a
civility, we must reorder our
Noting that "these storm
little transistor radio one of ins
priorities to make a full and une- signals bode ill for the
quality of
children got for Christmas
quivocal commitment to
American life," the report prowhich costs less than five
learning."
poses a state-by-state effort
dollars. It gets several stations
Citing a series of social, comparable to the Martiall Plan
and plays just like any radio.
political, economic and educa- In scope, cost and
dedication.
The only thing Rob did not extional conditions that forecast a The dimensions
of such an efplain was what he was doing
storm, the report includes a list fort, in the commissio
n's view,
with it downtown when his boy
of "warnings," including these:
will require that:
was at home," from column.
— The nation's educational
— At least 35 percent of
"Seen & Heard Around Murray"
pipeline is contracting as the
American adults should have a
by James C. Williams.
high school dropout rate mounts college degree
by the year 2001.
Calloway County High School
to more than 25 percent, (That percentage is now
19).
Lakers lost 52 to 60 to Louisville
reaching levels as high as 45 to
— State colleges and univerMale in finals of Paducah
50 percent for minorities in sities must assume
the leaderChristmas Invitational Basketdisadvantaged urban areas.
ship role in producing the one
ball Tournament. Sliger was
— Black college students as a
million additional public school
high team scorer for Calloway
percentage of black high school teachers required
to meet the
and Balus for Male.
graduates and Hispanic college
needs of elementary and seconMr. and Mrs. Pat Darnell arid
students as a percentage of dary education during
the next
By Ken Wolf
of us and destroy them. But
biguity of the human condition.
son, Kevin, of Royal Oak, Mich..
Hispanic high school graduates decade.
Russian author and Nobel
the line dividing good and
If only there were evil peoare the guests of their parents.
— State colleges and univerPrize
winner
Alexander
evil cuts through the heart
ple somewhere insidiously
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Darnell and
sities should direct their
Solzhenitsyn wrote these words in
of every human being. And
committing evil deeds and
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Waldrop
academic resources and instituhis famous work, The Gulag Arwho is willing to destroy a
it were necessary only to
Mrs.aught Ssnd Inc
Thirty years ago
tional priorities toward working
chipelago. They highlight the ampiece of his own heart?
separate them from the rest
Most
stores
in Murray will be
cooperatively with public
closed on Jan. 1 for the New
schools and community colleges
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
Year's Day holiday, according
to reduce the high school
to the editor are welcomed and
to L.D. Miller, secretary for
dropout rate by 50 percent over
encouraged. All letters must be
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
a 10-year period.
signed by the writer and the
Goshen Methodist Church will
WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
In a concluding "Afterword,"
writer's address and phone
have
a New Year's eve watch
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager
the commission states its belief
number must be included for
night service starting at 10 p.m.
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
that "unless educational leaders
verification. The phone number
on Dec. 31.
BOB TAYLOR, Classified Manager
and public policy makers join in
will not be published.
Births reported include a girl
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
a major new state-by-state ef
Letters should be typewritten
to
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Beggs, Dec
The Murray Ledger if Times 11.:SPS 308-700
fort to expand educational opand double-spaced if possible
23.
portunity, the vitality of our naand
should
be
on topics of
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays.
Pvt. James Mason Churchill is
tion will suffer and our ability to
general interest.
.July 4. Christmas Day. New Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
visiting his parents, Mr and
Newspapers Inc . 1001 Whitnell Dr . Murray. Ky 42071 Second Class Postage
aid in bringing greater stability
Letters must not be more than
Mrs. Max H. Churchill. He is
Paid at Murray. Ky 42071
to the world will disintegrate."
500 words. Longer letters cannot
serving with United States
SUBCRIXTION RATES In areas served by carriers $4 00 per month.
The work of the commission,
be published.
Marine Corps at Yorktown, Va
payable in advance By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Hardin,
which took almost two years,
Editors reserve the right to
Mrs. Billy Edmonds and Mrs
Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky , and Paris. Buchanan and Puryear.
was supported by grants from
condense or reject any letter
Tn . 948 00 per year By mail to other destinations $52 50 per year
Alice Steely presented a lesson
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundaand limit frequent writers.
To reach all departments of the newspaper phone 753-1916
on "Planning and Serving A
tion, the Exxon Educational
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the Associated Press. Kentucky
Address correspondence to:
Holiday Meal" at a meeting of
Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association
Foundation and the John D. And
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Paris Road Homemakers Club
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by The Mur
Catherine T. McArthur
Times. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
NAN, ledger & Timex
held Dec. 18 at home of Mrs.
Foundation.
42071.
James Payne

Looking Back

CHRISTMAS 15 OVER,
NANCY...LETS GATHER UP
EVERYTHING WE NEED
TO EXCHANGE...

Thoughts In Season
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_MURRAY TODAY
-Community events
Tuesday. Dec. 30
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly )
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County
Health Center.
— ———
ToughLove, support
group for parents of
"problem" adolescents
will meet at 7 p.m. at St.

Tuesday, Dec. 30
John's Episcopal
Church, 1620 Main St.
For information call
753-2498 or 753-7447.
——— —
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. at American
Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Officers of Murray
Moose Lodge are
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m

Wirray Ledger & Times
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Harlow and Kelly vows solemnized at local church

Miss Joetta Harlow Prayer," was presented the father of the bride
became the bride of Jim by the bride to the wore black tuxedoe
s
Kelly on Saturday, Nov. groom and guests.
with white shirts and
1, at 3 p.m. at First BapThe bride was royal blue cummertist Church, Murray.
escorted to the altar by bunds and ties. All of the
The bride is the her father.
men had yellow rose
daughter of Mr. and
She wore a formal boutonnieres.
Mrs. Joseph S. Harlow gown of white shimmer
Mrs. Harlow, mother
of Glasgow. She is the organza trimmed in of the bride,
wore a turgranddaughter of Mrs. venise lace. The molded quoise dress
with pink
Vassie Ruth Martin, the bodice featured a accessor
ies. She had a
late Burl Martin of sweetheart neckline, v- corsage
of two white
Glasgow and the late back and short puffed gardenia
s as did Mrs.
MOVIES
Don and Gladys Harlow sleeves edged in silk Runyon,
grandmother
— DAILY -of Park City.
lace medallions. The of Mr. Kelly.
Bargain Matinee
The groom is the son full skirt with dropped
As the bridal couple
Cheri & (inc
of Mrs. Geraldine Kelly waistline and attached went across the
Wednesday,Dec. 31
street to
Events at First Bap- of Murray and the late chapel train were softly the fellowship
All Seats S2.00
hall
tist Church will be din- Jack Kelly. He is the shirred above the where the receivin
g line
ner for international grandson of Mrs. Sadie hemline and adorned and reception
were to
students at 6:45 p.m. Runyon, the late with narrow panels of be, the couple
was surCLINT EASTWOOD
and watch night from 8 William McKinley Ru- lace. She had a pearled prised
to see the
p.m. to 12:01 a.m. in nyon and the late Mr. wreath with attached groom's large
tractor
Fellowship Hall.
and Mrs. Wilbur Kelly, fingertip veil and pouf of parked out in front
as
.0 PASSES
all of Murray.
— ———
sheer illusion.
their going -away
( I:30. 350) 7:00, 9:25
Events at Memorial
Dr. Greg Earwood,
Her jewelry included transportation.
Baptist Church will in- assisted by the Rev. pearl earrings and a
At the reception the
Walt Disney s Classic!
clude prayer meeting at G.T. Moody, performed pearl and diamond bride's table
was
"LADY AND
7 p.m. and Sanctuary the double ring necklace and gold wrist centered
by a white
THE TRAMP" IG)
Choir at 8 p.m.
ceremony.
chain, gifts of the four-tiered cake made
The altar was groom. She carried a by Kathryn Outland. It
—
—
—
—
11:30, 3:101 7:00, 8:40
Bereavement Support centered with a brass white bride's Bible lop- was topped by bride
and
Group will meet at 9:30 candelabrum holding 15 ped with royal blue and groom clowns. Silver
Central Center 753-3314
a.m. and Living with white tapers and adorn- white irises and yellow candles, punch
bowl and
Diabetes at 1 p.m., both ed with royal blue and roses intertwined with coffee pot
were used.
in third floor classroom white silk irises, a greenery and yellow, Mints and
nuts also
of Murray-Calloway yellow bow and royal and white ribbon were served.
County Hospital.
greenery.
which fell into
The groom's table
On each side sat a streamers.
THE VOYAGE
————
was centered by a
New Year's Eve brass tree with white
Ms. Debbie Plummer chocolate cake atopped
Dance is scheduled at tapers, greenery and 6f Murray was matron by a small
;I $11. 30, 7:110, 920
tractor, corn
Murray Country Club yellow bows and two of honor. Bridesmaids and nuts. On
it was inwith Pete and Joy blue vases with light were Miss Carol scribed "The
the Color
Kelly
Vv'alcirop and Mike and blue salt sticks, small Beaman of Murray and Farm."
of Monet4
PAUL
Jean Carol Ridley as yellow spring blossoms, Mrs. Carole Austell.
Serving as hostesses
NEVVMAN
chairmen.
royal blue and white
The attendants wore at the reception were
TOM CRUISE
"
irises, yellow Bella royal blue tea length Glenda Rowlett,
—— ——
"7 15 130 Only SO MATINEES
sister
New Year's Eve glorys and greenery. dresses and halos with of the
groom, Carol KelEDDIE MURPHY IS
Dance will be from 8 Two wash baskets with yellow roses and blue ly, sister-in
-law of the
BACK IN ACTION.
p.m. to 12:30 a.m. at light blue salt sticks and silk baby's breath with groom,
Shirley Winters,
THE GOLDEN Lynn Grove Roller yellow spring blossoms yellow and blue ribbon. Bess Kerlick, Debbie
Rink.
also accented the altar. They carried small Bell, Yetive Brown
and
CHII.D
The family pews were white Bibles similar to Edith Noffsing
————
, 1:30. 3:34h TAO, 9:111 —
er.
NO P.AsSEs
Hazel and Douglas designated with yellow the bride's.
Rice bags filled with
Centers will be open bows.
,.!
The groom wore a bird seed were
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
A program of music black cutaway and vest distributed by
Erica Mrs. Kelly are now
for activities by senior was presented by Doug with a black and gray Rowlett,
An American
niece of the residing at Rt. 3,
ft;
citizens.
Vancil of St. Louis, Mo., ascot and gray pin- groom.
Tail
Murray.
pianist; Mrs. Carole striped pants with a
——— —
1'30. 5 15
The guest register
The rehearsal dinner,
Murray Single Con- Austell, soloist, accom- white shirt.
was attended by Mrs. hosted by the bride and
nection will meet at 7:30 panied by Mrs. Merry
Benji Kelly, son of the Bettie Harryman of groom,
was held in the
GIVE ENTERTAINMENT
p.m. at Southside Manor Denison, both of Mem- groom, was best man.
Fredericktown, Mo., Fellowship Hall of First
THIS YEAR!
for a New Year's Eve phis, Tenn.; Mrs. Gale Groomsmen were Ken and Mrs.
Movie Money Or
Tracey Baptist Church.
Dance. For information Vinson and Mrs. Nell Darnell and Dan Kelly, Markley
Video Movie Money
of Marion, Ill.
Bridal events includAt Cheri Box Office
call Dick at 436-2174 or Earwood, soloists; and brother of the groom.
Mrs. Kathey Hurt, ed the following:
11:00 co.m.-10:00 p.m.
Martha at 759-4940.
the Adult Handbell
Ushers were Don sister of the groom,
A personal shower
Choir of First Baptist Rowlett and Harold directed
— ———
the wedding.
OVIES TO SO
given by Debbie PlumNew Year's Eve Church.
Hurt, both brothers-inAfter a wedding trip mer, Carol Beaman and
Chestnut Street 753-3314
During the ceremony law of the groom.
to Nashville and Gatlin- Carole Austell at the
(Cont'd on page 5)
the song, "A Woman's
The attendants and burg, the new Mr. and Plumme
r-Brown home;

Agumf

HEARTBREAK
RIDGE

WMVIO
scvvrnetV

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Kelly

STOREWIDE SALE
20-50% off
STOREWIDE
- Sale Ends December 31

pm 11 1

ILI

Bel Air Center

EW VC
IN YOUR HOME??
If your family got a new VCR
in December or January

FREE

News around Hazel

Many families spend holidays together
By VELDA ALTOS

Hope everyone had a
nice Christmas and will
have a Happy New
Year, and that the
holidays were spent
honoring our Lord Jesus
Birth with family and
friends.
A group of members
of Mt. Sinai Church enjoyed fellowship in the
home of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Godsby, Tuesday
night. They were Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Barrow,
Mrs. Mark Barrow, Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Flowers
and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Dick Pond and
children, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Webb, and Mr. and
Mrs. Randy Roberts
and son.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Ray visited Mr. and
Mrs. Greely Burnett in

Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. They said he
seems to be improving.
Sorry to hear that Clifton Hutson is so sick in
Nashville, hospital.
Mrs. Virginia Parker
Is visiting relatives in
Indiana.
Jan Ray Alton, Camp
LeJeune, N.C., is
visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Winburn
Alton.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Alton enjoyed
Christmas Eve with
their children and
families except one
daughter, Janice and
family who are in
Hawaii. Those gathered
were: Rita Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth White and
Kayla, Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Alton, Linda,

Video Club Membership
We want to give you a FREE VIDEO CLUB
Membership—Just bring in "proof of
purchase" and we'll give you a FREE 1 year
membership in Murray's fastest growing
VIDEO MOVIE CLUB.

wriror4o

-

Celebrate With Us!
Open
New Year's
Eve
4 p.m.-9 p.m.

Rent Your Video Movies From The ,Movie Experts

"Jo'virai-40

tr

.•

MOVIES-TO-GO VIDEO CLUB BENEFITS
•$2.00 Movie Rentals Anytime
•2 Movies for $3.00 Tues. & Wed.
'Rent 4 Movies at one time & get 5th FREE
•Return as late as 10 p.m. next day
•FREE THEATRE POPCORN with Rentals
•42.00 Thimetrn Admission Thur. Nifss

A brunch given by
A shower at Calvary
Harold, Betty and Carol Baptist Church in
Beaman at the Beaman Glasgow given by aunts
home;
and friends of the bride;
A dinner given by Mr.
A coffee in Fellowship
and Mrs. Ralph Darnell,
Hall of First Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Settle
Church given by Shirley
and Mrs. Gracie
Winters. Bess Kerlick.
Holland at the Darnell
Lucy Lilly. Martha
home;
A shower given by Moore, 1)ebbie Bell.
Glenda Rowlett, Kathey Joretta Randolph. Nan.
Hurt, Carol Kelly and cy Jones, Lisa Ray,
Barbara Barnett at the Edith Noffsinger and
Rowlett home;
Kathryn Outland

Try Our New Year's
Eve Specials

g

etun
etts
Hwy. 641

North

Robyn, and David and
Miss Tammy Byers.
Mrs. Myrtle Hutson
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Pat Hutson and
daughters, had supper
with Mr. and Mrs.
Garlon Hutson,
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Ray's children and
families spent
Christmas Day with
them.
Mrs. Zelna Roberts
visited with Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Webb,
Christmas Day.
Christmas Day
visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Tojo Rasberry were

Tony and family, Vickie
A New Year's Eve
and family, Jeff and watch service is being
Garry, her mother, Mrs. planned at Mt. Sinai
Myrtle Hutson, Mr. and Baptist Church, Dec. 31
Mrs. Sam Bucy and Mr. at 8 p.m. Everyone is
and Mrs. Ricky Bucy.
welcome., come and
The children of Mr. worship the Lord with
and Mrs. Johnny White us, thanking him for all
had Christmas Day our blessings and for
breakfast with them. guidance for the year
They were: Kenneth ahead.
and family, Brian and
family, Kelly and famiLet's remember this
ly, and Bradley. Mr. and Bible verse: Psalms
Mrs. Otis Wilson joined 118:24 — This is the day
the get together later.
which the Lord bath
The children and made: we will rejoice
grandchildren of Mrs. and be glad in it.
Naomi White had supHappy New Year
per with her Friday
Everyone'
night.

Newborns, dismissals listed
Two newborn admis- 100% North 13th St.,
sions and dismissals at Murray;
Pillow baby boy,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, parents, Deborah and
Dec. 29, have been Dennis, 1402 McFadden,
Paris, Tenn.
released as follows:
Dismissals
Newborn admissions
Mrs. Mary Overbey,
Cho baby girl,
parents, Ki and Min, 1324 Main St., Murray;

11

SLtit.
50% OFF

Mrs. Laura Bland, 500
North Fifth St.,
Murray:
Joseph Meador, Rt 4,
Murray: Mrs. Debbie
Perkins and baby girl.
Rt. 2, Box 438, Mayfield,
Paul Smith, Rt. 2,
Benton: Mrs. Mary
Coats and baby boy. Rt.
5, Box 1076, Murray;
Miss Denise French,
Hardin.

Fall & Winter Merchandise

dead &

Southside Manor

753-3456

DONATIONS NEEDED
— Donations to the fund
to make needed repairs
to the Girl Scout Cabin
on Sharpe Street in Murray may be tax deduc
table if made by Dec. 31.
Donations may be sent
to Lynn Griffiths. 1014
Sharpe St., Murray. Ky.
42071.
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Couple to be married for 50 years Folsom-A
ndis wedding plannca

Mr. and Mrs. Gray
Roberts of South
Pasadena, Calif.,
formerly of Murray,
will observe their 50th
wedding anniversary on
Saturday, Jan. 3.
They were married on
Jan. 3, 1937, by Dr. Morrison at Hazel Park
Baptist Church, Hazel
Park, Mich.
Mrs. Roberts, the
former Voline McCuiston, is the daughter
of the late Bob McCuiston and Lucy Jane
Blalock McCuiston of
Brandon's Mill area of
Calloway County.
Mr. Roberts is the son
of the late John Roberts
and Lela Boatwright
Roberts of Pottertown
area of Calloway County. He retired from Murray Division of Tappan
Co., Murray.
In May of 1976 Mr. and
Mrs. Roberts moved to
California to be near
their son, Dr. Bill G.
Roberts and his wife,
Dinah, and their four
grandchildren, Russ,
Rosalind, Smith and
Friends and relatives
Catherine Roberts.
may send them 50th an-

Mr. and Mrs. Gray Roberts
niversary cards to Mr.
and Mrs. Gray Roberts,

808 Garfield, S
Pasadena, Calif. 91030.

Miss Deidra Renee
Folsom of Murray and
Michael James Andis of
Cahokia, III., announce
their engagement and
approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy A. Folsom Jr.
of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. James B. Curd
of Murray and of Roy A.
Folsom Sr., and the late
Mrs. Kate Folsom of
Adel, Ga.
The groom-elect is the
son of Mr. and Mrs.
James 0. Andis of
Cahokia, Ill. He is the
grandson of Mrs. Dolly
Andis and the late Lloyd
Andis and of Mr. and
Mrs. Emil Levin of
Cahokia,
Miss Folsom is a 1979
graduate of Murray
High School and attended Murray State University. She is employed at
the Murray Ledger &
Times.
Mr. Andis, a 1977
graduate of Cahokia
High School, is a 1978
graduate of Ranken
Tech and attended
Belleville College. He is
employed at Central
Mining Equipment, St.
Louis, Mo.
The wedding will be the Hale Chapel of First
solemnized on Satur- United Methodist
day, Jan. 10, at 2 p.m. in Church, Murray.
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Deidra Renee Folsom and
MichaelJames An di,'; to Inam

Maj. Gen. Richard A.
Scholtes, right, commander of the 2nd Armor ed Division,
presents the colors of
division's new Combat
Aviation Brigade to the
brigade's commander,
Col. Robert S. Young,
formerly of Murray,
during a ceremony at
Fort Hood, Texas. At
left is Command Sgt.
Maj. Marion L. Mixon.

Col. Young takes command of unit
The 502nd Combat
Aviation Battalion, 2nd
Armored Division, was
inactivated and the
Combat Aviation
Brigade, 2nd Armored
Division was activated
In a recent ceremony at
Fort Hood, Texas.
During the ceremony
the colors of the 502nd
and the guidons of its
companies were furled
and cased and the colors
of the new brigade were
uncased.
Lt. Col. Paul C.
Hollowell, who commanded the 502nd, said
the battalion's companies would become.
separate companies
under the new Combat
Aviation Brigade
headquarters.
"In August the 2nd
Squadron, 1st Cavalry,
will join us(The Combat
Aviation Brigade). Next
year the 5th Squadron,
17th Cavalry, from the
6th Cavalry Brigade will
be redesignated as the

Events...
(Cont'd from page 4)
Wednesday,Dec.31
Dance will be from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge. This is for
members only.

502nd Attack Helicopter
Battalion and it also will
Join the brigade,- he
said.
During the ceremony,
2nd Armored Divison
Commander Maj. Gen.
Richad A. Scholtes
presented the brigade
colors and command of
the new unit to Col.
Robert S. Young.
Young said the first
steps for the new
brigade would be to "get
the equipment, get the
people, and get it ( the
brigade) trained."
The new commander
was commissioned in
armor from Murray
State University, Murray, Ky., in 1962. He is a
1983 graduate of the U.S.
Army War College and a
1975 graduate of the
Command and General
Staff College,
Young served
previously at Fort Hood
from 1971 to 1974 as the
operations officer and
commander of Troop B,
1st Squadron, 9th
Cavalry, 1st Cavalry

TV terms discussed

NEW YORK (AP) —
You think you know a lot
about television, but do
ybu know the difference
between a "flipper." a
"zapper," and a
Zone 7 and Young "grazer"?
Married's Class of
A flipper is a person
Seventh and Poplar who changes TV chanChurch of Christ will nels just to see what else
have a New Year's Eve Is on. This is, of course.
get-together at 8:30 p.m. made possible by
at home of Gene and remote control. A zapHoyland Jones.
————
Mt. Sinai Baptist
Church will start its
watch night service at 8
p.m.
Thursday,Jan. 1
The Murray Ledger &
Times will not publish a
newspaper today.
————
Post offices will be
closed today in observance of New Year's
holiday.
————
Murray Women of the
Moose will not meet
tonight, but will meet on
Jan. 8.
————
AA and Al-Anon are
scheduled to have closed meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Benton. For information
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
758-7764 or 753-7663.
————

Division, and as operations officer and executive officer of the 2nd
Battalion, 5th Cavalry,
1st Cavalry Division.
He returned to Fort
Hood to take command
of the Combat Aviation
Brigade after completing assignments as
the deputy operations
officer V Corps in West
Germany, and cornmander of the
Frankfurt Military
Community, Frankfurt,
West Germany.
Young has commanded the 2nd Sql&adron
( Air ), 17th Cavkiry,
101st Airborne Division
(Air Assault), and has
served twice in the
Republic of Vietnam.
In 1965, he activated
and deployed to combat
in Vietnam with the 1st
Squadron (Air), 9th
Cavalry. He returned to
Vietnam in 1967 with the
7th Squadron (Air). 17th
Cavalry. He also served
In Korea with the 2nd
Squadron, 10th Cavalry.
Young is a Master

per is a person who
changes channels so as
not to be exposed to an
advertising message.
A grazer is the same
as a flipper — a person
who just wants to see
what's on the tube. As
many as 58 million people are flipping around
the dial, especially
young adult males.

Thank you
for making 1986
a great year.
We appreciate
your patronage.
May everyone have
a safe & prosperous
New Year.

Bel-Air
Shopping
Center
Hwy. 641

Aviator and holder of
the Air Assault Badge.
His awards include the
Distinguished Flying
Cross, two awards of the
Bronze Star, three
awards of the
Meritorious Service
Medal, and 30 awards of
the Air Medal, three
with "V" for valor.
Young is the son of
Mrs. Alfred Young of
Murray. His wife is the
former Lou King,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bruce King, also of
Murray. Young, his
wife, and a daughter,
Donna, will reside in
quarters at Fort Hood.

A reception will follow
at the Holiday Inn.
All friends and

•
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DATEBOOK
Greenfield graduates

PaneTIN (11.',177;•

Airman Mark B. Greenfield, son of Danny G.
Greenfield of Rt. 2, Calvert City, and Sondra R.
Greenfield of St. Louis, Mo., has graduated from
Air Force basic training at Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas. During the six weeks of training the
airman studied the Air Force mission, organization and customs and received special training in
human relations. In addition he earned credits
toward an associate degree through the community college of the Air Force. His wife, Karen,
Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Belve Smith of
Rt. 8, Benton.

Mt. Sinai plans service
Mt. Sinai Baptist Church will have a New
Year's eve watch night service on Wednesday,
Dec. 31, starting at 8 p.m. The public is invited to
attend.

Church plans services
Lake-Land Apostolic Church, located at 402
Sunbury Circle, just off South Fourth Street,
Murray, will have its third anniversary services
on Thursday and Friday, Jan. 1 and 2. The Rev.
Jerry Grimsley of Union City, Tenn., will be the
speaker and the youth choir from his church will
sing on Thursday at 6 p.m. On Friday at 7:30
p.m. the Rev. R.C. Mays of Clarksville, Tenn.,
will be the speaker and a trio from his church
will provide special music. The Rev. James H.
Cain, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Anniversary Services
Jan. First & Second
Jan. 1, 1987
6.00 p.m.
Rev. Jerry Grimsley of Union City,
Tn., speaker. The Youth choir from
his church will be singing.
Jan. 2, 1987
7.30 p.m.
Rev. R.C. Mays of Clarksville, Tn.
speaker. The trio from his church
will be singing.
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402 Sunbury Circle, Murray
Phone 759-1602
James H. Cain, Pastor
EVERYONE WELCOME

After Christmas
Sale

''

p

Lake-Land Apostolic Church

FINAL
REDUCTION

Local persons recently
hospitals include the follownlg
Murray TrOm Henry
'
Paris, Tenn. Herr. t\
Western Baptist Hospit,,
Robertson.
eorge H.
Galloway, all (if murr
Paducah.

t.
'•
•
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All Movies

$
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Members and Non-Members—No Limit
Pick Up Wednesday
Bring Back Friday

Rent 5 Get 1 Free!

60%

OFF
STOREWIDE

Open: New Year's Eve 10 10
New Year's Day 1-5
(
3 1.

We still have a
nice selection of
Diamond Rings

Furches Jewelry
Downtown Murray

753-2835

Sundays
1-5

M -S
10-9
Central
Shopping
Center

Soles & Rentals

7Sa-i 0/0
753-HOMP
HOME TV & APPLIANCE

*0

P
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Who will be
the First Baby
of 1987?
RULES:
1. Winning baby must be born in this county.
2. Parents must be residents of this county.
3. Exact time of birth must be certified by attending
physician.
4. Parents must apply to the Murray Ledger & Times to
Receive Prizes.
5. Gifts must be redeemed by February 1, 1987.

White Bible
waiting for
Mr. or Miss 1987
Lottie Moon Group
Woman's Missionary Union
First Baptist Church
Murray, Ky.

,SIRLOIN
STOCKADE

First Pair of estrideRite Shoes

For The Parents
of Mr. or Miss 1987
2-Hot Food/Salad Bars

Mr. or Miss 1987

ft
ChilIrs's Dm SW,

753-0440

Bel Air Center

Southside Manor

753-4383

Savings Account
Now Open

For Mr. or Miss 1987
Their First Prescription

For Mr. or Miss 1987
PEOPLES/BANK

Discount
Pharmacy

ROY'S

MURR.Alt KY.
Member FDIC

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th
753-1462

A Picture Frame
Is Waiting For
Mr. or Miss 1987

Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Professional Photography

New Testament Bible
is waiting for
Mr. or Miss 1987

8x10 Color Photo
For
Mr. or Miss 1987

EAc eoollimaph

Allison Thotogfaphy

304 N. 12th St.

753-8809

1 Case of Baby
Formula
To Mr. or Miss 1987

A New Savings Account
is waiting for
Mr. or Miss 1987

Clinic Pharmacy

Bank of Murray

753-8302

5th & Walnut

1 Case of Baby Food

•.;

Murray, Ky.

e.1
mm
7
8

e
Snap Shot
Photo
1 H0104 PHOTO DEVELOPINlr
Olympo4 Kite Murray Ply
759 9347
Open Mon Sat 9 a m 6 p 111

To Mr.
or Miss
1987
Receive Free
Film Processing
For One Roll Of
Film (Any Size)

D&T Warehouse
Foods

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

South 4th

*-54,

Dinners
to
the Parents of
Mr. or Miss 1987

A $10 Gift Certificate
Is Waiting For
Mr. or Miss 1987

DRUGS
DISCOUNT PRISCRIPTIONS
'In', CHIFST1111,f
11111PRAY a.
Pi

Southside Manor

51s
, 12 IN

Something Mom Can
Show Off & Brag About—

A Shampoo, Cut & Style
For Mom,Dad & The Baby

A Fast-Flip Photo Album

Plus A Gift Pack of Fantastic Sam's
Hair Care Products

for the new Mr. or Miss 1987
—A hearty congratulations to mom & dad—
'Murray's Only Neighborhood Pharmacy'

Charlie's Pharmacy
Glendale & Whitnell

2 Fish

Mombor FDIC

for Mr. or Miss 1987

A JUMBO BOX OF PAMPERS
FOR MR. OR MISS 1987

APLI111111,111411:=
1111.
rPNir Saving Pram.

"THE FRIENDLY BANK"

$25 Gift Certificate
for
Mr. or Miss 1987

Across From Horny Drivo-lo

A Gift From
Us Is Waiting
For Mr. or Miss
1987 at...

Martha A .

4

4-l1 5

$25 Gift Certificate
for
Mr. or Miss 1987

41, 604

aucl we!

ebcFatitasticSants
-1,- the original Family Haircutters
We we qot locations coast to coast and one near you'

OYUAPIC PLAZA,
MURRAY, 753-0542

A FREE GIFT
awaits Mr.or Miss 1987

WAI:MART

0

N. 12th St.

753-8841

For The Parents
of Mr. or Miss 1987
2 Dinners
tpunG -ot:hcort.
Children's Fashion,

A FREE GIFT
awaits Mr. or Miss 19871
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5
408 South 12th Street

753-0005

A '15.00 Gift Certificate

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT

M d termly and Childr•ns Shoppe
( ciltr.11 Sh,y1)111,,4 (

Hwy. 641 North

i

•

Bol Air Center

753-8322
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Students and faculty from Murray State's Department of Foreign
Languages visited first graders at Murray Elementary School to talk about
Christmas customs in various European countries. The first grade unit on
"Christmas Around the World," also involves classr000m activities, stories,
and shared experiences.

Children in grades K-2 at Robertson Elementary shared their Christmas by
contributing canned food and new and used toys to families in need. Helping
Dwight Rutledge of the Murray Fire Department load the toys are Jennifer
Shim, Anthony Beard, Trey Green, Josh Lovett, Drew Thompson,and Bran
don Jones. Below, second graders Scott KeWs, Diana Foster, Jason Eaves,
Jason Lovett, and Alicia Poston carry cans of food for Needline representatives Katherine Rickman and Robin Colvard.

Mrs. Price's Fourth Grade at North Calloway
participated in Weekly Reader's Invention Unit.
Each student submitted an invention and then
one was selected to be sent to the National contest. Pictured in the front row: Nolan Lax,
Michael Tucker, Ginger Hicks, Sarah Stallons;
second row: Darren Crick, Ethan Crum, Brian
Burgess; back row: Brad Bucy, Amy Alexander,
Michael Enoch, Cristi Sarrells and Lisa Warner.

Calloway Kindergarten
students re-enact
the first Thanksgiving

Aide Ruth Ann McLemore helps serve Becky Mehr and Shane Smith.

Sherry Skaggs, Derrik Edwards, Spencer Chambers and Elisabeth Shouse
admire the feast table.

Mrs. Grady's class, pictured above, were hosts in the morning,
Mrs. Gore's
class was the host group in the afternoon.

The original Indians
may not have ridden in
a school bus to the first
Thanksgiving feast, but
don't tell the East
Elementary
kindergarten students
who trekked to
Southwest to re-enact
that historic event. They
felt very authentic in
their headbands and fringed paper vests. When
they caught sight of the
Southwest Pilgrims in
white collars and black
hats they were convinced that the feast was a
reality.
The gathering was the
result of correspondence between
the two kindergartens
through pen pal letters
dictated to the teachers
as a language exerience
activity. In one letter,
children from
Southwest offered an
East invitation to visit
their class. The
teachers thought it was
such a good idea that
they planned the visit to
correspond with units
about Indians and
Pilgrims and the first
Thanksgiving.
In keeping with the
idea of sharing, each
child from East was
asked to bring a piece of
fruit for the feast table,
ELS the available supply
of wild turkeys was
limited. Southwest's
lunchroom was colorfully decorated for the occasion by the Pilgrim
hosts. Peanuts, popcorn
and raw vegetables
completed the menu.
The seating arrangement interspersed the
Indians and Pilgrims to
promote social interaction. As a result the two
groups learned more
about each other just as
they did at the first
Thanksgiving feast.
Please direct your
questions and comments about area public
schools to the Murray
city schools at 753-4363
or the Calloway County
public schools at
753-3033.

As the bus headed
back to East, spirits
were high and the only
thing that drooped was
the construction paper
headbands dampened
by the rain.

Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the Murray Independent
School District and the Calloway County School
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger
Times.

All Fall & Winter
Merchandise

112
Italian Spaghetti
Special
DOWNTOWN
SHOPPING

CENTER

ONLY $

We will be closed all day Wed.,
Dec. 31 to prepare.
We accept Visa, Master Card,
American Express and Discover

49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra

Inside Dining Only

OFF

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
You can't eat this well at home for this price.

nan robbins
Reg. hours 9-6 Mon-Sat
New Years Day 9-4
1027 Mineral Wells Avenue
Paris, Tenn 38242

dine

with
us!

Nrrx

loAv
sit

Buying?
Selling?

Mrs. Roses' kindergarten class from East made the trip to Southwest for the
Thanksgiving feast.

You'll find
everything
you need
in the
Classifieds
753-1916

I
V

Marjorie and Bill Major'
753-0880

We will be closed
Wednesday, Dec. 31st
to prepare for our
January Clearance Sale

Shrimp, Salad Bar, Side Dishes and Breads

The Dakota
—The Finest in Buffet Dining-

i
m
I

PRIME RIB BUFFET
All You Can Eat: Prime Rib (Cooked to your specification)

re===aZIONSMOYMMONENNO
For all your Travel Reservations Call I

New Year's Eve

representing
American and International Traveltime I

illuckingliatn ;Rau Ktb
(.11 cst n t

t

1510 Chestnut St.

Murray

759-9755
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Rebels

Racers head north
to tackle Gophers

trounce
Navy
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
(API — Senior guard
Mark Wade had a
school-record 21 assists,
and four teammates
scored in double figures
Monday night as topranked Nevada -Las
Vegas routed No. 9
Navy 104-79 to win the
UNLV Holiday Classic
basketball tournament.
UNIN opened up the
game in the first half as
Navy center David
Robinson sat on the
bench with three fouls.
The Runnin' Rebels
blew it wide open in the
second half with a stifling man-to-man
pressure defense that
forced numerous Navy
turnovers.
Robinson led all
scorers with 29 points.
Freddie Banks poured
in 25 and Armon Gilliam
added 23 for the Rebels
as they ran their record
to 11-0. Navy is to 5-2.
The game was played
before a record crowd of
20,321 at the UNLV campus arena. Earlier,
Idaho State beat Old
Dominion 79-71 in the
consolation game.

The Murray State Racers are through celebrating their Bayou
Classic title, traveling to Minnesota, tonight.
The Racers gave themselves an early Christmas present
and 5-9
sophomore guard Don Mann played Santa Claus as he led his team
to the
championship of the Bayou Classic in Lafayette, La.
As the Racers surged to victories of 76-87 over Tennessee-Chatan000ga
and 81-70 over host Southwestern Louisiana, Mann scored a total of
53 points,
including a career—high 30 points in the championship game. Also
pulling in
12 rebounds in the two games as well as dishing out seven assists,
he earned
Most Outstanding Player honors by nearly a unanimous vote.
Sophomore Jeff Martin fired the Racers in the opening game with
his
career-high 29 points, which was backed by 27 points and 12 rebound
s (also a
career high) the next night, winning himself a spot on the all-t
ournament
team.
The tip-off time for tonight's game has been re-scheduled
for 7 p.m.

Racer coach Steve Newton will be looking for Don Mann and Jeff Martin to continue their great
play
when the Racers face Minnesota, tonight.
File Photo

a
happy
n e w
year
1987
To All
Our Friends and Customers,
a safe, healthy and
Happy New Year
We thank you
for your patronage
and look forward
to a great 198''

Cain's AMC Jeep-Renault
WV.

\orth

-53-6.-148

After
Christrnas
Sale

$
.0 •
• $
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HIGGSandiARTTNEWS
Sue Carothers
209 West Washington
Parts, Tennessee

Searching for answers to all those who/
what/where questions about your new
city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
its my job to help you get over the hurdles
of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info. Advice on reliable businesses
in your new neighborhood. And more.

CALL
Asst. Hostess
Ingeborg
King
:e
r i(Oille ffit{Ok'
.
•
492-8348

{

No contest

Crum outclasses Sutton

1
• d0

Coats 1/3 off
Dresses 1/3 off
Sportswear 1/3 off
Other Items 1/4 to 1/2 off

Hostess
Kathryn
Outland
753-3079

"I was very pleased with the total effort our team in Lafayette,"
Murray
State coach Steve Newton said. "Don and Jeff had excellent games,
but we
also got help from Wayne Tyler and George Kimbrough. We progres
sed
quite a bit in the 10 days since the Memphis State game."
However, an even tougher challenge may await in the Big Ten Confere
nce
member Minnesota, will the Racers will travel to for their Dec. 30
engagement. The Golden Gophers, under coach Clem Haskins, carried a
4-3 record
into a Dec. 22 home date with Wichita State.
Leading the charge for Minnesota is sophomore forward Kelvin Smith,
who is tops in both scoring, 18.3, and rebounding, 8.3. He receives
scoring
help from guard Terrence Woods, 14.3 and board aid from Richard
Coffey,
7.3.
"In order for us to be successful on the road against a Big Ten team.
we'll
have to have the same kind of effort we had at the Bayou Classic,
" Newton
said."Don and Jeff will have to play their consistently good games
and we'll
need to have help from one or two other sources."
Following the Minnesota trip, the Racers return to the friendly confines
of
Racer Arena for the first time since Nov. 29. MSU will face a grueling
five
games in nine days, including the start of the Ohio Valley Conference season
against pre-season favorite Middle Tennessee, Jan. 10.
"We're looking forward to playing in front of the home crowd once again,"
Newton said, "but that stretch will be a slaty test for our stamina
and
endurance."

!
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The old saying used to
go, "None is so blind as
he who will not see,"
however, it should be
changed to, "None is so
blind as he who sees only blue."
Big Blue, that is.
Now sure Kentucky
beat Louisville, Saturday. Well, really, Kentucky trounced
Louisville, Saturday.
"Beat" doesn't do the
game justice. However,
reflected by their coach.
no excuse has been
But Sutton's arrogance
found explaining UK
didn't surface just this
coach Eddie Sutton's
year. It was just a little
comments throughout
more subtle in the past.
the week prior to the
When Sutton came to
game.
Lexington, in the wake
While there is no deof the "Herald-Leader"
nying the Wildcats great
controversy over its
tradition of winning
story of wrong-doings in
basketball games,
the UK camp, Sutton
building a winning propraised UK basketball's
gram involves a great
program and covered
deal more than a winthe issue like a virgin loss record.
white blanket of snow.
Words like "class"
At one point in the
and "character" meant
something when I was season, Sutton comgrowing up. I played mented on his weekly
basketball as a television show that if a
youngster and in the youngster grew up in
state of Kentucky and the state of Kentucky
those words were drilled and didn't want to play
Into my head even more basketball for UK then
strongly than UK something had to be
wrong with the child.
basketball.
Now those words have
I have a 13-year-old
been disregarded in the cousin who dreams of
Bluegrass out of loyalty playing for U of L and
to the Wildcats and we've had him checked
because of the attitude out. Everything seems

After Christmas Sale
7 Shopping Days Only-Dec. 26-Jan. 3

Clay
Court
By Clay Walker
Sports Editor

to be O.K., but if Eddie
said it, it must be true.
Last week, in the
wake of a poll showing
that 83 percent of hoop
fans in the state favored
UK, Sutton sank below
the depths of just being
busch league when he
called Louisville a "little brother trying to get
recognition from the big
brother."
He also said UK was
bigger than the New
York Yankees and the
Dallas Cowboys. He
could have at least said,
He made all of these
comments the same
week he welcomed back
Scott Ziegler, a UK
player who had been
suspended for
shoplifting.
Now, unless I miss my
guess, Sutton must have
been referring to Kentucky's record on the
court, not in the courtroom, when he sang its
praises.
In defense of his program, Cardinal coach
Denny Crum just told
the press to let
Louisville's record
speak for itself and said
that his team is no one's
little brother.
The University of
Kentucky is a great
basketball tradition, as
is Louisville. And once
you get right down to the
issue of determining
which school has a better tradition, you find
out that you can't.

ALL Merchandise — Storewide
1203 Chestnut St.
Phone 753-8844
Murray, Ky. 42071
Paducah Oft-Price Mall
3200 S. 13ettlIne
Paducah, Ky. 42001

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

Paris Square
Shopping Center
Pads, Tenn. 38242
2935A Fort Campbell Blvd.
Phone 888-7899
MopkInsvIlle, Ky. 42240

UK has won five national championships, U
of L two. But U of L is
the only school to win
two in the 1980s and has
been to the Final Four
four times this decade.
UK blasted the Cardinals, Saturday, 85-51,
however, in terms of
displaying the class that
is supposed to be
characteristic of basketball in the Bluegrass
State, the soft-spoken
Crum beat Sutton in an
even bigger blow-out.

,
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were "one big family
because the white
players let the blacks
eat at the training table
once a week."
While not as upset as
Brown, Coach Jimmy
Johnson said his players
were "taken aback" by
Brown's remarks.
LSU defensive end
Roland Barbay, who
was banned from the
Sugar Bowl on Thursday, went to court on
Monday, charging the
NCAA and LSU were
remiss in not telling
players which steroids
were prohibited.
State Judge Gerald
Federoff said Barbay
can practice with teammates before the game,
but put off until today a
ruling on whether he
could play in the game
after testing positive for
steroid use.
All-American
linebacker Brian
Bosworth of Oklahoma
also is banned from the
Orange Bowl for steroid
use, but team officials
said it was unlikely that
he would appeal in time
for that game. Bosworth
has said doctors

prescribed steroids for
Ohio State in the Cotton
him because of an inBowl at Dallas; No. 5
jury and that he was not
Louisiana State vs. No.6
warned that the drug
Nebraska in the Sugar
was illegal.
Bowl at New Orleans;
Meanwhile, Monday's
No. 7 Arizona State vs.
only bowl game saw
No. 4 Michigan in the
Tennessee trip MinRose Bowl at Pasadena,
nesota 21-14 in the LiberCalif., and No. 3
ty Bowl at Memphis.
Oklahoma vs. No. 9
Tonight's bowl matArkansas in the Orange
chups have San Diego Bowl at Miami.
State and 19th-ranked
Jeff Francis threw
Iowa in the Holiday three touchdown passes,
Bowl at San Diego and including two to wide
No. 15 UCLA against receiver Joey
Brigham Young in the Clinkscales, as TenFreedom Bowl at nessee, 7-5, defeated
Anaheim.
Minnesota, 6-6, in the
On New Year's Eve, Liberty Bowl.
it's 18th-ranked North
The Vols, posting
Carolina State, 8-2-1,
their
fifth straight vicagainst Virginia Tech,
tory, broke a 14-14 tie
the
Peach
Bowl
8-2-1, in
when Francis capped a
at Atlanta; Colorado,
68-yard, fourth-quarter
6-5, against No. 14
march with a 15-yard
Baylor, 8-3, in the
scoring
strike to
Bluebonnet Bowl at
Houston; and Indiana, Clinkscales in the left
corner of the end zone.
6-5, against Florida
Francis finished the
State, 6-4-1, in the Allgame with 22 compleAmerican Bowl at Birtions in 31 attempts for
mingham, Ala.
243 yards.
The New Year's Day
San Diego State Coach
bowls match Southern
Cal vs. No. 10 Auburn in Denny Stolz will lead the
the Citrus Bowl at Aztecs into their first
Orlando, Fla.; No. 8 bowl game since 1969
Texas A&M vs. No.11 when they meet Iowa in
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Bowls in need of cleaning
(AP) - The festive air
of college football bowls
is becoming tinged with
unpleasantness.
While developments
swirled in a steroid
scandal, players from
top-ranked Miami walked out of a Fiesta Bowl
dinner because of what
they said was a racial
slur in a skit by players
from No. 2 Penn State.
Hurricanes All America Jerome Brown
said Monday night that
the walkout occurred
Sunday evening over a
statement by Penn State
punter John Bruno.
It shows how much
class Penn State really
has," Brown said. "One
thing I really question, I
question the intelligence
of the black guys on the
Penn State team. How
can they take a racial
slur like that?"
The two teams meet
Friday night in Tempe,
Ariz., for the national
championship.
Bruno, acting as Penn
State's spokesman in a
skit by several players,
poked fun at Miami's socalled "one-ness" and
said his Nittany Lions
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the Holiday Bowl.
Stolz, in his first
season at San Diego,
took a team that finished sixth in the Western
Athletic Conference the
year before and guided
the Aztecs to their first
conference title since
Joining the WAC in 1976.
Both San Diego State
and Iowa ended the
regular season with 8-3
records.

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE

753-8355

Nur'

NBA STANDINGS
EASTERN CONFERENCE

OW

Portland

Atlantic DOisloa

Seattle

1. Pct. GB

UCLA had won three
consecutive New Year's
Day bowl games coming
into this season, so the
Bruins and Coach Terry
Donahue were
understandably disappointed when they
wound up in the
Freedom Bowl against
WAC runner-up BYU.
Known as an offenseminded team, Brigham
Young was second in the
WAC this year in total
defense, allowing Just
278 yards per game,
while struggling a little
offensively. Steve Lindsley started the season
at quarterback but was
replaced late in the
season by a sophomore,
Bob Jensen.
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Racer club

Volunteers win Liberty through air
By SKIP LATT
AP Sports Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. —
Tennessee wide
receiver Joey
Clinkscales showed
Minnesota's defenders
that speed truly is the
ultimate weapon, as he
raced past the Gophers
for a pair of touchdown
catches to lead the Vols
to a 21-14 Liberty Bowl
victory.
Clinckscales pulled in
an 18-yard pass from
sophomore quarterback
Jeff Francis in the first
quarter Monday night to
give the Vols a 7-0 lead
and then broke a 14-14
deadlock with 11:21 remaining with a 15-yard
scoring catch.

The Vols, who won
their final five games to
finish the season at 7-5,
had squandered a 14-3
halftime lead before
Clinkscales' game winning catch.
"After Minnesota
scored, our backs were
agains the wall. The
defensive back (Matt
Martinez) was in a
bump-and-run. I just
beat him to the outside
and tried to hold my
position. If I could
choose a way to go out,
this would be the way
I'd go," Clinkscales
said.
Martinez said the
speed of Clinkscales and
Tennessee's other
receivers forced the

Gopher defense to be
wary of the long pass all
night.
Francis, who completed 22 of 31 passes for
243 yards to earn game
MVP honors, also connected with fullback
William Howard for a
23-yard touchdown pass
in the second quarter to
give the Vols a 14-0 lead.

In the first quarter,
Lohmiller missed a
42-yard field goal attempt and, in the second
quarter, the Gophers
were held on the Tennessee 6-yard line and
fumbled the football
away in Tennessee territory twice.

Minnesota came alive
in the third quarter, as
quarterback Rickey
The Gophers, b. Foggie and tailback
member of the Big Ten, Darrell Thompson got
ended their season 6-6.
the Gophers' wishbone
Minnesota's only first- offense moving.
half points came on a
27-yard field goal by
Minnesota drove 88
Chip Lohmiller with yards on its first posseseight seconds remain- sion of the third quarter,
ing, but the Gophers with Foggie capping the
squandered four other drive on an 11-yard
keeper around left end.
scoring opportunities.

Only A Few Days Left!
For Our Interest Rotes As Low As

3.9%

meeting

Lohmiller's second field to Anthony Miller, moving Tennessee from its
goal, a 25-yarder.
But Francis geared up own 34 to the Minnesota
the Tennessee offense 22.
for the five -play,
Two plays later, Fran66-yard winning march.
cis and Clinkscales, who
Francis began the
had seven catches for 72
The Gophers tied the drive with completions
yards. combined for the
game with 13:23 re- of 20 yards to Nate Mid- game -winning
maining in the game on dlebrooks and 24 yards touchdown.
Thompson, who led all
rushers with 136 yards
on 25 carries, ran for a
two-point conversion
run to cut Tennessee's
lead to 14-11 with 6:30
left in the quarter.
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S
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Tommorrow
night's (Dec. 31
Racer Club meeting
has been cancelled,
because the MK.'
Racers could not
make arrangements
to return to Murray
in time.
The next Racer
Club meeting will be
Jan. 7, at the Seven
Seas restaurant. The
meeting will begin at
12, noon.
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DO NOT
READ
THIS AD
Unless You Want To Save
BIG MONEY

1.
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Due to such a tremendous
response, our at Dealers Cost
Sale has been extended for 2
days and only 2 more days! Save
today and tomorrow (Dec. 30th
and 31 St) on name brand
merchandise.
We will move out all inventory
before January 1st to make room
fnr ()Lir new 1987 line.
For example: A Whirlpool 18
Cu. ft. Refrigerator suggested
retail '649, now only '549 and a
25" Tabletop Color T.V. suggested retail '499 only '399.
Take Advantage of
this 2 day only
"At Dealer's Cost Sale."

Unprecendented low interest rates are back again at Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury!
For a limited time, you can now finance your new Ford Escort, Mercury Lynx or Escort EXP for as low as 3.9 percent interest through the
Ford Credit Company with approved credit.
There's a 9ood selection of each vehicle for you to choose frc.mi.
A complete line of all other Ford, Lincoln and Mercury vehicles (ilso
in stock.

Hurry! Offer expires January 4, 1987
See 'em today while these
Low interest rates
FORD
Ford Motor
still apply!
Credit
Company

MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street
753-5273
Have you driven a Ford lately?

V
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Murrray, Ky. 42071
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•No Rainchecks
For This Sale
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Central
Shopping
Center
(Next to Kroger)
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753-7670
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Wintry Ledger & Times

Drapes won't stop condensation from forming on windows
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — We get condensation on our large picture window and wonder
whether putting drapes
across the window
would help. Our
understanding is the
condensation results
from the settling of
warm, moist air on the
cold surfaces of the window at certain times of
the year. Because of
this, we feel the drapes
would stop the moist air
from getting to the window and its many panes
of glass. Is our theory
correct?
A. — No. The drapes
necessarily would not be
directly on the window,
but a distance away
from it. In that case, the
space between the

drape and the window
probably would become
colder than usual, thus
adding to the condensation buildup. Besides,
the drapes would hinder
the movement of air,
which usually helps to
clear the window panes.
You really need
something that will keep
the window from getting
cold, such as an outside
storm window, or will
keep the moist air off
the panes, such as some
kind of inside storm window. Other kinds of
relief can come from
allowing some of the
moist air to escape to
the outside through
vents or by trapping it
via a dehumidifier or by
reducing the amount of
moisture produced in
the home.

Q. — You once wrote
about using a dry well to
take care of the water
that comes into the
downspouts via the roof
and gutters. I
remember the part
about making the well
out of an old steel drum
with no top and bottom
and with lots of holes in
it and then filling the
drum with large rocks.
But I do not remember
how far into the ground
the drum should be,
assuming the drum will
be about 25 feet from the
house.
A. — The drum should
be located in the ground
so the top of it is about a
foot from the surface.
The top of the drum
should be covered with a
heavy board and packed
in at the sides and top

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

r

Q. — I finished our attic with knotty pine and
now would like to give
the walls a pickled pine
finish. I have gotten
varied advice on how
this should be done. Can
you help me?
A. — A so-called pickled pine finish can be
achieved in any one of
several ways. One of the
simplest is to stain the
wood gray, then apply a
coat of diluted clear
shellac, sometimes
known as white shellac.
The shellac should be
mixed 50 percent with
denatured alcohol. After
the shellac has dried, it
can be left as is or given
a coat of wax.
Q. — We have a brick
wall outlining both sides
of our driveway, which
goes part way around
the house. We would
now like to paint the
wall white. The bricks
have never been
painted. Can we apply
white paint directly to
the bricks?
A. — You should first
use a masonry undercoater. If you do not, the
porous bricks will gobble up the paint.
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BEDROOM
lox 12/6
A FEATURE OF THIS WATERFRONT house is a third
bedroom — well suited for renting or for housing guests. There is a
separate bathroom facility, two closets and the access is unrelated
to the other bedrooms. Plan HA1372R has 1,080 square feet. For
more information write — enclosing a stamped. self-addressed
envelope — to architect Jan Reiner, 1000-52nd St. North, S. •
Petersburg. FL 33710.

Q. — We want to paint
the baseboards in a
bedroom that will be entirely painted a few
weeks later. Is there
any reason this cannot
be done?
A. — Not especially. It
just makes one wonder
the reason for such an
unusual sequence. By
the way, no one should
walk in that particular
room for most of the day
the baseboards are
painted.

Myers Lumber
of Murray, Inc

•

500 S. 4th, Murray 753-6450

-

Store Hours: 7-5 Mon-Fri, 8-12 Sat.
GAF

DBL-5 White

Roofing

Vinyl Siding

with earth.
Q. I removed the old
finish from a bedroom
bureau, and found the
wood is a bit darker
than I thought it was. I
now would like to finish
it with varnish, but I
want to make the wood a
little lighter. Is it possible this can be done with
some kind of bleach
other than the two-step
commercial type?
A. — It is possible, but
only if the wood is not to
be lightened considerably. If it is, you
will need the commercial bleach. Should you
desire to, try the
bleaching with a
household product. Apply the bleach with a
clean cloth, but wear
rubber gloves and be
sure not to spill any.
Remember even a
household bleach is a
chemical. Once the
wood has been bleached, remove any excess
with a second cloth
moistened in clean
water.

Tyvek
House Wrap

Q. — I have to do some
caulking soon. I read in
the instructions about
using a caulking gun
with a half-barrel and I
don't know what that
means. Can you help
me?
A. — The ordinary
caulking gun you buy at
a hardware store, home

center or other
establishment selling
do-it-yourself materials
is a half-barrel gun. It is
open at the top so that a
caulking cartridge can
be inserted easily. If you
use a large amount of
caulking compound and
purchase it in large containers, known as bulk
caulking, you then need
a fullbarrel gun. This
one is closed all around
so that the bulk compound can be inserted in
it without spilling over.
If you buy caulking
material in cartridges,
buy the caulking gun in
the same place and you
will get the proper, halfbarrel type.
Q. — I recently bought
a second-hand belt
sander. Do I sand across
the grain, with the grain
or, as I saw in a
magazine, at an angle?
A. — When sanding is
being done on a rough
surface, the first pass
must be with coarse
sandpaper, the second
with paper a little less
coarse, the third with
medium and the last
with fine paper — or in

some similar progression. The first and second and occasionally
the third sandings are
done diagonally. But
when you get to the
point where the surface
of the wood is smooth,
usually after the first
two sandings, change
the paper to fine or very
fine and be sure to sand
with the grain.
Q. — I will soon be using a floor seal on an old
oak floor in our den.
There are some places
where ordinarily I
would fill the pores with
a wood filler, but my
hardware dealer says I
don't have to do this
because I am using a
floor seal. Is this
correct?
A. — Yes, the seal
itself will fill the pores.
Q. — In using a
powdered casein glue on
an oily wood, such as
teak, can it be stored
once it has been mixed?
A. — Generally, no.
The label on the container usually will tell
you its average life after
mixing.
Q. — I am not very ex-

perienced at carpentry,
but want to try my hand
at making some cabinet
drawers. Can I get by
with butt -type
construction?
A. — Many drawers
are made that way.
Although butt joints are
not as strong as
dovetails, dadoes and
rabbets, they will suffice for a considerable
number of drawer
projects.
Q. — We have forcedair heating ducts in our
house. Heat seems to be
leaking out at a few
joints. What is the best
way to make them
airtight?
A. — There are
several varieties of duct
sealer tapes on the
market. Go to your
hardware dealer, tell
him your problem and
follow his suggestion.
Sealer tapes are easy to
apply and very
effective.
Q. — I will soon be
replacing the mesh on
aluminum screens. I
have worked with ordinary screens several
times, but not with the

type where the mesh fits
into grooves. Is there
some special tool for
pushing the mesh into
the grooves?
A. — Yes. It's called a
splining tool because the
material that fits into
the grooves to hold the
mesh in place is called a
spline. Incidentally, if
you need any spline, it
comes in rolls.
Q. — We are considering having our kitchen
remodeled. One thing
we need is more cabinet
space. Is there any
sound reason why
cabinets cannot be placed over the refrigerator,
for exampel?
A. — Simply because
cabinets placed over the
refrigerator or sink or
similar locations are
difficult to reach. A
cabinet over a
refrigerator in a house
once owned by our family acted as a storage
area for certain pans,
but was rarely used
because it was so inaccessible.
Ask for
advice about the
suitability of cabinet
locations.

Furniture market now a blend of cultures
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Once, the only difference in language at
High Point, N.C., during
the twice-yearly furniture market was
whether English was
spoken with Southern or
Northern accents.
Today, market
buildings are alive with
a dozen or more
languages as furniture
makers from around the
globe come to exhibit
their wares. And a
visitor could easily imagine he had arrived at
a Southern outpost of
the United Nations.
These accents alone
are enough to indicate
furniture making — and
buying — is becoming at
least partially a global
rather than a regional
or national activity.
This year, for example, the group exhibitions of foreign furniture included five furniture manufacturers
from the Philippines, at
least 24 furniture
makers from the Scandinavian countries of
Denmark. Finland and
Sweden, 12 Spanish furniture companies, and
10 companies from
Singapore. The
Singapore manufacturers exhibited their
rattan, solid wood and
upholstery sets in Colonial, Chinese Ming,
Scandinavian and contemporary designs.
In addition, Italian
and German firms were
at the market and one of
the Italian firms, Natuzzi, the leather furniture
specialist, increased its
commitment to the
market with many new
styles.
The Philippine
government has partial-

ly subsidized a display
of differing furniture
firms at High Point for
the past four years, but
now it is considered
more important than
ever to sell to the
American market, according to Al De Lange,
president of the Philippine Chamber of Furniture Industries.
"We feel the furniture
industry has the biggest
potential for the Philippines in terms of exports and it is a priority
program of the government," said de Lange,
who added that Filipino
furniture makers now
export about $100
million worth of furniture, primarily of rattan and wicker. About
$50 million of this production goes to the
United States.
In addition to its
wicker and rattan, the
country also has plentiful mahogany and
other hard woods as
.,•ell as such materials
as fossilized stone, marble, shells and motherofpearl. Several
American firms at the
market already import
such furniture to the
United States.
De Lange, who is also
president of a family
furniture firm in
Manila, said the goal
was to offer the
American market furniture such as the art
deco pieces his firm
makes and hand carved
pieces which are not being made in the United
States.

Swedish firms in three
spaces that take up
almost an entire floor in
a market building.
The Swedish group,
comprising six companies, has been in the
Design Center since 1984
and its managing director Goran BridgemanWilliams says the
United States is the
most rapidly expanding
market for Swedish furniture export sales. He
says that in the first six
months of 1886, exports
to the United States increased 40 percent compared to last year.
Rita Rissanen, director of the Finnish Furniture Exposition
Association, said the
four Finnish firms
whose designs were on
display had all been exporting furniture to the
United States for some
years, but that new
styles had been created
to update the traditional
blond and teakwood
styles.
Some of the new
pieces are a departure
from the traditional.
While retaining the attributes of small scale
for smaller rooms, functionality and no unnecessary detailing,
there are now bolder
designs, more color and
more playfulness in the
pieces.

According to Viggo
Molholm, export
manager for Denka of
Denmark, his firm has
found a growing market
for ready-to-assemble
furniture here, especialThe new Scandina- ly in painted finishes
vian furniture manufac---tiu0 as white and black.
turing presence now inSome new examples
cludes separate perma- from the Danes (who
nent showrooms for supply about $200
Danish, Finnish and million to the United

States in furniture exports and are by far the
largest Scandinavian
presence in this country) include a folding
bar which when closed
is a circular column of
black and white. The
bar opens to reveal interior storage and a
mirrored back, and the
pulldown door functions
as a serving surface.
The unit, which is sold in
a box for consumer selfassembly, is expected to
cost about $325.
Another interesting
piece is a desk with a
swinging storage arm
that can be folded under
the desk, or opened at
right angles to provide
additional working
space or a spot for a
typewriter or computer
keyboard. It is expected
to sell for about $350.
One indication that
the global idea has come
to furniture retailing as
well as manufacturing
has been the spectacular success of Ikea,
said to be the world's
largest furniture
retailer. Within the last
few years, the company
has opened two stores,
one in the Philadelphia
area and one in the
Washington area.
The retailer
specializes in moderately priced, clean-lined.
assemble-it-yourself
furniture, a description
which fits many of the
new offerings by the
three Scandinavian
countries at the market.
To American consumers, these varied
new resources may
mean a wider choice of
furniture styles and a
moderating influence on
prices, according to industry authorities.
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Custom-Built
Garages
22 x 22 or 20 x 24
Other sizes available

2x6
6' Overhang
Alum, covered Rafters
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No. 240 Seal Down
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4" Concrete
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FORMERLY RICKMAN-NORSWORTHY
CASH & CARRY

SALE ENDS SATURDAY

Banner
Tobacco Center

'NOW) You
CO( SACK
\ TO.VAROW,

Clarksville, Tennessee

We have room for
first and second sale
and thereafter of Dark
Fired Tobacco.
We truly appreciate
your business.
Have a
Happy Christmas
t4Tith a
Bright New Year.
615-552-1976
Pettus Street & Guthrie Hwy.

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th.
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend on you to write their pqy
cheeks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you
and
your carrier
So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid
the
bother of monthly collections
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Former Prime Minister dies

AUTO BODY EMPHASIZED — The Murray
Calloway County Area Vocational Center has
chosen Auto Body Repair as its focal program
for the month. High school students can learn entry level job skills that include metal straightening, welding, tiling, grinding and sanding, repair
of imperfections, replacement of body components, painting, trim work and cost
estimating. Instructor Dan Harrell has chosen
Jody Speight as outstanding Auto Body Student
of the Month. The son of Jerry and Sonja Speight
of Murray, Speight is a senior at Murray High
School and is a second year Auto Body student.
According to Speight, "I plan to go to college,
probably in electronics, after working a year.
Auto Body class has helped me. You are taught
what to do and then it is up to you to do it. I have
learned about work and responsiblity, and that
will stick with me whatever I do."

LONDON (AP) —
Harold Macmillan, who
as prime minister from
1957-63 presided over a
golden period of prosperity at home and the
breakup of the British
Empire abroad, died
after a short illness. He
was 92.
With relatives by his
bedside, Macmillan
died at 6:20 p.m. Monday at his Birch Grove
House home near
Haywards Heath, south
of London.
The late President
John F. Kennedy said it
was Macmillan's
perseverance that made
possible the unprecedented Nuclear
Test Ban Treaty signed
In Moscow by Britain,
the United States and
the Soviet Union on July
25, 1963.
Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher, informed of his death,
said Monday night she
was "deeply sad to hear
the news. His death
leaves a place which no
one else can fill."
Buckingham Palace
press secretary Michael
Shea said Queen
Elizabeth II heard the
news "with great
sadness."
Macmillan, who
belonged to a prosperous publishing

family, is survived by
two of his daughters,
Lady Catherine Amery
and Lady Ann Caroline
Faber. His heir is his
grandson, Viscount
Macmillan, the chairman of the family
publishing firm, Macmillan Ltd. His wife,
Lady Dorothy, died in
1966.
He will be buried
alongside his wife in the
family plot in the churchyard of St. Giles in
Horsted Keynes, West
Sussex, after a private
funeral. The day was
not immediately announced. His grandson
said a memorial service
would be held later in
London.
Macmillan was born
Feb. 10, 1894, and attended Eton and Oxford.
A scholar, publisher and
country gentleman, he
was named the Earl of
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Stockton two years ago.
He became leader of
the Conservative Party
and Britain's 46th prime
minister in the wake of
the Suez Crisis of 1956.
He emerged as a world
statesman, improving
relations with the Soviet
bloc and presiding over
the granting of independence to British
colonies, including
Ghana, Nigeria and
Kenya.
Kennedy treated Macmillan with almost filial
regard and after Kennedy's assassination in
November 1963, Macmillan spoke of him as
"my close friend and
associate."
During the Cuban
missile crisis in 1962,
Kennedy telephoned
Macmillan as often as
three times a day for advice on how to handle
the Soviets.

We will be closed
Wednesday, Dec. 31st
to prepare for our
January Clearance Sale
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New Year Movie Special

2 Movies
.

Fo
For The 1
Price Of
Rent all you want — No Limit
Pickup Wednesday, Bring Back Friday

Rent

VCR Rental only $4.95 Wed. to Fri.
Choose from
2250 Movie Titles
and 50 VCRs

to Rent.
753-8201
Ofilk 11)****

TSCIt1 TEto

RENTAL4SALES

CENTER
200 Main St. Murray 753-8201
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•
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Read the want ads daily
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Unbelievable New Year's Day Sale

For Your Good Luck In 1987— Enjoy With Us

WE
MUST
MAKE
ROOM

FREE Blackeyed Peas & Hog Jowl -All day„
•
Cold Drinks - Coffee - Popcorn
,A

We have Purchased
a Furniture Store
with over

FREE PRIZES All Day Long

150,000

A Store-wide Sale

Up to 60% off
$1,000" in FREE Furniture
(No purchase necessary to win—Just register)

Watch the Bowl Games at our store while your wife shops T.V.'s set up in front of Famous Name Brand
Recliners just for you.

in Name Brand
Furniture

FUN FOR EVERYONE - $1,000°49 FREE Furniture
Just A Sample For This New Year's Day
Reg.

Now
$9900

Loveseats

$239.00

Man Size

Recliners

$159.00

3 Pc .Sofa Loveseat Chair

Living Room Suites
2 Pc

$9900

$799.00

Herculon Fabric

Living Room Suite

$699.00

Clayton Marcus

Country Sofa

$1299.00

$58800
$49900
$49900

3 Pc Antron Velvet

Sofa- Loveseat - Chair

$1299.00

Henredon Cotton Print I

Sofa

$1299.00

Traditional

Floral PrInt

Sofa

$1399.00

Hall Tree

1399.00

Clayton Marcus

Sofa

$934.00

Queen Size

Sleeper

s299.00

Solid Oak

D.R. Suite (Tobl• IL 4 Choirs)

$1475.00

Ben twood

Hat Racks
5 Pc

Dinette Suite

$199 00

e will

$7800°
$49900
$39900
$19900
$49900
s 175°°
569900
$995
$9900

Now

Reg.
7 Pc

Dining Suite

s299°°
1197°°
$79900
$9900

$799.00

8 Pc 0 Oak

Dining Room Suite

$2599.00

Tell City

Table & 6 Chairs

$1379.00

Ethan Allen

Tub Chair

$499.00

•La-Z-Boy ,Bassett
•Whirlpool •RCA
•Broyhill

and Many More.

3 Pc It Oak Finish

Bedroom Suite

$649.00

All

Odd Tables
Pennsylvania House Oak

8 Pc

Dining Room Suite

$6152.00

Pennsylvania House

Herculon Chair

$699.00

$4990°
50%
$2995°°
199°°

Don't Miss This Sale
Famous Name Brand

Recliners
Brass Lamps
Pennsylvania House
Jamison Bedding
Hundreds of Baskets

30 to 35*/0 off
35% off
30 to 40% off
1 /2 price
99c each

We have to
Make Room for
This Furniture.

The Savings
Are Yours.

be open WednesdaN Dec. 31st %id] sale prices

store hoar. Noe% Year... Dal - 8:00 til 6:00 p.m.

EVERYTHING IN STORE REDUCED
No LaNawaN% — 217( Extra For Deliver" — No Phone Orders

Atarket 414 unitture
••

II 'S. Market Si.. Pori..

Tem 8) Geraldine S,ke%. Mgr..

"The Store
:
h:adPhone 6.12-6941

MARKET 411
FURNITURE
l'itttor 612-10)06
II I N. Nlarkri "%le•co•I
Paris. I rum
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ACROSS
1 Horned
animal
5 Possess
8 Carry
12 Choir voice
13 Female ruff
14 Lamb's pen
name
15 Mexican
shawl
17 Singer Stevie
19 Balance
20 Rex and
Oliver
21 Southwestern
Indians
23 Small rugs
24 Alcoholic
beverage
26 "- Without a
Cause'
28 Cover
31 Equally
32 Fruit seed
33 Fulfill
1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

34 Church.
bench
36 Liquid
measure
38 Possessed
39 A continent
41 Baseballs
Pete
43 Division of
long poem
45 Rent
48 Form of
liturgical
prayer
50 Pertaining to
the mind
51 Obiect of
devotion
52 Period of
time
54 Juncture
55 Sheet of
glass
56 Pale
57 Sins
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breath
2 Butter
substitute
coHoq
3 Chief room in
Roman house
4 Brown, as
bread
5 Native metal
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LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

6 You and I
7 Recent
8 Doctrine
9 Most ancient
10 Bound
11 Hearing
organs
16 Nobleman
18 Spoken
22 Cuttlefish
23 Measuring
device
24 Knock
25 Employ
27 Tiny amount
29 Room in
harem
30 Seed
container
35 Unduly lavish
36 King of
beasts
37 Part in play
38 Warming
device
40 Vapid
42 Judgment
43 Fastener
44 Verdi opera
46 District of
Germany
47 Shade trees
49 Evergreen
shrub
50 Male
53 Sun god

LEGAL NOTICE

Top U.S. exec at Toyota knows he'll be watched
GEORGETOWN, Ky.(AP)The top U.S. executive for
Toyota Motor Corp. in Kentucky
believes the company's team
concept will cause employees to
enjoy work and to take pride in
their work.
Still, Alex M. Warren realizes
the company's $800 million
automobile assembly plant in
Scott County and his role in it
will be scrutinized by those
eager to see the Japanese
system work in Kentucky and by
those who hope it won't.
"I will not consider anything
I've done to be more worth the
time and effort I've put into it,"
Warren said last week. "It's

LEGAL NOTICE

PU
BL
IC
NOTICES
CAUSE THE PEOPLE MUS

T KNOW"
e\

(Editor's Note' Psidie Notice advertising plays a wain* role both is
American history and in the
process by which this coontry's deleocrecy is preserved. Its en premise
that people mist ho
informed if they ore to govern themselves competently. Palk Notice advertisi
ng first came int*
being with the Congress of 1792. That body, recognising its responshi
lity to the people,
regrind the Postmaster Genre' to advertise for bids for the construct
ion of new post offices.
From that insuspisioes beginning to the complex publication renirens
ents I federel,state and
local laws today, government officials have come more and more to understa
nd their obligations
to inform the public throagh Public Notice advertising. Newspapers
over the years have boon the
vehicle by which these obligations have bean Melted. They will cantina'
to be es long es the
Folic demands that it be informed inflate* end by the best means
possIble.)

To the Board of Directors
Calloway County Fire Rescue, Inc.
Post Office Box 612
Murray, KY 42071
We have compiled the accompanying balance sheet of the Callowa
y County
Fire Rescue, Inc. as of June 30, 1986, and the related statements
of support,
revenue and expenses, changes in fund balance, and changes in financia
l position for the year then ended, in accordance with standards establi
shed by the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
A compilation is limited to presenting in the form of financial stateme
nts information that is the representation of management. We
have not audited
or reviewed the accompanying financial statements and, accordi
ngly, do not
express an opinion or any other form of assurance on
them.
Management has elected to omit substantially all of the disclos
ures required
by generally accepted accounting principles. If the omitted
disclosures were
included in the financial statements, they might influence
the user's conclusions about the company's financial position, results of
operations, and
changes in financial position. Accordingly, these financial stateme
nts are not
designed for those who are not informed about such matters
.
Pierce & Parker
Murray, Kentucky
December 5, 1986

Calloway County Fire Rescue, Inc.
Balance Sheet
See Accountant's Compilation Report
June 30, 1988
Assets
Current Assets
Cash in Bank
Accounts Receivable
Deferred Interest
Total Current Assets
Property and Equipment
180x220 Lot
Building
Fire Fighting Vehicles
Miscellaneous Equipment
Donated Equipment
Total Property and
Equipment
Total Assets

$13,929
590
365
$14,884
Cost

Depreciation

47,692
77,251
91,724
2,800

10,492
63,897
55,693
-0-

$219,267

$129,882

Book
Value
$ -037,200
13,554
36,031
2,600
$89.385
$104,269

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP)Students on the way to classes at
MIT in early September could, if
they looked skyward, see a
small house complete with
mailbox and welcome mat that
had been erected overnight on
top of the university's Great
Dome.
Dubbed "The Home on the
LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
Calloway County Fire Rescue, Inc.
Statement of Support, Revenue And Expenses
See Accountant's Compilation Report
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1988
Revenue And Support
Fire Districts
$42,758
Cash Contributions
1,668
Responders Fees
1,327
Interest
550
Refunds and Reimbursements
1,222
Fund Raising
10,130
State Aid
1,815
Miscellaneous
1,488
Donated Property
2,600
Total Revenue and Support
$83,536
Expenses
Utilities
$5,208
Gas and Oil
3,902
Repair and Maintenance
9,686
Supplies
3,088
Fund Raising Expense
870
Insurance
4,272
Miscellaneous
2,471
Postage and Office Supplies
546
Accounting Fee
450
Interest
2,558
Depreciation
10,672
Total Expenses
$43,721
Excess Of Revenue And Support Over Expenses
$19,815
Calloway County Fire Rescue, Inc.
Statement Of Changes In Fund Balance
See Accountant's Compilation Report
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1988
Fund Balance June 30, 1885
$60,266
Excess Of Revenue And Support Over Expenses, FY
86
19,815
Fund Balance June 30, 1988
$80,081
Calloway County Fire Rescue, Inc.
Statement Of Changes In Financial Position
See Accountant's Compilation Report
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1988
Source Of Funds:
Excess of Revenue and
Support over Expenses
$19,815
Item not Affecting Working
Capital: Depreciation
10,673
Working Capital Provided From Operations
$30,488
Application Of Funds:
Additions to Equipment
$24,390
Donated Assets Shown
as Revenue
2,800
Decrease in Long-Term Debt
1,666
Total Funds Applied
$28,658
Increase In Working Capital
$1,832
Changes In Components Of Working Capital
Increase (Decrease) In Current Assets:
Cash in Bank
$7,207
Accounts Receivable
(888)
Deferred Interest
(398)
Increase In Current Assets
$5,941
(Increase) Decrease In Current Liabilities:
Notes Payable
5(4,109)
Increase In Current Liabilities
$(4,109)
Increase In Working Capital
$1,832
Calloway County Fire Rescue, Inc.
-Selected InformationSubstantially All Disclosures Required by General
ly Accepted Accounting
Principles Are Not Included
A. Significant Accounting Policies
Accounting Method
The financial statements of Calloway County Fire
Rescue, Inc., are
prepared in accordance with the Statement of Position
entitled "Accounting Principles and Reporting Practices for Certain
Nonprofit Organizations" prepared by the American Institute of
Certified Public
Accountants.
Asset Capitalization And Depreciation Expense
Property and equipment are stated at cost. Depreci
using the straight-line method. The estimated useful ation is computed
lives of the assets
are:

$14,070
7,325
1,127
1,686
$24,188
$80,286
19,815
$80,081
$104,280

team will be Fujio Cho, executive vice president and the
senior Toyota executive in Kentucky, and Yoehlyuki Nakai,
vice president for
manufacturing.
Warren said he finds Toyota's
participatory management style
more compatible with his own
philosophy. "I guess I've had to
make more adjustments in my
personal style before at other
companies," he said.
He believes the company's
team concept, in which
employees perform varied
duties and till in for absent
members, will cause them to enjoy work and to take pride in
their work.
He described the company's
group decision-making policy as
"one of the things that promotes
unity and consistency. My experience has been that
managers don't always agree
with policies maybe because
they were never asked
beforehand."
Warren said the plant will

have open offices, with
managers, professional staff
members and clerical
employees working side-by-side.
The company's temporary headquarters in Lexington are set up
that way.
"I've never appreciated until
now how walls act as barriers,"
he said. "In this environment,
we can overhear discussions,
and if I have something to add I
can go and discuss it so the conversation can continue and
finish. If we had walls bewteen
us, it (reaching a decision)
might have taken longer. I've
told some of my American
manager friends that they
should try this."
Former business associates
think the attempt to to blend the
Japanese and American
business cultures at the plant
will be Warren's greatest
challenge. And they said his penchant for working in groups and
his ability to lead employees
should serve him well.

Strange tricks are played
by intelligent students

Liabilities And Fund Balance

Current Liabilities
Note Payable-Bank of Murray
Note Payable-W.S. Darley & Co.
Note Payable-Xerox
Note Payable-The Associates
Total Current Liabilities
Fund Balance
Balance 7-1-85
Excess FYE 6-30-88
Total Net Worth
Total Liabilities And Fund Balance

more than just doing it for the
company. It's being able to have
a project that means a lot to an
awful lot of people."
Warren, former senior vice
president of Leaseway
Transportation Corp. in
Cleveland, was picked in October as Toyota's vice president
for administration. He will
supervise the human resources,
legal, data systems, government and community relations
departments.
He will also be part of a threeperson administrative team that
will oversee everything from
hiring managers to setting production schedules. Also on the

By GARY LARSON

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

THE FAR SIDE
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B.

Years
Building
25
Fire Fighting Vehicles
3-10
Miscellaneous
10
Income Taxes
Pursuant to a determination letter received from
the Internal Revenue
Service, the Calloway County Fire Rescue,Inc.,
is exempt from Federal
Income tax under section 501 (c)(4) of the
Internal Revenue code.
Donated Assets
All donatediflisets are initially recorded at their
appraised or market
value and are reflected as revenue in the
year of receipt.
Commitments
At June 30, 1988 the organization had no
substantial outstanding
commitments.

Dome" by the pranksters who
built it, the house was only the
most recent major display of
student ingenuity in a
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology sport that goes back
decades.
"It's a very snotty thing to
say, but we're all some of the
smarter people in the world,"
said a sophomore from Toms
River, N.J., who was among 28
people involved in the home-onthe-dome prank. He asked to be
identified only as Jack.
"It's always that nice little
thrill. It's 4 in the morning and
no one knows it," Jack said.
"When we finally got done (with
the home), ... it was very exhilarating, very adrenalineflowing. We cheered for about 10
minutes."
"If you ever let an intelligent
mind sit for five minutes, you
have to come up with something
strange," he said.
The first entry in the prank archives at the MIT Museum is a
photograph taken in 1926. It
depicts two students perching an
automobile at the edge of a dormitory roof.
Other pranks listed in the archives include a cow that found
Its way to a campus rooftop, a
trolley welded to the tracks,
giant icicles grown from dormitory bathrooms, and
students' bedrooms
reconstructed on the frozen
Charles River.
But aficionados still are
waiting for someone to outdo the
pranksters who planted a
weather balloon under the turf
at Harvard Stadium and caused
It to swell up out of the ground
during the 1982 Harvard-Yale
football game.
At MIT, pranks are called
"hacks," probably a derivation
from the campus vernacular
that called any technical gimmick a "hack" and the pioneering computer amateurs of the
19704 "hackers."
The number of practicing
pranksters at MIT is hard to
measure, since hacking is a purposely anonymous activity. But
it is generally estimated that
among MIT's 10,000 students,
several hundred hack regularly.
Pranksters flourish in part
because the administration indulges them.
The home on the dome was
promptly dismantled by
maintenance workers. but Campus Police Chief James Olivieri
granted amnesty to the builders,
who could have been fined $50
and disciplined for being on the
roof.
While denying hackers'
claims that he is lenient, MIT
President Paul Gray openly admires them.

Capital spending
Of U.S. businesses
In percent change:
adiusted tor inflation
16%
12
8
4
0
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8
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'Protection
Chicago Tribune Chart, Source:
U S Department of Commerce
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NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Sealed proposals will be received by the
Calloway County Board of Education at
the office of the Board, College Farm
Road, Calloway County, Kentucky, until
1:30 P.M. C.S.T., Thursday, January 8,
1987 for the furnishing of all labor,
materials, services and equipment required to complete Boiler Replacement for
Calloway County Schools, Calloway
County, Kentucky. At the appointed time
and place all proposals will be publicly
,opened and read.
Specifications may be obtained from
Calloway County Schools, College Farm
Road, Calloway County, Kentucky.
Any bid received after the time set for
opening bids will be returned, unopened,
to the bidder.
The owner reserves the right to reject any
and all bids and to waive any informalities
therein.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
BOARD OF EDUCATION
By: Dr. Jack Rose, Superintendent

2.Notice

2

Notice

Mirrray Ledger & Times
6

Help

Wanted

HOUSEKEEPER
needed. Must like children, be efficient and
dependable. Send re Rune to P.O. Box 1040-A
Murray, Ky.

1987 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Port-A
deductible and copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the 'dill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you or your insurance
will have to pay the
first $520.00 before
Medicare
pays
anything. For free information call:
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24. Miscellaneous
OAK firewood. Also,
have slab wood Phone
753-5476
SEASONED firewood.
Oak, nickory, mixed
hardwoOds min. order- 2
ricks- $30/rick delivered.
For a full measure call
John Boyer at 753-0338.
SERPEDS1C mattress
& springs, used but in
good condition, $75 Call
759- 1087.

37

Livestock-Supplies

FOR
sale
Polled

53

Services Offered

53

Services Offered

Registered
Hereford bulls,
cows with calves also
heifers Rex Robinson.
Puryear, Tn 901-2476487
IMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls Performance k semen
tested Excellent quality WO & up Cadiz,
Ky 522-8794

2 MEN want to do yard
FENCE sales at Sears
work Tree trimming. now Call Sears 753-2310
removal of unwanted for free estimate f,,r
trees & shrubbery. your needs
hauling & wood for sale
No job to big or small
M OB 1 LE HOME
Free estImates Re- Specialist Repair
9. Situation Wanted
ferences. experience
leveling, underpinning
Call 753-0680 or
roofs, floors, plumbing
MGB, Midget,
750-1683.
wiring, hurricane
ALL type masonry stra s 750-4850
MGB-GT, Austin,
work
block, brick. 1ST D work on your
Morris Minor
concrete, driveways. trees' We can beautify
Used Parts
sidewalks, patios, house
your yard by toping
38 Pets-Supplies
foundations, new
shaping, dead-wooding or
Minor Repairs
removing dead or disAKC Toy Poodles Make chimneys or chimney
26. TV -Radio
. Interior Work
For
your pick now with repair. 25 years ex- eased trees
VAGNAVOX console
Detailing
Free es- satisfaction call the pro
deposit. 3 males and 1 perience
color TV., only $7 per
timates
Call
Charles
ven
professio
nals at
female, born Dec 20th,
week. Rudolph
Barnett 753-5476
Bover's Tree Service- 753$75 each. 502-436-2901.
Jerry McConnell
Goodyear. Whirlpool.
APPLIAN
0338
CE
The
competition
AKC registered Golden
753-0595.
Insurance
and Save).•
SERVICE Kenmore
knows ua-jrou should too
Retriever puppies
Westin
ghouse
NOTICE. formerly
753-4144
Wormed and shots. Call
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Whirlpool 25 years Joiner Tree Service now
5. Lost and Found
"Our tatit Veer
901-644-1850 after 6P.M
experience Parts and Colley's Tree Service
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
FOR sale or trade. service Bobby Hopper 14 years
LOST. near East Elem.
unfurnished, some new
experience
rabbitdog. 3 L 2 year
Silvery•gray male cat
Bob's Appliance Ser- Topping, pruning or
furniture, natural gas- old
beagle
with white markings. Twill babysit in my home. electric
Call vice, 202
S 5th St
, air con- 753-7161.
stump removal Corr
Call 759-9980. Reward Call 759-1683.
Business 753-4872 436
ditioned. Shady Oaks
plete tree care Owner
Join Us For
offered.
LTNIQLE puppies 5848 (home
WOULD like to take care 753-5209.
Elroy Colley- 753-036€
available in Murray. AKC
Worship And
of
sick
elderly
or
person
APPLIANCE repair. for free estimate
NICE 2 BR trailer, near
6. Help Wanted
Live In, $700 per month, Murray. No pets. Call registered Penbroke washers- dryers. ODD job specialist
Welsh Corgies Two
NEED a job? 4 openings experienced. Call 527-3474
Praise
refrigerators-ranges. ceiling fans electnca:
489-2611.
males left. Call 753-7986
now. You may qualify WOULD
air cond. George Hodge plumbing fencing YoLi
like to clean OWNER would like to
Sundays 6 p.m. If: (1)you do not have office
& Son. 10 Dixieland name it 1 du it Yu.,
or house. Call share half of large
GED or your high
Shopping Center 753- buy
753-3781 or 753-6298 after mobile home, 14x72, 2
I install
You
Call 753-1622 school diploma, (2) you 5p.m.
43.
Real
Estate
2.Notice
4669
Have references
break I fix Call 436
BR, 2 complete baths &
2.Notice
have been out of school
2866 evenings
a I 1 other ac- KOPPERLD Realty
753-7217
9 months or more, (3)
A great Christmas idea- THE Holiday season is
comodations. Com- offers a complete range CONTRACTOR- car- FAINTI. G Paper
between
are
you
ages
16
almost
convert your old home
here & at Pam's
BETHESDA
pletely furnished. $100 of Real Estate services pentry, painting Big or hanging. commerical or
& 21. We are a EOE
movies to video tape. Cake Hut we want to
month. $100 deposit. with a wide selection of small we do it all
residential, Free es
This
project
funded
is
Quick service. Re- dress up your dinner
MINISTRIES
Just like new. 1 or 2 quality homes in the Quality work done for timates. References
by
the
Western
Ky.
asonable rates. Call table with a delicious
adults only. Must see to city & in the county. All less Free estimates
years experien ,
115 S. 4th St. Private Industry
901-542-7528 or 753-8383 homemade cake. How
appreciate. Phone 492- price ranges_ Phone 489-2663.
Tremon Farris 759-1987
CouncilJTPA.
Call
about a fresh coconut,
after 8p.m.
8806 answering service, 753-1222 for courteous,
SEWING Machine Re
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
carrot, Italian cream,
leave name & number
competent Real Estate
pair All makes and
753-9378
between
8:30Service
German chocolate,
S
A-1 Fireplace and
service. We make buymodels Home &
12:005
days
week.
a
side
of
square,
Center has economy pecan pie or pumpkin.
ing & selling Real
30 Business Rentals
dustrial Bag closing
Gas Repair, Chimney
TELE
PHON
r
Mayfield,
Ky. 247-6762.
mufflers for $21.96 In- We use only the best of
Estate easy for you
machines. Also scissur
Cleaning, Masonary
stalled. 200 N. 4th St., products & family re- Diamonds, black hills solicitors needed for
sharpening 40 yrs
Office
space
for
establishe
rent
firm.
d
Apgold,
14kt.
Work,
44
Damper, Hood
gold chainsLots for Sale
cipes for our homemade
Murray, KY. 753-8001.
experience
All work
on Court Square.
cakes. So let us ease the "We sell for less!" "We prox. 2 hours per-day 5
and Firebox Repair.
16 ADJOINING lots.
guaranteed
Kennet):
S Gift holiday work load- just guarantee it." Jimmy days per-week. Excel
$150 a month
New Concord area. All
Barnhill. 753 2C74
lent pay. Send resume 14. Want to Buy
Shop, Hazel, Ky. Direc- call 759-4492 or come by Thompson Jeweler.
753-09
53
Month-to
for
-month
Stella, K •
$ 1 2 0 0 . Phone
to Sales Manager P.O.
tions: Before you get to 410 Main St.- Pam's
436-5574.
WANTED inside paint
Rental.
Box 248, Murray, Ky. WANT to buy raw furs
railroad there will be Cake Hut.
GENERA
L
Building
Stanley Owen Mcing jobs 20 year
sign to turn right on VISA/ Mastercard- gef
Call 753-1916
45.Farms for Sale
Mother of two 42071.
Repair- 20 years exCheapest
paved road. 4th house your card today! Also
AIRLINES now hiring. Clellan, Pulaski, Ill
ext.
41
perience
Roofing
& man in Murra, ca.i:
95 ACRE cattle farm.
will do babysit- Flight Attendants, Phone 618-342-6316.
on left at concrete new credit card, no one
painting,
indoor
dr out- 753-83040
driveway. 492-8746. refused! Call 1-518-459Agents, Mechanics, WANT to buy standing OFFICE rental 211 S. running water. 2 barns door. Odd
jobs No job R.T,T BASEMEN
ting in my home. Custome
T W,Original gifts.
12th St. 800-900 sq. ft. and house. Fenced. to small. 474-8067
r Service. hardwood saw timber
3546 Ext. C827 24 Firs
Call John Boyer at Central heat & air Good neighbors. $65,000
make wet basement-,
Weekdays only. Salaries to MOK. Entry 753-0338.
GUTTERING by Sears
dry IA ork
ompietel,
level positions. Call 805conditioning. Call 753- - slightly negotiable.
Sears continuous gut- guaranteed ('all
Preferably two 537-6000 Ext. A-8155
1694 tlll 5p.m., 753-7123 Phone 474-8884 or 753for 15. Articles for Sale
ters installed for your write Morgan C,,
0640. Ask for Tim.
n
after 5p.m.
listhits.
years old and current
specifications. Call struction Co Rt 2 LioN
ABYSITTER for 5 WHIRLPOOL r e Sears 753-2310 for free 4094. Paducah, Ky
46.
Homes
for
Sale
older.
year old, 1/2 day, N. frigerator, only IS per 32.Apts for Rent
estimate.
42001 or call 1-442-7026
Elementary district. week. Rudolph 1 BEDROOM
753-8217
duplex
HAMILTON Cultured
Phone after 5p.m. 759- Goodyear -Whirlpool, near Hospital
and
Marble. tops- sinks753-0696.
1105.
Bennett & Associates has receivdowntown. Deposit repanels, custom made
COOK. 20-40 hours per
3
bedroom,
1 bath, vanities. Free Est 753quired. Call 436-5356 or
16. Home Furnishings
ed notice there will no No Rate Inweek. Must be able to
753-0807.
full basement, very 9400.
work
day
CUBIC
5.5
or
foot chest 2 BEDROOM apt. 001
afternoon
crease on the 'Preferred Pool"
SULATION blown in
economical, exshift. Apply in person type freezer. Call 474- Sunny Lane,
located 2
by Sears. TVA apMedicare Supplement Insurance
between 1-5. No phone 8045
We make your old
cellent condition, proved. Save on those
blocks west of Big
calls Please. TJ's Bar-B- WHIRLPOOL heavy Johns. Unfurnis
Plans. We are pleased to make this
cabinets look like
vinyl
siding,
high heating and coolhed.
partial
, 806 Chestnut.
duty washer. only $6 per $225 rent & deposit. Call
ing bills. Call Sears
new with wood grain
assumab
announcement. Even though the
le
loan.
RIVER'S wanted - week. Rudolph 753-3415, after 5p.m.
753-2310 for free
laminated plastic
must be 18 years of age, Goodyear- Whirlpool, 753-7123.
Eager to sell.
plan will cover the new '520 deducestimate.
new doors, hardware
have own car and proof 753-0595.
$38,500
BR, 2 bath apt.,
LEE'S CARPET
tible the cost will remain below
of insurance. Apply at
and counter tops
central heat & air, low
CLEANING. For all
Call 753-6098
Domino's.
Equipment
Many styles and colors
Sports
20.
utilities.
Call 753-3949.
your carpet & upholst31 00 monthly.
After 5 p.m.
GOVERNMENT jobs.
ery cleaning. For a free
2 BR duplex. 2 BR
Free estimates
$16,040-$59.2304r. Now
For information call
estimate call 753-5827.
furnished apt. Lease &
Murray
436-5560
hiring. Call 805-687-6000
Satisfied references.
deposit. No pets. 753Ext. R-8156 for current
47.
Motorcy
cles
9208 after 4 .m.
LICENSED Electrician
federal list.
56.Free Column
305 N. 4th
Murray, Ky,
753-7273
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
84 YZ-125, excellenf for residential and
unfurnished apartment. condition. 1800 or best commercial. Heating MrXED Shepherd
and air condition, gas House broke free tc
Very large and nice. offer. Call 753-3749.
installation and repair
gciod home Loves kids
Walking distance to
Phone 753-7203.
campus. Central gas 49. Used Cars
Call 474-8054
sIOL) LAN T SCE AN',t3OGL(
heat and water paid.
70;.-AY BECAUSE IT
'13,; I HOPE
Call 753-7276
Jackets
NE..0'
'-U wCNT RANT
,EAR EE AND THE
Need An
LARGE 2 bedroom, 2
"Jerseys .
,
Sweats
L.J,K1-1-10USE IS CLOSED
bath, apartment. Low
Extra
Car For
Polos
Caps
utilities. Call 753-3949.
,T-Shirts ,..-Jackets
MUR-Cal apts. NorA Few Days?
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
All Garments On Sale
Now renting. Equal
14 Per Day
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Housing Opportunity.
Dec. 26 ti Dec. 31
OVER
14 Per Mile
759-4984.
20 YEARS
NEW duplex for rentEXPERIENCE
Rent From Gene At
uo WOOC ik.\, •
I CAN
I PRACTICE ONE KISS
located Southwood
THIS HAS' TO BE THE_
tiV:kKE THAT THE
RAISE(' PAN.
BELIEVE IT
CN Thl 6TUPID ItTIAERou1e6.61- THINGtvE
Drive,
behind
Cains
SECOND DUMBEST
BALL
POLE
,NP
THE
Next
EVER
AMC
to
DONE
Jeep
dealership
Pagliai's
,
•••
GUNCASES • MANT,t s • k,
NEXT -MING
heat pump, carport with
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • ..AVTIE•
753-7743
I KNOW, MY
I.
•
outside storage. Call
..k
CUSTOM BUILT FuRNITuRE
L176 ARE
Open til 6:00 Daily
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop 16, 6 Sep
D,soIor
753-7947.
•
•
FROZEN
,}
NICE one bedroom
753.5940.
TO IT !
• 409 Sunbury Circle
0
MOP
duplex, near downtown. 1979 FD LTD, 4 door,
BRAND new BMX red Unfurnishe
V-8,
power
and
air.
d. Lease. No
color bike, for kid 5-8 pets.
Ater**
8140 per month. auto., new tires. Extra
years old, $65. Call
Lift
clean inside and out.
SOOSSOSSOSSOOSS•••••• •
Deposit. Call 753-3913.
782-4-171 Mr. Shim.
looks and drives like
NOW Leasing, new
new. $1295. Call 489-2733
FOR sale or trade.
SHOWTIME'S
2
- • 906 ••••1221,rat,••• S••••2•Gaio
condo-style apartments.
anytime.
Stevens12 guage double University
MERRY CHRISTMAS COUPON
view, patio.
barrel shotgun, like
YOB GUV5 WILL NEVER
•
PWONI PET
large 2 bedroom, ap- 1984 LTD, brougham,
LET'S BITE
Bring this in Wed Dec 31 & receive 1 tree movie rep •
new. $150. Phone 753- pliances,
GUESS WHAT I FOUND
TEETH!
microwave. charocal, all power, tilt.
HIM
IN
AT THE STORE
7161
tal
til
keep
Fri
to
air,
cruise,
noon.
excluding
new
power
releases
winTHE NEC1V
central gas heat and air,
Come in and tell us Santa brought rou a VCR for •
quiet and ideal for retired dows, new tires. 16500
2 2 . Musical
Call
489-7704
after
6 .m
Christmas & receive 1 free movie rental
persons. $350 monthly.
•
S1986 LINCOLN Town
Showtirne New Year's Special - Rent 2 movies get
PIANO. Baby Grand. Call 753-8096.
Refinished, Mahogany NOW renting 1 & 2 BR car Signature - four
3rd free
•
cabinet. New strings, apts. at Embassy, Car- door charcoal with cloth
•
Have a Happy New Year
hammer, frame, keys, dinal & College Farm interior. 20,000 one
owner miles 60,000
etc $3500. Daytime Rd. Apts. Call 753-3530.
SHOWTIME
ESP. 502-522-8610. 522753-4646, Everdngs 759- NO
A
renting 1 & 2 BR
Dixieland Center
753-7731
7923.
f
fi4
1065.
apts. at Embassy, Car
•
OS
II
8
II
II
111
II
••111
• III
WANTED: Responsible dinal & College Farm 50. Used Trucks
party to assume small Rd. Apts. Call 753-3530.
monthly payments on ONE bedroom Apart- 1970 GMC pick-up
sieKt-JOW WHAT
I MEAN
I MEAN
LOOK,THIS
YES!
YES!
piano.
See locally. Call ment. Located at 1628-C Make Offer Call 753I LIKE ABOUT
gEsIPES
COULD
! BE
manager at 618-234-1306 Miller Ave. one block 1412.
MISS BUXLEY?
THAT
THAI,
GO ON
anytime.
from campus. $120 rent 1976 CHEVY Love $800
TOO
ALL
••
and deposit. Call 753-3415. Call 753-7918
24. Miscellaneous
C7A`f!
1978 CHEVROLET 1 Ton
After 5 pm 753-7123.
3643 CHEVY big block TAKI G applications 2 car hauler $8250 Call
truck motor and 4-speed for Section 8. Rent 759-1964
transmission. 1 7,000 Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 1979 DODGE 4x4. 6 cyl ,
Mary Ann McCuiston & Linnie Hooks
miles since over-haul. BR. Apply Hilldale s.w.b., $1200. Call 7537161.
Apts..
Hardin,
Ky.
$1000. 759-1964.
•
0011
.00
FIREWOOD for sale- $2g Equal Housing 1986 CHEVY Silverado
aiiji
_Opportunity.
lidia
pickup,
white. loaded
a rick delivered, $27.50
TRREE Sedroom new with options 4,700 miles
stacked. Phone 436-5430.
FIREWOOD $25 - rick duplex, new appliances, 110.200 1971 Olds ConI'LL MAKE LiP c0a2
wHENI ea t G AL- 1I
,AC
• a......v,s-;
central heat and air. Call vertible, gold, 82,000
delivered. Call 753-5996.
Dixieland Center
753 7737
T NEXT MON-r•-•
YOuR CHR,57MA5
miles. Mint condition.
'
FOR sale or trade- 4 753-7947.
$4500. Call 753-6664.
-cos.
good all Season radial 34. Houses for Rent
•'
,V•
tires, mounted on 4
53. Services Offered
BEDROOM house
truck wheels, $100 Call
.1•1
newly
decorated.
$275 APPLIANCE REPAIR.
753-7161.
0'1.
•"$,-/,`
per month plus $200 Factory authorized for
LARGE, large, large deposit.
Call
753-2342.
*\1*
Tappan, Kelvinator and
"
selection of storage
00i4
'
R house near Un- Brown. Service on gas
buildings in stock for
iversity, excellent for and electric ranges.
immediate delivery.
office or family, newly microwaves. disAcree Portable
decorated, $400 a hwasher s , reBuildings, Mayfield,
month. Call 753-2967.
frigerators. etc Earl
Ky, 502-247 7831.
110USE for rent in Lovett. 354-6958 or 753MUST sell 7'x18' garage Hardin. Call
5341
437-4569.
DICTATOR Ton*/of TX1RA4WIA1A.
SAFE ?II-5 DE57170vEO!
door with automatic
MASKED. BA BAEtu ARE
ROUSE in Hardin. 2 or f CARPET Installation,
50 Of OUR PEOPLE IN
GENERAL BABABU, I GAVE 101.1 TEt
MAN„
door opener
-'71
Also, bedroom,
IOU ALL RI/SHTe
gas or elec- professional service
BANSALLA J4ILS„i3EcAus€
MILLION TO P1)14 TRAINING CAMP
UN,32"x80" storm door.
tric heat. Fenced yard. Also repairs SatisfacOF 5011E MA5KED MAN,.
IN THE E9IN64LLA
Call 759-4909.
Call 474-8064.
tion guaranteed Glenn
JUt*LE.J 54,2
OAK and hickory
17 WA5
LARGE remodeled Bebber 759-1247
firewood $27.50 rick,
house, 1004 Main. $325 b&G Builders Exdelivered. Call 436-2778.
monthly. Yearly lease, perienced builders of
WHIRLPOOL deposit. Carpet.
Central houses, garages k
microwave oven, only H /A. Stove. refrigera- storage buildings
Call
$.4 per week. Rudolph tor, freezer furnished. 474-8300.
Goodyear
Whirlpool, Would sell. 759-1285.
DRIVEWAYS white
753-0595.
TWO bedroom house in rocked or graveled
WOOD- you haul, $20. Stella. Deposit and re. Also, top soil Call
222 S. 12th
MN • •*22.. S., 400
Murray, Ky.
v•r•
Call 436 5633
ferences. Call 753-5177
753-1537

753-8087

Two Women
Will Clean
Houses or
Offices.
Call
759-1674
/ after 10 a.m.

lurrr-MITives

nARR'ETT

Will clean
houses or
offices.
Have
references
Call
753-3781 or
753-6298
after 5 p.m

nROoKSIE

No Rate Increase on
Medicare Supplement
Insurance!!

FOR SALE

Extra nice 1981
14x52 2 BR
Mobile Home.
Like new
condition.
Call
753-3263 days,
753-5086 nights

Bennett & Associates

Wulff & Sons
Kitchen Cabinet
Recovery

20% To

500k Off
.-Wool

Onunr.s.

Faye's

to.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
502-753-2617

W!

•,,
moo
itiF.,
11 tamm
ticui,7
Noti0156.
b'r

f

HAIR F1AR!
HAR'

"is

New Years Resolution:
To Look Good
and Feel Good

-1111wri

thdi...51P

Year End Sale

Starts Tuesday, Dec. 30, 1986
Boom Boxes, Cassette Decks, Turn
Tables, CD Players, Receivers,
Rack Systems, Compact Stereos,
Car Stereos & Speakers, Car
Amps.
Lots of Tapes and Long Plays.
Lots of Odds & Ends for Everyone.
Cash Only.

World of Sound
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OBITUARIES
Amanda Jane Ottway
Amanda Jane Ottway,
nine months, died Monday at 2 a.m. at her
home on Rt. 5, Murray.
Her death followed an
extended illness.
Born March 28, 1986,
In Murray, she was the
daughter of Bruce Ottway and Constance
Nagy Ottway.
Survivors are her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ottway, and one sister,
Jessica ()away, Rt. 5,
Murray; grandparents,

Mrs. Maggie English

Ivor Ottway, Paducah,
and Mr. and Mrs
Emery Nagy,
Evansville, Ind.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of
Murray.

Graveside rites for
Mrs. Maggie English
were today at 10 a.m. at
Beech Grove Cemetery.
The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham officiated.
Pallbearers were
Paul Kelly, Perry Andrus, Jeffrey Howard,
Burial will follow in Steve McCuan, Eric
Murray Memorial Easley and Hal
Gardens.
Houston.
J.H. Churchill
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 4 Funeral Home was in
charge of
p.m. Wednesday.

Mrs. Ina Triplett
Services for Mrs. Ina
Triplett are today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
Officiating are the
Rev. Coy Garrett and
the Rev. Bill Hart. Mrs.
R.Q. Knight is organist.
Pallbearers are Joe
Carraway, Marty Carraway, Robert Hall, Joe
Pat Robertson, Marty
Futrell and Jerry
McNutt.
Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial
Gardens.

Remembrance of

Mrs. Triplett, 92,
widow of Dave Triplett,
died Sunday at 10:27
a.m. at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by one
son, James (Billy)
Triplett and wife, Kay,
Rt. 8, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Eva
Spurgeon, Allen Park,
Mich.; two grandchildren; seven greatgrandchildren.

arrangements.
Mrs. English, 91,
widow of Fain T.
English, died Saturday
at 5:45 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home.
She is survived by one
DEAR ABBY: I grew up in a vately tell them seriously and time talking
about old times with all
sister, Mrs. Hugh (Hon- small town where I did my share of earnestly that
their constant his high school friends.
tas) Houston, Murray: growing up the hard way. I made a dredging up of past incidents
of
Should I tell him to go by himself?
one niece, Mrs. Robert lot of mistakes, but none that hurt which you are not particularly
Or should I try to lose 20 pounds in
(Lou Ann) McCuan, anyone except myself. Neverthe- proud causes you embarrass- three weeks?
Farmington; two great- less, I do regret some of those ment, and you would consider it
MIFFED IN D.C.
an act of kindness if they would
nephews, Harland mistakes.
I am now a grown adult with a not do it again. Let them know
Easley, Farmington,
DEAR MIFFED: Since when
and Sid Easley, Murray. respectable job, which requires that that you are serious. I am is a person's weight a factor in
I travel occasionally back to my betting they will respect your such
matter!? If you want to go
hometown on business. I have a request. But if they don't, then to his
reunion, go. But if I had
good reputation among my co- pointedly avoid, whenever pos- a
husband who ignored me
workers, but here's the problem: I sible, these mean-spirited (and
while he talked to only his old
have a couple of old "friends" in my probably envious)"friends."
friends, I'd stay home. (P.S.
hometown
who
always
have to say
Friends may call at
Your weight is your business.)
the funeral home after 5 in a crowd, "Oh, I knew him back
*•*
when ..." and then they recite a
p.m. today (Tuesday).
•• *
Mr. Latimer, 59, story I'm not particularly proud of.
DEAR
ABBY:
Do
you
want
to
The reaction of others ranges
(To get Abby's booklet, "How to
Milwaukee, Wis., died
from raised eyebrows to obvious hear the joke of the century? I'm 39 Write Letters for AU Occasions," send
Sunday at 9 p.m. at Mt.
surprise. How do I handle a situa- years old, 5 feet 8 and weigh 155 a check or money order for $2.50 and
Sinai Hospital there.
tion like that? I've tried to get the pounds. My husband, Archie, is 53 a long, stamped 439 cents), self-adHe is survived by his message across
years old, he's exactly my height dressed envelope to: Dear Abby, Letter
that that was a long
and weighs 165 pounds. Here's the Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
mother, Mrs. Shellie time ago, but they don't seem
to
Mohon Latimer, Hazel; want to give up their irritating clincher. He recently got an invita- III. 61054.)
tion to his high school class reunion
•••
one sister, Mrs. Betty antics.
Vaughn, Wayne, Mich.;
What's a respectable comeback, and he says he is not taking me
one brother, Bobby and how can I get these "friends" to unless I lose 20 pounds!
(For Abby's booklet,"How to Have a
I have been to his other class Lovely Wedding," send
stop?
a check or
Latimer, Murray.
reunions and I was always the money order for $2.50 and a long,
IRRITATED
youngest and slimmest wife there. I stamped (39 cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Dear Abby,
DEAR IRRITATED: Take didn't know a soul, and was bored Booklet, P.O. Box 447, MountWedding
Morris,
these "friends" aside and pri- stiff while Archie spent the whole
61054.

By Abigail Van Buren

Billy Latimer
The funeral for Billy
Latimer will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel.
Ken Thompson will officiate. The song service
will be by singers of
Hazel Church of Christ
with Joe Thompson as
leader.
Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial
Gardens.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Two escape
from jail

Things Past Is Not
Part of Man's Present

-

Frances Drake
FOR WEDN ESI lAY. DECENIBER u,198t)
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
flmit
,Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Developments are in your favor in
You're the recipient of good news.
your career today. Though charm in
Local travel should he a lot of fun.
some ways puts you to the forefront,
Your charm and sex appeal are
you also accomplish much from
working for you now. Enjoy romance
behind the scenes.
and recreation.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
It should be a happy new year for
A shopping opportunity looks too
you -with friends and loved ones with
good to pass up. New purchases for
you all the way. Tonight is tailorthe home are likely. Though energemade for both celebrating and shartic. you may opt for a quiet New Year
ing.
celebration after dark.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to.lan. 19)
Financial progress is yours today.
You could well be the life of the
Partners are in agreement about joint
party tonight. This is a very good time
aims and you have the drive to act on
for contacting others for the purpose
the realization of your work-related
of making a favorable impres.sion.
goals.
AQUARIUS
CANCER
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(June 21 to July 22)
Though in good spirits, you may
Whether traveling or at home, the
not wish to join the maddening
accent is on the enjoyment of leisure
crowds for New Year's celebrations.
events and romance.
Business and financial developments
should be kept to yourself.
LEO
PISCES
'Rt
July 23 to Aug. 22)
neer
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20).
esINK
A job opportunity rekindles your
It's a time of joy and revelry for
ambitions, though you will have time
you. You'll both give and receive
for some home entertaining now. A
invitations now. You greet the New
feeling of well-being fills all your
Year knowing that you are loved.
activities.
VIRGO
IF BORN TODAY, you are creative
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
and practical. It is important that you
The approach of the new year
like your work or you may not
brings couples closer together. Joyful
recreation makes this a fun-filled
become as successful as you could
be. Like all members of your sign, you
time for you. Celebrate tonight!
are ambitious, but at times you may
LIBRA
have bouts of unproductivity. Some(Sept.23 to Oct. 22)
Zet:
times you're attracted in businesses
Those looking for a second source
allied to the arts, though you're also
of income will have luck now.
Yesterday's home developments condrawn to such fields as writing.
design and teaching. Science and
tinue to bring you happiness. Accent
domesticity.
music are other possible vocations.

GLASGOW, Ky. (AP)
— Two inmates escaped
from the Barren County
Jail this morning by
overpowering a deputy
jailer and a trusty who
were putting cleaning
buckets in their cells,
state police said.
Police were searching
in the area of Interstate
85 near Cave City for
Fred Rich and Joseph
Hutchison.
Jailer Fred Shirley
said Rich, 34, who is 6-4
and weighs 350 pounds,
had escaped from the
Barren County Correctional Facility before.
The inmates escaped
about 5:35 a.m. by overpowering deputy jailer
Roger Hunt and an
unidentified trusty.
They tied up Hunt and
the trusty, grabbed the
keys and went to the kitchen, where they tied up
the cook and another
trusty before fleeing in
Hunt's pickup truck.
Shirley said Rich was
being held on a charge
of attempted murder.
Hutchison, 39, was being
held for federal
authorities, Shirley
said, but he was not sure
of the charge against
him.
The men were last
seen in Cave City, where
they left the truck and
fled on foot. Officers
said they believed they
were armed with a .357
pistol and a knife.

A

.

HILLIARD LYONS
Stock Market

ATLANTA (AP) —
Skies were clear today
over the nation's
second-busiest airport,
a welcome sight to airport officials after two
days of fog that delayed
thousands 'of flights.
Fog cut visibility to
1,000 feet or less Sunday
morning and Monday
morning, testing
tempers and costing the
airlines hundreds of
thousands of dollars
during a major travel
period.
The skies cleared
Monday afternoon,
allowing the backlog of
holiday travelers to
clear out of the airport.
The National Weather
Service had predicted
more fog for today, but
airport officials said only minor, patchy fog
developed, the sun
broke through and there
were no flight delays.

Industrial Average
.6.89
Previous Close
1912.12
Air Products
351,4 unc
A.T.C.-Class A
16/
1
2B 16%A
AT&T
291/. -1/s
Briggs & Stratton
34% -1
/
4
Chrysler
37% -1/s
CSX Corp
29/
/
4
1
4 -1
Dean Foods
27% -1
/
4
Dollar General Store 13/
1
4B 13/
1
4A
Exxon
72/
1
4 -1/2
57%
Ford
G.A.F.
381h1 •1/8
General Motors
493% -1
/
4
GenCorp, Inc.
711% -1
Goodrich
44/
1
2 [IBC
WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

trtlt
S
tI4‘g%Ct
0.
—4v.Z.S.r

JUST IN TIME FOR
THE BIG BOWL GAMES

1-4 rzeri

Save nowt We're cutting year-end prices to make room for new models. Don't
wadi 'These west RCA values won't!

RCA IS NO. 1 IN COLOR TV SALES IN AMERICA!
RCA lq
— 1-iagonal
XL-100 Color TV
• Solid state VHF/UHF tuners
• Automatic fine tuning
• Super AccuFilter COTY picture tube
• Unitized XtendedLife chassis

$29-7
PORTABLE AND TABLE MODEL COLOR
XL100, WALNUT CABINET

'246

13 INCH DIAGONAL, XL100, REMOTE CONTROL

'328
'297
$329
'339
'389
'422
1417
'487
'497

19 INCH DIAGONAL, XL100, EBONY CABINET
9 INCH DIAGONAL,)(UM' ELECTRONIC TUNER
19 INCH OIAGONAL, XL100, PUSH-BUTTON TUNER

_
T

/11 LAI

Skies clear
over Atlanta

. -sous*.1**La******IIT*4111116111.

1
2 .%
41/
1201/2 -/
1
2
571/4 •1/42
18%B 184A
44/
1
2 +1
/
2
UM -1
/
4
72% -1
/
2
501
/4 -1
/
4
41 -%
40.%
391/4 +1,4

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie()
Kmart
Kroger
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

753-3366

0954
44
/
1
2
WA
101/4

-X
+1
/
2
-1/4
unc
5.21

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSUM

Hog market
Federal Ms* Market News Service
December 111, ION
Ilemlook7 Purebere Ares Hog Merkel
Leper' Iseledes SIftytag Madam
14115 Let. Ill Barrows
•Gale 116lie lower Sews miler 502
1.11111.10 bower mer MO lb. 1.14 lower

r GM QUALITY 1
SERVICE PARTS I
155156L MOTORS COM1011•21014

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

19 INCH DIAGONAL, XL100, REMOTE CONTROL
19 INCH DIAGONAL, XL 100, REMOTE WALNUT
20 INCH DIAGONAL, COLORTRAK, PUSH BUTTON
20 INCH DIAGONAL,COLORTRAK, REMOTE CONTROL MONITOR
25 INCH DIAGONAL, COLORTRAK, TABLE MODEL

f:ONSOLE COLOR TV'S
25 INCH

DIAGONAL ELECTRONIC TUNER, OAK CABINET..

'497
'548
25 INCH DIAGONAL XL100, PECAN CABINET
'567
25 INCH DIAGONAL,COLORTRAK, CABLE READY, IN OAK, SWIVAL
'589
25 INCH DIAGONAL, COLORTRAK, CABLE READY, IN MAPLE
'589
25 INCH DIAGONAL,COLORTRAK, CABLE READY, IN PECAN, REMOTE..
'677
COLORTRA
K, REMOTE IN PINE
25 INCH DIAGONAL,
'659
26 INCH DIAGONAL COLORTRAK, CABLE READY, IN PINE
'665
26 INCH DIAGONAL COLORTRAK, DELUXE IN MAPLE
'672
26 INCH DIAGONAL COLORTRAK, CUSTOM REMOTE, PECAN
'672
26 INCH DIAGONAL, COLORTRAK, CUSTOM REMOTE, PECAN
'736
26 INCH DIAGONAL,COLORTRAK, CUSTOM REMOTE, MAPLE
'737
26 INCH DIAGONAL,COLORTRAK, PECAN, STEREO ADAPTABLE
'765
26 INCH DIAGONAL,COLORTRAK, DUAL SPEAKER, STEREO, FRUITWOOD..$887
26 INCH DIAGONAL,COLORTRAK, DUAL SPEAKER, PECAN, STEREO
'894
26 INCH DIAGONAL COLORTRAK, DUAL SPEAKER, PINE, STEREO
'873
• ej
A I COLORTRAK, DUAL SPEAKER. PECAN, STERIO, MONITOR
26 INCH
'917
25 INCH DIAGONAL, XL100, PINE CABINET

RCA VCR

We will be closed
Wednesday, Dec. 31st
to prepare for our
January Clearance Sale

illuckinntlam iSati -1710
` 1 71,

l'!',
111111

TABLE MODEL MONT LOAD, WITH Juni, REMOTE
PORTABLE MODELTOP LOAD, XPR REMOTE, VIDEO CAMERA READY

1986 Camaro
Rod., Auto., P.S., P.S., Air, Audio, Tilt, Cruise,
5XXX

'1O,300°°
DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
7E3-2617

641 IS. Murray

'397
'497

ALL NEW MERCHANDISE FULL WARRANTIES. PLEASE — NO
PHONE ORDERS —
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For lack of a seal, seven
lives were lost in January
when shuttle exploded
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. AP ) — The Challenger
explosion was "an accident rooted in history," in the
judgment of a presidential commission, which summarized the main fault in one paragraph:
"The space shuttle's solid rocket booster problem
began with the faulty design of its joint and increased
as both NASA and contractor management first failed to recognize it as a problem, then failed to fix it
and finally treated it as an acceptable flight risk."
Challenger blew apart 73 seconds after it lifted off
a Cape Canaveral launch pad last Jan. 28. All seven
crew members, including New Hampshire
schoolteacher Christa. McAuliffe, were killed in the
worst space accident in history.
The tragedy has had a profound effect on this nation's space program. NASA's management and
safety practices have been overhauled, the redesign
of the faulty booster joint has grounded the shuttle
fleet until at least February 1988, a less ambitious
flight schedule has been drafted and President
Reagan has directed that most commercial payloads
be shifted to unmanned rockets.

Misguided experiment
resulted in the worst
nuclear accident ever
By the Associated Press
At 1:23 a.m. Saturday, April 26, operators of a
Soviet nuclear power plant conducted an unauthorized experiment: how long would a turbine generator
keep running after shutting off the steam from a
1,000-megawatt reactor?
Ten seconds later, the experiment turned into the
worst nuclear power plant disaster in history.
A fireball swept the plant and deadly radiation
spewed into the air, killing 31 people over a sevenmonth period and likely bringing death and deformity to generations yet unborn.
It was a secret Moscow tried to keep, but couldn't,
and the world was outraged.
The explosion in reactor No. 4 of the Chernobyl
plant sent radioactive cesium-134, iodine-131 and
strontium across the Ukrainian countryside, northwest across Scandinavia and eventually around
the globe.
Scores of people were hospitalized with radiation
sickness, tens of thousands increased their risk of
terminal cancer and nearly 130.000 were forced to
leave their contaminated homes for resettlement.
The reactor, one of four cooled by water and
regulated by graphite, had surged from 6 percent of
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Major technical disasters like Challenger are
almost never the result of isolated, random flaws.
71ost are the outcome of a long chain of
circumstances.
AH NASA administrator James C. Fletcher put it
recently. The lesson of Challenger, of Chernobyl
and if Three Mile Island is a hard one. We are living
in an age where the single biggest factor affecting
productivity may be our ability to properly manage
technical risks."
In all three cases, Fletcher said, complex systems
reii,ted abnormally and the problems were not
managed adequately by humans.
\k hat was Challenger's technical failing?
The investigative commission appointed by President Reagan and chaired by former Secretary of
State ‘Villiarn Rogers traced the problem to the
original award of the solid fuel booster rocket to Morton Thiokol in 1973.
Four companies competed for the contract and a
NASA evaluation rated Morton Thiokol second, but it
was selected because "cost advantages were
substantial."
Because of the Nixon administration's budgetcutting, NASA was forced to design a scaled-down
vehicle. NASA originally proposed a craft that would
not be boosted by solid fuel rockets, but by more controllable liquid engines.
Because Morton Thiokol was in Utah, the boosters
had to be built in segments and shipped by train to
Cape Canaveral. Joints had to be designed to connect
the sections and prevent hot propellant gases from
escaping.
Morton Thiokol proposed joints similar to those on
the Air Force's Titan 3 solid rocket. But they were
slightly different and not as gas-tight.
A 1977 Morton Thiokol test of the strength of the
steel cases was the first signal that something was
wrong. Analysis showed the joint was rotating and
opening rather than closing when the rocket engine
ignited.
Leon Ray and John Miller, engineers at NASA's
Marshall Space Flight Center, which managed the
Morton Thiokol contract, wrote a report saying a
new design for the joint "was mandatiry to prevent
1'1(1 gas leaks and resulting cata.striphic failure."
NASA managers, however, decided the design was
The decision seemed to be justified when shuttles
began flying in 1981 and, in flipnt after flight, the
ho()sters seemingly performed Cawlessly.
Hut there were danger signs. On the second flight,
STS-2. NASA detected an "erosion" of a primary 0ring in one of the six booster joints. The 0-ring is
made of synthetic rubber and is designed to seal the
joint There area primary ring and a backup ring in
each joint.
Although the seal eroded on that flight, it did not
leak
The anomaly was not reported in the flight
readiness review for STS-3, but engineers at Marhall and Morton Thiokol continued to study the
problem.
In I iecember 1982, the Marshall center determined
that the secondary 0-rings no longer worked after
the joints rotated.
The joint was classified as "criticality 1," meaning
that leakage of the primary ring could lead to "loss
of mission, vehicle and crew."
Yet, NASA retained the design, based on the success of the Titan 3 with a single 0-ring.
A rash of 0-ring damage cases in 1985, including a

Material contained in this special section was
generated through local, staff and Associated
Press reports. All photographs are by staff
photographers with credits as marked,

severe instance in 53-degree weather, caused Morton
Thiokol to reexamine the reliability of the seals. The
company tested the effects of cold weather on 0-ring
resiliency and found that at 50 degrees it was virtually nonexistent.
In July 1985, NASA placed a launch constraint on
the entire shuttle system. This meant that a launch
could not take place if there was an unresolved question about a ''criticality 1" item — unless there was
reason to think that the problem would not occur in
flight. Then, a waiver could be granted, which the
agency proceeded to do on each mission, right up to
Challenger's last.
on Aug. 19, 1985, Marshall and Morton Thiokol
engineers for the first time briefed NASA headquarters managers on the history and the potential of
the problem, concluding the 0-ring seal was a
critical matter, but it was safe to fly.
They recommended an accelerated program to
eliminate seal erosion and Morton Thiokol engineers
made 43 suggested changes for the segment joints
and 20 for the nozzle joints. But the design work advanced at a slow pace.
On the night before the Challenger launch,
temperatures at the launch site dipped to 24 degrees
and remained below freezing for 10 hours. Several
Morton Thiokol engineers familiar with the cold
we.ither tests on the 0-rings argued with Marshall
managers that the launch should be postponed.
In earlier manned flights, the burden of proof had
been on the engineers and contractors to persuade
NASA management that it was safe to launch. In this
case, the Marshall officials put the engineers in the
position of having to prove that it was not safe to
launch.
Challenger was launched with the temperature
reading 36 degrees.
The Rogers commission concluded the explosion
was caused by the failure of 0-rings in one of the
right booster joints to contain the pressure of hot
gases produced by burning rocket fuel. Flames burned through the joint, causing the booster to tear away
from the external fuel tank, which exploded.
The report said the cold weather probably stiffened the 0-rings to the point where they failed.

Misguided experiment
resulted in the worst
nuclear accident ever
(Cont'd from page I)
capacity to 50 percent in those 10 seconds. The cooling system couldn't handle the sudden load.
Water reacted with the graphite and produced
hydrogen, which exploded, ripping open the reactor
core and setting fire to the surrounding buildings.
Two plant workers died immediately.
The intense heat turned the graphite into
something resembling glowing charcoal that burned
for two weeks.
Firefighters battled the flames for four hours —
some collapsing and eventually dying from the lethal
radiation — to stop the fire from spreading to the adjacent reactor No. 3.
For almost 72 hours, the Kremlin tried to keep the
disaster under wraps. Even the 50,000 residents of
the nearby community of Pripyat were not
evacuated until more than 36 hours after the
explosion.
For the rest of the world, the first clue came on
Monday morning, April 28, when a worker at
Sweden's Forsmark nuclear power station, about
1,000 miles to the northeast, set off a radiation alarm
as he left a high-security area to go to the washroom.
The soles of his shoes carried increased levels of
radiation.
Swedish monitoring devices had recorded what
was happening the previous 24 hours but their data
was not read until the following day. And no one
knew immediately where the radiation originated.
The main clue was dust caught in a filter at the
Defense Research Agency's monitoring station in
Stockholm. A rush analysis showed it to contain

twice the usual levels of cesium-134 as cesium-137,
which could not have come from some unannounced
nuclear test.
A task force checked wind trajectories: it was
blowing from the east.
The Swedes checked with colleagues in Finland,
who reported radiation levels six times normal. Denmark and Norway reported more modest increases,
confirming suspicions.
At 4 p.m. that Monday, Swedish Energy Minister
Birgitta Dahl held a news conference to officially
confirm the leak was not from Forsmark. She indicated that evidence pointed to "a certain country,"
but didn't name it.
Diplomatic queries to Moscow and its European
embassies met curt denials.
Finally that evening, the Kremlin issued a foursentence report that an accident had occurred at the
plant, 80 miles north of Kiev, and that people had
been "affected."
On Tuesday morning, April 29, nervous Soviet envoys began calling on Swedish and West German
nuclear experts, seeking advice on how to fight a
reactor fire.
That night the Kremlin announced there were two
dead and first used the word "disaster." On Wednesday, it said 197 were hospitalized with radiation
poisoning and burns.
In the absence of Soviet candor, speculation raged.
There were false reports of thousands dead and the
imminent meltdown of Chernobyl's reactor No. 3.
Western governments demanded a full accounting.
Stocks in nuclear utilities plummeted on the New
York stock exchanges and anti-nuclear energy
groups rose to sing "we told you so."
Poland's government administered iodine solutions to children to protect their thyroid glands from
absorbing radioactive iodine, and banned the sale of
milk from pasture-fed cows.
Romania's government warned children to stay indoors, while citizens of Yugoslavia were told not to
eat freshly picked lettuce, spring onions or spinach
and pregnant women swamped clinics in Belgrade
with requests for abortions.
Outside the Soviet Union it was still not known
what caused the accident: the graphite design which
is unique to that country, a technical failure or
human error.
On Friday, May 2, Boris Yeltsin, head of the
Moscow city Communist Party and a close associate
of Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev, said on West
German television it was human error.
That was the turning point in Moscow's public relations policy. The rate of information accelerated in
the ensuing weeks, with Soviet progress reports on
efforts to smother the glowing reactor with sand and
lead.
On May 9, the fire was reported out. Then began a
process of sealing it permanently in concrete.
Casualty reports were gradually updated to show
that 31 had died and as many as 300 others showed
varying degrees of radiation sickness.
The ruling Politburo said damage amounted to
about $2.8 billion dollars, including loss of the reactor, disruption of electric power, 400 square miles of
contaminated land in the north Ukraine and southern
Byelorussia, and the closure of farms and factories.
Soviet news media reported that Chernobyl's chief
engineer and more than two dozen others were
booted out of the Communist Party for bungling,
panic and negligence.
The stream of information culminated in a surprisingly candid 382-page report on Chernobyl presented
In September at a convention of the International
Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna.
It admitted that Soviet reactors needed to be
redesigned and located away from populated areas.
The report revealed that half the country's similar
graphite reactors had been shut down for
modifications.
The effects of Chernobyl may not all be known for
decades.
Dr. Robert Gale, an American bone marrow
specialist who helped treat victims, says the radiation cloud will likely increase the risk of cancer for
up to 100,000 people over the next 70 years.
The reactor's designer,Ivan Yemelyanov,says the
concrete tomb now encasing the reactor will probably have to remain there for centuries.
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January
Jeremy Steven Phillips was the first baby born at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital for 1986. His
parents are Steve and Kim Phillips.
A quiet New Year's holiday was reported by city
and county law enforcement officials.
Formal swearing in ceremonies for the Murray City Council were conducted. Plaques of appreciations
were also presented to outgoing council members.
Benton attorney John Clay Lovett was sworn in as
the Circuit Judge for the 42nd Judicial Distrivt of
Kentucky.
Gravestones in the Lassiter family cemetery were
disrupted by vandals. Several tombstones were overturned and destroyed.
Murray State University President Dr. Kala
Stroup addressed a group of higher education supporters at a rally in Paducah.
Dean Food Company officials were the guests at a
reception hosted by the Murray-Calloway County
Humane Society.
State Representative Freed Curd commented on
the key issues of the forthcoming Kentucky General
Assembly.
Fireman of the Year and Officer of the Year
awards were presented by Murray Fire Chief James
Hornbuckle to the fireman Jackie Hoke and Lieutenant Dwight Rutledge respectively.
United States Department of Agriculture tobacco
inspectors W.W. Peters and William Lynch gave
tobacco at the Growers Loose Leaf Floor a final
checking before the last regular air-cured sale of the
season.
The Murray City Council approved a total of seven
appointments to city boards and commissions all
recommended by Mayor Holmes Ellis.
Implementing a breakfast program at three
Calloway County schools was considered at the
regular board of education meeting.
The Murray Board of Education re-elected Doris
Cella as chairperson and Thomas Rushing as vicechairman during regular meeting proceedings.
Briggs & Stratton began employing about 100 Murray State University students to fill regualr oprational jobs on a six-hour shift from 4-10 p.m.
A total of 96 building permits were issued in Murray during 1985 it was reported by Fire Marshal Phil
Owens.
City police and firemen reported a busy year in
1985.
Three drivers with the Murray-Calloway County
Transit Authority were given safe driving
certificates.
Dark-fired tobacco sales opened in Murray this
week.
A celebration honoring Dr. Martin Luther King's
birthday was held at Murray State University.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board
heard a report in the feasibility of building an additional medical office building.
The American Dairy Association announced the
selection of Miss Staci Tidwell as the district 1 Dairy
Princess.
The Murray Ledger & Times won a total of 10 Kentucky Press Association awards.
The Calloway County Speech Team captured
itafirst victory of the new year.
Calloway County High School football standout announced that he would pursue his academic and
athletic career at the University of Louisville.
The designation of $12.5 million for the Murray
State University Industry and Technology building
was included in Gov. Martha Layne Collins' budget.
City planners were presented a Tennessee Valley
Authority proposal for a 12th Street lighting project.
Cliff Finney of Murray was elected "Shriner of the
Year."
A move was initiated to save New Concord's Fort
Heiman by Albert Winn Jackson, 68, of Paris, Tenn.
The Murray landfill was seen as one of the state's
tidiest landfills.
The Calloway County High School basketball
homecoming court was named.
The Murray Sager Corporation named George
Fricbel as plant manager.
Z.C. Enix of Murray was named to the publicity

committee of the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway.
The Murray school board approved a recommend4ion to purchase bleacher seat for the east side of Ty
Holland Stadium.
Murrayan Z.C. Enix received a special award
from the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway administrator for serving as vice chairman of the
development authority.
State Superintendent of Public Instruction Alice
McDonald held at press conference at Murray State
University to announce two pilot projects.
The Calloway County Career Ladder Committee
reviewed a 14-page proposal.

February
State Rep. Freed Curd and State Sen. Greg Higdon
were guests at the Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce Legislative forum.
The Murray High School band received an invitation to play in the Fiesta Bowl parade in Phoenix,
Ariz.
Beth Solomon of Calvert City represented Murray
State University at the Mountain Laurel Festival.
The MSU Faculty Senate passed a resolution concerning salary policies.
Jerry L. Rock of the MSU ROTC department was
selected to assist with the rebuilding of the Fort
Campbell battalion which lost the majority of its
leadership in the ill-fated crash in Gander, Newfoundland on Dec. 13, 1985.
Area residents representing Murray and Calloway
County attended an educational rally in Frankfort.
The Alpha Corporation of Nashville considered
locating a new plant in Murray.
Dr. Clegg Austin was elected president of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's medical staff.
Students at Murray State University prepared for
its annual production of "Campus Lights."
Snowfall blanketed Murray and the rest of the
state.
Murray High senior Kelly Steely announced his intentions to play football at Murray State University.
Some Murray auto dealers were among those cited
by the state Motor Vehicle Commission for
unauthorixed use of dealer tags.
A reception was planned for retiring Circuit Court
Judge James M. Lassiter.
The Murray Board of Education scheduled an open
house.

A goal was announced by the Murray Red Cross for
the 1986 Red Cross fund Drive.
The Murray City Council approved a recommendation from the Public Safety Committee to purchase
four new police cars.
Beth Woodall and James Daniels were named National Merit Scholarship Finalists from Calloway
County High School.
Senator Greg Higdon was named as Kentucky's
reprsentative on the "Industrial and Entrepreneurial Economy Roundta.ble" organized by
the Democratic National Committee.
Amberly Moss was crowned Calloway County High
School Homecoming Queen.
Luke Harrington was named a National Merit
Scholarship finalists from Murray High School.
The Calloway County High School speech team
placed fifth in the nation at the Harvard National Invitational Tournament.
Bob and Gale Cornelison were chosen as cochairmen of the United Way fund drive.
Candidates were selected for Murray High School
Black History Queen.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital board of
commissioners sought financing for the proposed
new medical arts building.
Murray's Need Line was nominated fcr the President's Volunteer Action Award.
The Calloway County board of educatio 1 approvf d
the recommendation for termination of Bobby
Allen's tenure contract as assistant principal and
teacher in the Calloway County school system.
Kenneth Imes, Hardy Jackson and Ft•ckly Mittel of
Heritage Monument Co., Murray, volunteered theT
time and machinery to replace headstones at thc
Lassiter family cemetery that had been oveturned
by vandals.
Senate Bill 243 which created a second judgeship to
the 42nd Judical District passed the Senate by a vote
of 35-1.
The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce called for the election of five board members.
Melissa Duffy was crowned Black History Queen
at Murray High School.
Members and guests of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce Existing Industry
Committee toured the Briggs & Stratton plant.
Don Overbey filed as a candidate for the position of
Circuit Court Judge of the 42nd Judical District.
Tony Childress was found not guilty in an intimidation case against him.

Cars `ditched' during chase

Kentucky State Trooper Charles Loomis (left) describes what occurred to a high-speed chase to KSP
Sgt. Robert Brown. In the foreground is the allegedly stolen car that Loomis and Trooper Rick Williams
were pursuing while Loomis' cruiser is in the ditch across the road.
%at photo by Ciewo Me.rubribome
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March
Dr. Allan M. Lansing, a pioneer in the mechanical
heart implantation program at Humana HospitalAudubon in Louisville, was a featured speaker at
Murray State University.
The Murray Human Right Commission set up a job
bank for employers and job seekers.
Murray High School won the 38th annual Kentucky
State Drama Tournament.
The Four Rivers Council of the Boy Scouts of
America held a meeting to kick off the Sustaining
Membership enrollment.
An awards banquet was held to honor local high
school students for winning entries in a poster and
essay contest sponsored by the Calloway County Conservation District.
The Murray Ledger & Times recieved a special
Blue Ribbon designation.
The Murray State University Faculty Senate passed a resolution supporting President Kala Stroup's
efforts toward faculty salaries.
A GED study-at-home program was promoted at a
local luncheon sponsored by the Murray Kiwanis
club.
Former National Basketball League __standout
Oscar Robertson visited Kenlake" foods plant
nanager Bill Gerrnann.
Friends and colleagues of James M. Lassiter announced the establishment of a pre-law scholarship
at MSU.
The local Red Cross officially kicked off their fund
driv e
The District I members of the Kentucky Chapter of
the National Association of Postmasters held a
meeting at the Holiday Inn of Murray.
Four high schools students from the Murray area
were slated to compete in the Golden 100 scholastic
competition at MSU.
The City of Murray and Murray State University
tested their respective warning systems as Murray
and Calloway County joined the state in a Severe
Weather Warning Test.
Strong winds and a hailstorm hit Calloway County
resulting in an assortment of damage to the MurrayCalloway County area.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court reappointed
Graham Feltner and Ella Van Tidwell to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Bord.
A mock disaster exercise was conducted by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital with help from
the Explorers Post No. 803 and the Marshall County
Explorers Post
The Murray City Council approved several cost
recommendations.
The Murray Board of Education approved a bid by
Robs Lawn Service for improvements to the practice
field at Murray high School.
Faculty for the 16th annual Jesse Stuart Writing
Workshop were named.
Murray State University finished second in the
sixth annual NCAA Men's and Women's Rifle
Championships.
Local cheerleaders competed in district and
regional competition.
United Way volunteers gathered to discuss their
upcoming fund raising campaign.
Local Disaster and Emergency Services personnel
began preparing for spring's severe storm and tornado season.
Members of the Murray Planning Commission
reviewed assorted work around the city.
The Senate Appropriations and Revenue
Committee's approval of $50,000 for feasibility study
to renovate the existing Racer Arena at MSU was a
welcome notice.
The Calloway County School Board began hearing
proceedings regarding the termination of the contract of Bobby R. Allen, assistant principal at
Calloway County High School.
The Murray State University Century Club announced plans to kick off their annual fund drive.
A dark-fired clean-up sale was held in Murray.
Governor Martha Layne Collins was in Murray at
the Fisher-Price plant.
The Calloway County School board ruled to dismiss
Bobby R. Allen.

Molly Booth received the annual Murray Rotary
Club's Humanitarian Award.
The Murray Tourism Commission held a seminar
to alert management and personnel on tourists attractions and hospitality techniques.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital announced
a program that helped residents with researching
various helath topics.
Nominations for the annual Murray Chapter of
Professional Secretaries International's Secretary of
the Year were announced.
The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce announced that Bill Kopperud, Walt Apperson, Bill Adams and Jo Crass were new board
members.
Local Miss Murray State University semifinalists
were announced.
The MSU Century Club officially kicked off its
community drive.
Walt Apperson, Loretta Jobs and Buddy Buckingham were elected to the Murray-Calloway County
Economic Development Corporation board of
directors.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins said she would not get
involved with an MSU board of regent's split over
President Kala Stroup's contract.
The Murray City Council approved an appointment
to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital board and
one to the Murray-Calloway County Park board.
Dr. Melvin Henley announced he would not seek to
retain his position as a faculty regent on the Murray
State University board of regents.
The Calloway County High School Speech Team retained their title as state champions.

April
A brush fire on James Brame's property near
Backusburg drew a response from the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad and the U.S. Forestry
Department.
An increase in funding approved by the Kentucky
General Assembly paved the way for some $23,000 to
be used for faculty and staff salaries at MSU.
Murray State University could receive funds for a
new sports arena next year. It was noted.
Steve Andrus was selected as the fifth new
member of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce.
The Murray Fire Department responded to an early morning fire at the Ellis Popcorn Company at 101
Poplar Street.
Two Calloway County men charged with drug trafficking and tax evasion each entered guilty pleas to
two counts of a 16-count indictment in U.S. District
Court in Paducah.
Murray internal medicine specialists Dr. John C.
Quertermouus was presented a plaque for serving as
president of the Kentucky Medical Licensure Board.
Arbor Day was observed locally.
Residents were urged to buy their city stickers.
Reuben Jensen, a former executive vice president
of General Motors Corp. was the featured speaker at
the annual banquet of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
Kentucky Tomorrow: The Commission on Kentucky's Future and the Purchase Area Development
District co-sponsored at one-day conference at Murray State University.
"Back In Time" was announced as the theme of
the Miss Murray State Scholarship Pageant.
Local Shriners participated in the annual Benton
"Tater Day" festivities.
It was announced that Murray was the secondmost economic place to live in Kentucky.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital's first
"Baby Fair" was deemed a big success.
Calloway County Judge-Executive George Weaks
said that other than roads, the biggest problem facing Calloway County government was solid waste
disposal.
Local Governor's Scholars were named for
Calloway County High School and Murray High
School.
The Rizpah Shrine clowns were among the many
acts seen at the Shrine Circus in Murray.

A low bid was accepted by the Murray City Council
for extension of city water and sewer line to the industrial park north of town.
A community post office was established in New
Concord. Mr. and Mrs. Warren Parrish were announced as being in charge of the community post
office.
Building permits were on the rise in Murray and
construction was reported as looking good in 1986.
Public Radio Station WKMS began its annual
Friendship Festival.
Julie Tucker of Calhoun was crowned the new Miss
Murray State University at the annual pageant in
Lovett Auditorium on the campus of Murray State
University.
Outgoing Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce President Sid Easley was honored as the
1985 Citizen of the Year.
Dr. Rennard J. Strickland was the featured
speaker at the annual Harry Lee Waterfield
Distinguished Lecture in Public Affairs.
The Murray City Planning commission questioned
some specs in the rivermont subdivision.
The local library was on its way to getting new
carpeting.
Activities were announced for Murray State
University's Alumni Weekend.
The Murray State University Student Government
Association urged the renewal of Dr. Kala Stroup's
contract as president of the university.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital board of
commissoners OK'd expansion and renovation projects at the local hospital.
New emeritus members were set for induction by
MSU.
A boat show was held at the Bel-Air Shopping
Center.
The Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries
International announced the selection of Dr. Kenneth
W. Winters as the 1986 Boss of the Year.
Steve Zea, executive vice president of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce was named
to chair the Industrial Development Task Force.
Dr. James Hammack was elected the the position
of faculty regent on the MSU board of regents filling
a position formerly held by Dr. Melvin Henley.
Murray State Unviversity President Dr. Kala
Stroup welcomed the class of 1936 to the Emeritus
Club Luncheon.
Noted cardiologist Dr. Charles w. Mercer and
Jerry Don Crutchfield, senior vice president of MCA
music in Nashville were honored as Distinguished
Alumnus at Murray State University.
William J. Holt and Jo Leslie were presented
25-year service awards by MSU.
Plans were OK'd for additions at both the Calloway
County High School and middle school.
Work on Holland Field was approved by the Murray Board of Education.
It was announced that John Mack Carter would
return to Murray High School to pay tribute to a
group of ME-IS seniors.

May
A contract renewal for Murray State University
President Kola Stroup was awaiting approval by the
university's board of regents.
The West Kentucky Adult Basic Education Network at MSU received special recognition at the annual conference of the Division of Adult BAsic and
Community Education.
Brooks Bus Lines set up a new bus stop at East
Side Gulf across from the Briggs & Stratton plant.
New inductees in the Murray Rotary Club were
honored.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital honored
many of its employees with service awards.
More than eici students from eight Western Kentucky counties participated in the regional Special
Oympics at Murray State University.
Tisha Morris was crowned the 1986 Murray High
School Prom Queen.
Calloway County High School observed its annual
high school prom.
A summary judgement favoring Murray State
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University's board of regents was handed down in a
class action suit brought against the board by two
members of the faculty.
Agriculture professor Robert Hendon was honored
on his retirement for 39 years of service at MSU.
Jackie Taylor, an MSU student from Metropolis.
participated in the 1986 Miss USA Pageant in
Miama, Fla.
John Mack Carter and Carolyn Reagan Carter
paid tribute to M:HS seniors honored at a special banquet at the high school.
Laura Anne Cella and Christy Ann Moseley were
named valedictorian and salutatorian at Murray
High School.
The Calloway County school board voted to adopt
the quality point system to determine grade point
averages and to weigh the grading system by adding
four points for honors or advanced placement
classes.
Degrees were confered on 1,461 graduates at Murray State University.
The Murray School Board heard a request for
video classes on cable TV.
Ground was broken for a bridge between the Chsetnut Hills Shopping Center and the Central Shopping
Center.
MSU President Dr. Kala Stroup's contract was
renewed by a 6-4 margin.
The local United Way fund drive began taking
shape.
Spring storm damage destroyed a portion of the
roof on the Kirksey United Methodist Church.
Several other trees were split and brush was blown
along Kentucky 299.
Kentucky Lt. Gov. Steven Beshear was in Murray
for a reception and fund-raiser at the MurrayCalloway County chamber of Commerce.
Construction of a second medical arts building was
approved by the Murray-Calloway Hospital board of
commissoners.
The Kiwanis club honored seniors from both local
high schools.
The Calloway County Board of Education made
plans for summer school programs.
"Hands Across America" gathered local support.
Marlene E. Slaughter, CPS was named as the 1986
Kentucky Council Secretary of the Year.
The National Boy Scout Museum ribbon cutting
was planned.
The Kentucky Travelers Motorcycle club met at
Kenlake Resort Park in Aurora.
A Paris, Tenn., man was convicted of first degree
manslaughter in the death of Howard Neal Allen of
Pine Bluff Shores.
A federal grand jury returned a seven-count indictment against two Murray men in connection with
altered automobile odometer readings.
The Murray Board of Zoning denied a request to
allow construction of sorority house at 1410 Poplar.
A proposed budget for the city of Murray was
presented to the city council.
Calloway County High School graduated 186
seniors.

June
The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce learned that the number of people showing an
interest in the area was up 300 inquiries over last
year.
A 300-pound black bear drew attention throughout
the area roaming freely back and forth across the
Kentucky-Tenness state line.
A senior citizens fair was held at the Ellis Center.
Members of the Daughters of the Confederacy
placed a wreath at the Confederate Soldiers
memorial at the courtsquare.
Erika Washer was crowned 1986 Purchase District
Fair Queen in Mayfield.
The Calloway County branch of the American Red
Cross surpassed its goal of $9,000.
Velvet Jones captured the 18th annual ladies'
George Hart Invitational.
A certification team from the Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce was in Murray to discuss the city's
renewal as a Kentucky Certified City.
Kentucky Attorney General David Armstrong was

trie guest of he Murray Rotary Club.
Fisher-Price announced that two of its plant
managers, Frank Urbanic and Gerald Kelly would
be swapping their job locations.
Construction work on an access bridge between the
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center and the Central Shopping Center continued.
The City of Murray purchased a new fleet of police
department crusiers.
Senator Greg Higdon and others said Japanese
firms were considering western Kentucky as a location for plant site.
Actor Peter Fonda was in the Land Between the
Lakes area shooting his latest movie.
A budget of $1.8 million was approved by the
Calloway County Fiscal Court.
The Murray City School Board of Education approved the budget committee's planning for the
1986-87 budget.
Calloway County board of education approved
Gary Mullins as band director for the Calloway
County system.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital board of
commissioners awaited word on their bid for an addition tract of land adjacent to the hospital.

A proposed general fund budget, approximately
$200,000 more than that of 1985-86, for Murray was
approved by the city council.
A Paris, Tenn., man convicted on first degree
manslaughter and theft charges received formal
sentencing.
Area residents flocked to the Aurora Arts and
Crate Festival at the Kenlake Music Hall.
Summer orientation began at Murray State
University.
A major overhaul project was underway on the
locking system of Kentucky Dam in Gilberstville.
An advanced version of basic 911 telephone service
was slated to be presented to local officials.
A variety of items awaited festival goers at the
Jackson Purchase Arts and Crafts Festival at
the
West Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition
Center.
MSU's Joe Ward was named to serve as full-time
coordinator of athletic fund raising at the university.
A proposed office building at the intersection of
U.S 641 and Duiguid Road was granted approval by
the Murray Zoning Board.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital withdrew
from negotiations for the purchase of a piece of pro-

Hamlin homecoming

Crowds gathered above for an old-fashioned homecoming to celebrate the 100 years of postal service in
Hamlin. At lower left, Dora Barnett of Rt. 2 Hazel reaches for a piece of pie — she lived in Hamlin when
Johnnie Reid was postmaster. Below right are Hawley and VeIda Bucy, Rt. 1 Hazel. Hawley Huey grew
up in the Pattern and Cypress Creek area near Hamlin. The event took place on the Hamlin Post Office grounds.
Stoll photos by David Turk
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perty south of the hospital.
The Murray Civitan Club presented the Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped a check
for $1,200.
An ordinance adopting a $2.8 million budget for the
city of Murray was approved.
A Calloway County man was fatally injured in a
chain-reaction collision on Kentucky 94 east.
Two local students participated in the "Five Day
Mission" at the U.S. Space Camp in Huntsville, Ala.
The Murray State University Community Band
presented a twilight concert on the campus.
Louis Zimmerman became the new student regent
at Murray State University replacing Andy Logan.
The Murray Ledger & Times captured eight
awards at the annual Kentucky Press Assocation
summer convention.

July
Michael K. Wofford was apprehended after escaping from the Calloway County Jail.
Contestants in the Murray-Calloway Fair Queen
contest were announced.
The Murray-Ledger & Times announced same-day
delivery service for Calloway County subscribers
The lake area announced plans for Fourth of July
celebrations.
Harold Grogan retired after 14 years as carpentry
teacher at the Murray Area Vocational School.
Murray Rotary Club installed officers for the coming year.
Murray and Calloway County experienced a
relatively quiet Fourth of July.
Alpha Upsilon Alpha, the national
reading/language arts honor society, is established
at Murray State University.
Marcy Marine was crowned 1986 Fair Queen for
the Murray-Calloway County Fair.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins visited the National
Scouting Museum and spoke to the Murray Rotary
Club.
The State Property and Buildings Commission approved the construction of the Industrial and
Technology Building at Murray State University.
The trial began in the case of Linda Littlejohn
Tyler versus the Calloway County School Superintendent and Board of Education.
Calloway County School board planned school
expansions.
A new director is hired for the Murray High School
band program.
City Council approved bond-lease funds action.
Gerald Tabers is honored by the Kentucky State
Police for assisting in a wreck in July, 1985.
General Manager John Edd Walker announced his
retirement from the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative.
A new owner was sought for CSX-Seaboard
Railroad's 58 miles of track connecting Murray and
Bruceton, Tenn.
A lack of rain caused damage to area corn crops.
The Calloway County Sheriff's Department confiscated 48 marijuana plants.
The Murray-Calloway County United Way set a
goal of $50,000 for the 1986 campaign.
Local citizens formed the Murray Independent
School District Foundation for Excellence in Public
Education.
The state cut county road maintenance transfer
plans.
The Humane Society of Calloway County elected
new officers.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital board of commissioners approved the purchase of land.
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
held a "Business After Hours" cookout at the
chamber building.
Julian Carroll was a suprise guest at the Murray
Rotary Club meeting.
The Murray-Calloway County Parks Board approved hosting a fall festival at the city park in
cooperation with the local chamber of commerce.
Local residents dealt with the heat wave.
U.S. Congressman and Mrs. Carroll Hubbard were
honored at a reception at Bethesda Ministries.

The trial of Bobby Allen who was accused of
shoplifting at Kentucky Oaks Mall was moved to
November.
Official said there was no need to worry about
financial aid shortages at Murray State University.
Dr. Keith Meyer joined the medical staff of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
The Murray Planning Commission approved a
rezoning application on South Eighth.
Work began on U.S. 641 four-laning project.
Holly Bloodworth was named the new children's
program director at the Calloway County Public
Library.
The Calloway County School Board named a new
assistant principal to the high school.
The Murray City Council approved a new lower city tax rate.
The Rotary International District Governor was
the featured speaker at the Rotary Club.
The Murray Board of Education approved tax
levies during a special called session.
An application for the use of federal funds for the
education of handicapped children in the Calloway
County School District was prepared.
Freed Curd was named to serve as U.S. Senator
Wendall Ford's re-election campaign chairman.
Nona Peterson celebrated her 100 birthday.
The Murray Ledger & Times received a phone call
claiming that Advil path-reliever at Byron's Safe-T
pharmacy was contaminated with cyanide.
Dale and James Spann enter guilty pleas in mailfraud charges.
Lawsuit aginst the county, judge/executive and
magistrates is dismissed.
A hoax is suspected in recent cyanide threat.
A Murray State University student was a contestant in the Miss American competition.
Registration began for the Murray Independent
Schools.
Area shippers considered banding together to protect interests in maintaining railroad service.

August
A surplus of voters was scheduled to vie for voters'
attention at the annual Fancy Farm picnic.
Approximately 40 farmers got together for the
Calloway County Young Farmers Tour.
The bargains were waiting shoppers during the annual city-wide sidewalk sale in Murray.
The 18th annual Shriners Golf Tournament was
scheduled.
The Purchase Area Industry Appreciation Dinners
was scheduled for the Executive Inn Riverfront in
Paducah.
Registration for the coming school year was held
in the Murray and Calloway County school systems.
The Murray Civic Music Association began its annual fund raising campaign.
Thomas J. Fenton, a native of Murray, left his job
as bureau chief with the Associated Press in
Frankfurt, West Germany to join the Gannett Company Inc.
The first reading of an ordinance levying a city of
Murray tax rate of 37.06 cents per $100 valuation was
approved at a special meeting.
A special meeting of the Calloway County School
Board was called to expedite the sale of construction
bonds to help fund construction at the high school and
middle school.
A traffic accident on U.S. 641 south resulted in the
death of a Calloway County man.
Sig-r1 Carbon was honored by the Purchase Area
Development District as the featured industry of the
year.
A tax rate approval, school bonds and discussion of
cable TV topped the fiscal court agenda.
The city school system planned the annual "Summer Celebration" to honor new personnel.
The Murray City School Board adopted a new taxing rate.
The Murray City Council set the 1986 tax rate.
Attendence incentives were approved by the
Calloway County School Board.
Todd's Auto Paint Store was destroyed by fire.
Students in the city and county school systems

returned to school.
Calloway County road department crews were expected to complete reconstruction of a bridge on the
Vancleave Road.
The Murray Planning Commission agreed on a
recommendation for street lights to be installed
along 12th street.
Murray and Calloway schools surpassed the Kentucky Essential Skills Test scores.
Murray State University President Dr. Kala
Stroup presented her State of the University address.
Plans for a Medical Arts building were finalized by
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital board of
commissioners.
School enrollment figures were released.
Sid Easley received Council for Advancement and
Support of Education Silver Medal award.
Local residents were gearing up for the Festival in
the Park.
South Eastern Book Company became the first occupant of the Murray-Calloway County Economic
Development Corp.'s industrial park.
A seminar was scheduled to train local United Way
volunteers.
The Calloway County School Board heard no opposition to a proposed tax rate.
Steve Zea, executive vice president of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce reported on
the industrial park progress.
Purdom Motors moved into their new location on
the 121 Bypass.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court purchased two
1986 Chevrolet two-ton trucks.
The Howard Anderson property was slated for
cleanup by the Murray City Council.
The first phase of same-day delivery by the Murray Ledger & Times to Calloway County subscribers.

September
The Labor Day Arts and Crafts Festival was held
in Land Between the Lakes near Aurora.
The Murray Ledger & Times changed over to
same-day delivery.
The body of a mussel diver was recovered from the
Tennessee River near Paris Landing.
A popcorn contest was added to the list of events
for the Fall Festival in the Park.
The Murray Civic Music Assocition extended the
ticket sales deadline.
Lower new car financing rates kept local dealers
busy.
An external degree program at Murray State
University was approved.
Murray's Playhouse in the Park announced the
theatrical entertainment for the 1986-87 season.
Three faculty members joined the Murray State
University Department of Special Education.
State police seized liquor and slot machines in a
raid on the Murray Eagles Club.
A Calloway County man was indicted in an alleged
scheme to defraud Mayfield's Ingersoll-Rand
company.
The Murray Tiger Band received awards at the
Trigg County Invitational Marching Contest.
John Emerson was elected Governor-elect of the
Kentucky District of Civitan International for the
1986-87 year.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins was recognized for her
contribution and support by members of the
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway Development
Authority.
Hamlin observed the centennial of the post office
and the Hamlin area.
Briggs and Stratton rolled the one millionth engine
off of the local assembly line.
The Murray-Calloway County Democratic party
participated in a statewide birthday celebration for
Sen. Wendall Ford.
The Need Line provided services to 175 clients during August.
A contract for waterproofing of Wrather Hall at
Murray State University was awarded.
New Red Cross board officers took over.
Vena Crum and William Maddox were named
semifinalists in the National Merit Scholarship
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competition.
The Murray City Council approved lighting for 12th
Street.
The Calloway County School Board approved the
purchase of a new computer system to help reduce
truancy by telephoning the parents.
The Murray Board of Education approved goals
for the system.
A Murray State University junior was elected
president of the Technology Education Collegiate
Association for 1987-88.
Patricia S. Koppman was the keynote speaker for
the llth annual Robert F. Alsup Lecture and
Workshop at Murray State University.
Mary Littleton was selected to receive the MurrayCalloway County Hospital's "Out of the Ordinary
Employee" award.
The Murray State University Board of Regents
revised the hazing policy.
Local officials were urged to watch sales of alcohol.
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad fought a
grass fire and a house fire.
New educational projects were inititated in the
Calloway County school system.
Six new faculty members joined the staff at Murray State University.
A new postmaster was sworn in at the Hazel post
office.
The Murray Tourism Commission hosted an
American Automobile Association Tour Guide
group.
The Murray Planning Commission gave a
preliminary approval to a subdivision west of South
16th Street.
Vivian Hale was honored with a reception after 34
years with Murray State University.
Three local residents were honored by the West
Kentucky Regional Mental Health Board.
The Fall Festival in the Park was held.
Architects considered a change in the proposed
new office building at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The 100,000th passenger used the Murray-Calloway
County transit service.
Edward E. West was appointed director of the
physical plant at Murray State University.
Alan Ross was named new manager of food services and Teresa Harper accepted the post as
clinical dietitian at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce agreed to help host a reception for the World
Championship Classic of the Bass'n Gals.
Six faculty joined the Murray State University
staff.
A Murray man was critically hurt when his bicycle
collided with a parked car.
Calloway County High School announced the
homecoming queen candidates.
The Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped held a phone-a-thon.
Wells T. Lovett honored his grandfather, Murray
State University founder Rainey T. Wells, during the
eighth annual Founders Day program.
The city lowered cost of gas as of November 30.
The National Guard Armory announced the
dedication ceremony for the new building.
Murray High School honored Preston "Ty"
Holland during the halftime of the Tigers' football
game with Fulton County at Ty Holland Stadium.
The National Scouting Museum held a "Community Open House" for local residents.
WKMS-FM planned an open house for The Friends
of WICMS.
Work began on the Glendale Road extension
project.
The 10th annual Bass'n Gal Classic was scheduled
on Kentucky Lake.
Murray High was rated superior in Ohio County
Marching Band Festival.
PAWS scheduled a Pet Fair at the Depot in the city
park.
Local CHAMP efforts resulted in community
recognition.
The Optimist Club honored members and installed
officers.
The Murray Civic Music Association held the first
concert of the season

October
Approximately 650 visitors toured the National
Scouting Museum during its free open house.
The Kentucky Supreme Court affirmed the murder
conviction of James Elliott Jackson in the Calloway
Circuit Court.
Plans for the Murray State University Homecoming were announced.
Don Kelly was named Deputy Secretary of the
Kentucky Commerce Cabinet effective Nov. 1.
The United Way of Murray-Calloway County
kicked-off its first annual fund-drive.
The old Houston house located on west Main Street
was torn down.
The Murray State University Department of
Graphics held a Video Forum.
Industry and technology faculty were introduced
to the community.
The Murray Ci
Club installed its new officers.
Marcy Ma
was crowned Homecoming Queen
at C
County High School.
Nominees for the Murray Rotary Club's Foundation scholarships were presented to the club.
The PAWS Pet Fair was held in the MurrayCalloway County Park.
WICMS-FM held an open house as part of the
Friendship Festival.
One person was cited and a quantity of beer and liquor was confiscated by the Murray City Police
following a raid at the 007 Club on Pine Street.
Murray High Band placed first at Caldwell County
Invitational Marching Contest.
A petition filed by Bobby R. Allen seeking to have
his termination with the Calloway County School
Board overturned was dismissed in Calloway County
Circuit Court.
Dr. Marti Erwin was appointed to a four-year term
on the Kentucky Board of Nursing.
Jack Gardner was honored for his work as a lobbyist in state government by the Calloway County
Retired Teachers Association.
Dr. C.B. Hunt was appointed interim dean of the
College of Fine Arts at Murray State University.
A fraternity and several members were released
from a suit stemming from a February 1985
accident.
The Murray Board of Education approved a con-

tract with the Calloway County School District concerning average daily attendance money for the
1987-88 school year.
Calloway County Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose expressed cautious enthusiasm over test scores.
The Murray City Council moved closer to elimination of city resident's free dumping privileges at the
landfill.
Ginny Hulse received Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's "Out of the Ordinary Employee" award.
Residents were urged to lock houses and cars at
night.
CSX officials announced that a new owner for the
local rail service could be known by the end of the
month.
Wildlife artist Ray Harm as named to serve as
the Murray State University Homecoming Grand
Marshal.
Carter Elementary teacher Lee Pinkston was
awarded "outstanding teacher in humane education" the local Humane Society.
The five finalists for Murray State University
Homecoming Queen were announced.
A semi-trailer load of feeder cattle overturned in
New Concord.
Murray received a Certified Cities Awards from
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court agreed to participate in building a speculative building at the industrial development site.
Three inmates escaped from the Calloway County
Jail.
Auditions were held for the Playhouse in the
Park's production of "The Nutcracker."
Two of three inmates who escaped from the
Calloway County Jail were captured.
Expansion at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
was reported to be ahead of schedule.
Murray High School Band Boosters sponsored an
antique show.
The Murray Kiwanis Club knife and gun show was
held.
The Calloway County High School Speech Team
won at the Union University Invitational Tournament in Jackson, Tenn.
Two road resurfacing projects were planned for
Calloway County rural roads.
Murray High School announced the candidates for
Homecoming Queen.
Sallie Bingham addressed members of the Murray
Branch of the American Association of University

Murray an receives honor

EN1N HONORED — Murrayan Z.V. Enix (left) is pictured receiving a special award from Tenneswe
Tombigbee Waterway Administrator Don Walden at a meeting of the Purchase Area De‘elopment
District's Economic Development Task Force in Mayfield. CM% served last year as Nice chairmian of
the Tenn•Tom Waterway Development Authority.
Malrf pliees by David Turk
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Women.
A final plat for Jen-Tom subdivision was approved.
Margaret Yuill was named 1986 Business and Professional Women's Woman of the Year.
The last of the three county jail escapees was
captured.
A settlement was reached in the Linda Littlejohn
versus the Calloway County board of education and
superintendent case.
Local senior citizens planned the Fall Bazonr.
First District Congressman Carroll Hubbard addressed members of the Murray Rotary Club.
Construction in Murray was reported to be at
record levels.
The Murray City Council approved a $50,000 loan to
the Economic Development Commission.
James Thompson was named outstanding
agriculture alumnus at Murray State University.
Mitzi Boggess was crowned Murray High's
Homecoming Queen.
The Bass'N Gal World Championship was held on
Kentuckky Lake.
Amy Roser was crowned Murray State University
Homecoming Queen.
Approximately $13,000 worth of stolen goods were
recovered by the Murray Police Department
assisted by the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
A Murray policeman was charged with fourth
degree assault and criminal trespassing.
Candidates for the Murray School Board expressed
their feelings during a forum.
A Murray woman and her daughter entered guilty
please on charges of defrauding the Social Security
Administration.
U.S. Sen. Wendall Ford made a campaign stop in
Murray.

November
A quiet Halloween was reported by city and county
law enforcement officials.
The Murray Lions Club was busy gearing up for its
annual radio auction.
The 614th Military Police Company's new National
Guard Armory was officially dedicated.
It was announced that Dr. Arthur L. Mallory, the
Missouri commissioner of education, would deliver
the seventh annual Harry M. Sparks Distinguished
Lecture.
The Murray Housing Authority registered a slight
increase in segregation.
Calloway County recorded the lowest jobless rate
in the Purchase area.
A report outlining areas of suggested improvements in the community was presented to the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.
Sen. Wendell Ford and newly-elected Circuit Judge
David Buckingham were the top vote-getters in the
November general elections. Local school board
races saw some incumbents returned and some new
faces elected.
Parents Against Child Abandonment, a new
organization in Calloway County met to discuss problems faced by failures to meet child support
payments.
A raid on the Sigma Pi fraternity netted a quanity
of beverages.
Dennis Johnson was in Washington completing an
international band project began in 1985.
The Calloway County School Board agreed to
direct its attorneys to work with insurance companies in reaching a settlement with Linda Littlejohn
Tyler who claimed she was not rehired by the system
because of a pending divorce.
The Murray County Club was raided by state
police officials.
Murray State University and Paducah Community
College entered a pact to offer senior-level courses in
Paducah.
A second professional office building bid was accepted by the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
board of comrnissoners.
Road fund expenditures were approved by the
Calloway County Fiscal Court
The widow of a former Murray man, who was kill-

ed in Greer, S.C. last spring was arrested in Florida
on a murder charge filed by South Carolina
authorities.
The Murray Board of Education approved several
incentive grant proposals.
The Murray City Council scaled down its plans for
a vacant building downtown which was being considered as a new home for police heOkuarters.
Bob Chandler's monster truck "Bigfoot" overturned in a show at the West Kentucky Livestock Show
and Exposition Center.
The Murray State University board of regents approved a new location for MSU's Reagan Field.
the Murray-Calloway County Transit Authority
received the Outstanding Section 18 Grantee —
Western Region award.
Residents' opinions were sought by the Murray
Planning Cornmisson for an updating of zoning
ordinances.
More than 750 parents and students gathered for a
"Just Say No" to drugs rally.
A pilot grant was awarded to the Murray School
system.
A special rodeo was held for exceptional students
of the area.
Shirley Chisholm, a former U.S. representative,
spoke at Murray State University.
A Calloway County man was killed in an early.
morning accident on Kentucky 94 east.
A change of command was announced at the Army
Reserve Unit based in Murray.
The Murray State University Racers downed
Austin Peay State University for a share of the Ohio
Valley Conference title and playoff berth.
The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce eyed involvement in recruitment of students
at Murray State University.
A charge against former Calloway County school
official Bobby Allen was amended to a
misdemeanor.
Christmas decorations in Murray was put up.
Retired Calloway County Circuit Judge James M.
Lassiter administered the oath of office to David
Buckingham, newly-elected judge of the 42nd
Judicial District for Marshall and Calloway counties.
The National Honor Society at Murray High School
was announced.
A list of priorities for cleaning snow and ice from
county roads was pUblished.
Monica Hobbs was chosen to represent Murray
State University at the Kentucky Derby.

December
Plans were being made for the annual Murray
State University Madrigal Dinners.
A suspended Murray firefighter was sentenced to
two years probation while sentencing was delayed
for his brother, a former city policemen in a fraud
case.
Audrey Farris was presented with a special plaque
for volunteer service by the Kentucky Department
for Human Resources in Calloway and Trigg
counties.
A publication party was held for city school
children who were autographing copies of their book
"Scribbles."
The fabled Royal Lipizzan Stallions were featured
in a show at the West Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center.
An open house was held at the Murray Art Guild.
The annual Murray State University "Hanging of
the Green" took place at the Curris Center.
Santa Claus made at stop in Murray to take part in
the annual Murray Rotary Club Christmas Parade.
The Murray Eagles Club was fined $300 plus court
costs after a guilty plea of illegal possession of
alcoholic beverages.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court discussed road,
ambulance and mortage plans.
The West Kentucky Parkway tolls were lifted by
Governor Martha Layne C0111119.
The Murray Fire Department prepared for their
annual Christmas Party for underprivileged
children by collecting, organizing and distributing
toys for tots.

Murray State University President Dr. Kala
Stroup was elected to the Boy Scouts of America executive board.
Will Ed Clark, general manager of the Western
Kentucky Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association
said opening day sales were "disappointing."
A rash of thefts were being investigated by the
Murray Police Department.
Local students began a fund to help their
classmate, Kellie Williams, who has Down Syndrome and Hodgkin's disease.
Circuit Judge David Bucldngham swore in Dan
Miller to the position of master commissoner of
Calloway County.
The Murray City Council endorsed two changes in
insurance for employees.
The Murray Board of Education accepted a committment of financial support by the Murray Tiger
Booster Club.
The Calloway County Humane Society sponsored
their annual Christmas Caroling Party.
The Murray chapter of the National Association of
Retired Federal Employees installed new officers.
The downtown contract postal station announced it
was now offering post office boxes.
A preliminary railroad agreement was reached for
the transfer of 57 miles of track serving Murray and
Calloway County.
Concern was voiced over the commercialization of
the Tennessee Valley Authority's Land Between the
Lakes.
Ken Wolf was one of two selected as Governor's
Scholars deans for the upcoming year.
A high-speed chase ended at the county line when
the cars involved wrecked.
Manufacturing employment in Calloway County
increased 103.15 percent since 1976 and service
employment declined 51.35 prcent.
A local couple, Rick and Stacy Murdock earned second place honors inthe Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation Outstanding Young Farm Family
competition.
Local merchants prepared for the peak of the 1986
Christmas season.
A framed color print by a Murray State University
student to help recruit future MSU students was
presented to the Office of Student Relations.
The Murray City Council OK'd the purchase of
about nine acres of land adjacent to the Murray City
Cemetery and a tourism budget of $40,200.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital was advised by Administrator Stuart Poston that the 1986
building program was moving "well ahead of
schedule."
Workers from Lake Paving Used a sand blaster to
remove a traffic stripe from the middle of U.S. 641 in
front of Stewart Stadium.
Student volunteers helped stuff Christmas boxes
with toys, food and clothing donated by area
businesses, schools and churches at the Need Line office headquarters.
Seventh & Poplar Street Church of Christ minister
broke ground for the church's new location on Glendale Road.
Calloway County Sheriff J.D. Williams offered
some timely holiday driving tips.
Local and area stores were busy exchanging
Christmas returns.
The Murray Police Department was one of 50 law
enforcement agencies to receive a computer system
designed to automate crime arrests and administr
ation records.
A total of 448 students filed applications for
degrees at Murray State University at mid-year.
Six programs to be shown on Kentucky Education
Television (KET) in the spring will be offered for
credit through the Murray State University program
of extended education.
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1986: A year of ups and downs for America
By ROBERT BARR
Associated Press Writer
"Uti-oh."
Those were the last words recorded from the crew
of space shuttle Challenger. It was 73 seconds into
the flight, and pilot Michael J. Smith had noticed
something.
An instant later the rocket blew apart, leaving a
jagged "Y" of vapor trails against the deep blue
Florida sky.
"Uh-oh."
Perhaps that was the thought, if not the phrase, at
the Chernobyl nuclear plant just before a hydrogen
explosion shattered the No. 4 reactor.
Our peril from our own inventions was hauntingly
evident in 1986. The dangers had been too often
forgotten — shuttle flights had become so routine
that congressmen went along — and the greatest
danger proved to be the human factor.
Machines weren't the whole story. Thousands died
from an earthquake in El Salvador and a poison gas
cloud in Cameroon; hundreds of people around the
world were slain by terrorists, and 14 people were
gunned down in the post office in Edmond, Okla.
Democrats regained control of Congress, and the
White House became tangled in a strange plan to
ship arms to Iran and money to Nicaraguan rebels.
America still knew how to party, though, and kept
it up through a long weekend honorig the newly
repaired Statue of Liberty. The restoration was a
model for recognizing problems, finding solutions,
getting them done.
There was much to set right.
The defect that killed the seven abce.rd Challenger
was a seal in the booster rocket that had been
troublesome for a long time, especially in cold
weather. Challenger was launched after a rare icy
night.
That was the last mistake, but the chain of error
started in 1973 from the simple impulse to save
money, an investigative committee concluded.
The space shuttle's solid rocket booster problem
began with the faulty design ofits joint and increased
as both NASA and contractor management first failed to recognize it as a problem, then failed to fix it
and finally treated it as an acceptable flight risk,"
said the committee headed by former Secretary of
State William Rogers.
At Chernobyl, someone had tried an unauthorized
experiment: How long would the generator turbine
spin after the steam from the reactor was shut off?
The answer was 10 seconds. Then all hell broke loose.
"The defect of the system was that the designers
did not foresee the awkward and silly actions by the
operators," said Valery A. Legasov, Soviet
represenative to an international conference on the
disaster.
But it was more complicated than that, and the
Soviets shut down similar reactors for modifications.
"The lesson of Challenger, of Chernobyl and of
Three Mile Island is a hard one," NASA adminstrator James C. Fletcher reflected."We are living in an age where the single biggest factor affecting productivity may be our ability to properly
manage technical risks."
Soviet mismanagement of the disaster caused
outrage in Europe, where the radiation was detected
long before the Kremlin would admit anything had
happened. As the days went along, Moscow became
uncommonly candid about its problems and sought
help from Western experts.
The management of technical risks was at the core
of superpower relations. A summit in Iceland
foundered on President Reagan's enthusiasm, and
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev's anl ipathy, for the
technological dream of "Star Wars."
Gorbachev had offered to remove missiles from
Europe and reduce long-range missiles by 50 percent, if Reagan would give on "Star Wars." Reagan
declined. Whether he had muffed an historic opportunity for arms control, or evaded a Soviet trap, was
debated intensely afterwards.
Nuclear deterrence held for another year, without
accident or incident, but U.S.-Soviet relations were
bumpy. Reagan ordered dozens of Soviets out of the

country in a crackdown on espionage, but the arrest
of one suspected spy provoked the arrest of
American reporter Nicholas Daniloff in Moscow.
Reagan's biggest disaster had nothing to do with
technology, but apparently involved the machinations-of underlings.
The administration that had vowed never to deal
with terrorists, the administration that had condemned Iran as a ringleader of an international
"Murder Inc.," was caught shipping arms to Tehran
as a gesture of good faith to gain freedom for
Americans held hostage in Lebanon.
Even more stunning, the profits from the arms
sales were going into a Swiss bank account to help
finance the Nicaraguan Contras.
"I'm not firing anybody," Reagan said Nov. 24. "I
didn't make a mistake."
Within days, he reassigned Vice Adm. John
Poindexter, his National Security Adviser, and sacked Poindexter's aide, Marine Lt. Col. Oliver North,
who was accused of engineering the Iran-Contra connection. Congress geared up to investigate.
When the White House claimed Iran had
moderated its support for terrorism, Deputy
Secretary of State John Whitehead told a congressional committee: "I don't like to have to differ with
my president, but I believe there is some evidence of
Iranian involvement with terrorists."
Terrorism's toll in 1986 included four killed by a
bomb on a TWA plane; 22 killed in a raid on a
synagogue in Istanbul; 32 killed by a car bomb in
Beirut; 38 killed by Sikh extremists in two bus hijackings in India; 20 people killed in a shootout
aboard at Pan Am plane in Karachi, Pakistan.
The bombing of a West German discotheque frequented by U.S. soldiers provoked a U.S. air strike
against Libya. The administration said it had
evidence that Col. Moammar Gadhafi's government
was involved in the discotheque attack.
"You've had it, pal," Secretary of State George
Shultz said in a most undiplomatic warning to the Libyan leader.
But Libya, too, became an embarrassment for
Reagan. The administration was caught plotting a
campaign of "disinformation" about Gadhafi. State
Department spokesman Bernard Kalb resigned in
protest.
It was a tough year for the president, who saw the
Democrats win control of the Senate in November
despite his cross-country campaigning.

Even the Republican-controlled Senate had parted
company with Reagan on the issue of sanctions
against South Africa, and forced the president to impose them. Kodak and other multinational
businesses pulled out of South Africa, but the whiteminority government dug its heels in deeper, restricting press coverage of events it could not control
Congress and the president cooperated, however,
to enact a major revision of the tax code and sharply
increasing funding for the battle against drugs.
Drugs captured national attention after the deaths
of college basketball star Len Bias and football pro
Don Rogers, both from cocaine.
There was a new emphasis on the user, instead of
the pusher, and Reagan and his top aides submitted
to urinalysis as an example to others.
"Just say no," Nancy Reagan urged in her antidrug lectures, and that's what some people said to
drug testing.
The year's major natural disasters included 1.734
deaths in Cameroon from poisonous gas from a
volcanic lake and 1,500 died in an earthquake in El
Salvador. A prolonged drought in the southeastern
United States caused $3 billion in damage.
Two autocrats lost power: Ferdinand Marcos was
unseated by the yellow-clad backers of Corazon
Aquino in the Philippines after winning a tainted
election, and President-for-Life Jean-Claude
Duvalier fled from Haiti. Their countries were left to
deal with the legacy of misrule.
Former United Nations Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim was elected president of Austria despite
fresh charges he had been involved in Nazi
atrocities, but later found himself unwelcome in
many world capitals.
At home, the economy's expansion slowed,
unemployment stayed above 7 percent, the stock
market went up and the dollar went down. The
federal government overspent its income by $221
billion.
In Boston, the Red Sox chafed through a year of
speculation about when they would collapse. It happened in Game 6 of the World Series with the Sox
leading 5-3 with two out in the New York Mets' half of
the 10th inning. For want of an out, the game, and
finally the series, was lost.
Bigger and better charity was the impulse behind
Hands Across America, which failed in May to produce a coast-to-coast human chain but did raise $15.5
million, with some spontaneous fun in a line including three bulls, one penguin and five weddings.

Governor tours Scouting museum

Kentucky Governor Martha Layne Collins (at left) received a souvenir shirt from the National Scouting
Museum before she toured the facility. Making the presentation is Murray State University President
Dr. KAI& M. Stroup — Collins later spoke to the Murray Rotary Club.
man pawls by David Trek
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The Year in Local Sports
January
Racer seniors Lee McCormick and James
-Sqeeky" Yarbrough named honorable mention
Division I-AA football All-Americans.
The Western Kentucky Hilltoppers gain revenge
from 1985 by pounding the MSU basketball team,
80-58, in Western's Diddle Arena.
The Murray High Tigers jump out of the gates
quickly in district play by winning first two games,
including a 73-63 win over the Mayfield Cardinals.
The Calloway County Lakers take third in The
Superman Classic in Massac County, IL., behind the
leadership of Scott Nix. Nix was a first-team AllTournament selection.
The basketball Racers rebounded from two OW
road losses to down Youngstown State, 82-74, behind
guard Zedric Macklin's career high 29 points, in the

process of winning four straight OVC home games.
Calloway County football standout Allen Douglas
announces that he will pursue his academic and
athletic career at the University of Louisville.
Murray High edges Calloway County for county
bragging rights, winning 73-72 in overtime behind
Mark West's 21 points. Amberly Moss scored 19
points, however, as the Lady Lakers downed MHS.
Stanely Rutledge scores 1,000th career point, Jan.
28, as Murray High beats Carlisle, 55-46.

February
Murray High suffers heartbreaking loss to Marshall County, 52-50, as the two play for first place of
the Fourth District's regular season.

Stan Rutledge celebrates Murray High's Fourth District win.
It was a year worth celebrating for the Tiger senior, who led

Calloway County, behind a 16-point effort from
Scott Nix, comes from behind to win its homecoming
game, 59-52, over Union County.
Guard Zedric Macklin scores 26 points to lift Murray State past Middle Tennessee State, 93-86 and into
first place in the OVC for the first time in the season.
Calloway County falls to Mayfield, 70-67, in double
overtime, to finish last in the Fourth District, despite
a 16-point game from Scott Nix.
Mel Purcell loses to No. 4 seed Kevin Curren, 6-4,
6-7 (6-8), 6-1 in second round of United States Indoor
Championships in Memphis.
Kelly Steely, a Murray High senior, announces intention to play football at Murray State. He had been
named All-State in both the AP and coaches' polls.
Steely signs with Murray, Feb. 17.
Calloway's Allen Douglas officially signs with
Louisville.

the Tigers to a banner year and later signed to play for SEMO.
Matt pima& by David Turk
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Calloway's Scott Nix earn Kentucky All-State
Honorable Mention. They, along with Calloway's
Tony Jackson, are selected All-Fourth District.

March
Freshman Don Mann scores 23 and classmate Jeff
Martin adds 22 in first round of OVC basketball
playoffs as Murray beats Austin Peay, 78-66.
Murray High's Lady Tigers fall victim to Marshall
County in Fourth District Tournament, 61-22.
Murray's boys down Mayfield, 62-50, behind Mark
Miller's 14 points.
Calloway's girls lose to Mayfield, 74-57, in first
round of tourney.
Murray boys go on todefeat Marshall County,
55-50, as Rodney Skinner and Mark West score 14
apiece.
The Racers lose in second round of OVC tourney to
Middle Tennessee State, 85-81, despite Chuck Glass's
14-point effort. Glass is later named honorable mention to District 7 national coaches' squad.
Murray High is upset by Reidland as Greyhound
Mike Melton scores 28. Reidland then upset Graves
County before losing toTllghman in regional final,
70-60.
Murray's Mark West and Stan Rutledge and

Murray's Kelly Ridley and Calloway's Amberly
Moss and Christy Anderson make the All-Fourth
District girls' team.

Murray State's tennis team wins its seventh consecutive OVC title under coach Bennie Purcell.

May

Laker baseball team is ranked fourth in state in
pre-season coaches' poll.

April
Stan Rutledge, MHS, and Scott Nix and Christy
Anderson, CCHS, are named to All-Purchase basketball team.
Stan Rutledge later signs with Southeast Missouri
University.
Murray High School hires Jack Cain to replace
Tony Franklin as head football coach. Franklin
resigned to pursue other interests.
MHS freshman Bruce Thurmond throws no-hitter
in 15-0 win over University Heights.

MSU volleyball team signs first-ever recruits, Janna Roach and Stephanie Kulma, both of Lafayette,
Ind.
CCHS beats MRS, 13-2, to win Fourth District
baseball title as Cary Alexander and Mike Wheeler
homer. Calloway then beats Tilghman, 4-1, to win second straight region title.
Murray's boys and Calloway's girls win regional
track meet. Lady Lakers go on to win sectional.
Lady Lakers also win regional golf tournament.
Murray's Lady Tigers win regional tennis title.

June
Bowling Green Purples end Lakers quest for state

Ntk.

Sam Taylor rounds the bases after one of his many home runs
for the Lakers. Taylor was the backbone of the Calloway Conn-

ty baseball team, on the mound and at the plate. leading them
to a second straight regional title.

14
June (Cont'd)
baseball title with 3-1 victory over Calloway.
Lady Lakers golf team places second in state golf
tournament.

MSU's football team downs Eastern Kentucky,
17-15 in Racers' OVC opener. Paul Hickert sets
school record with a 62-yard field goal.

November

Murray High's Ellen Hogancamp advances to
quarterfinals of state tennis tournament before losing, ending-Lady Tigers' tennis season.

Murray High soccer players Ben Yoo, Don Brock
and Carl Keesler are named all-region.

Murray State assistant basketball coach Mike Dill
is named Assistant Athletic Director.
Murray State basketball team promotes Mark
Bernsen to associate coach.

Murray High's James Payne. Ed Hendon, Mark
Wallace, Jon Wilson, Tony Wade, Rodney Skinner,
Mark Miller and Mark West are named to All-WKC
offensive team.

July
Jill Miller bats .1000 in girls' softball league, goi?
2.9-39 on the season.
MSU assistant football coaches Mike Clark and
Mike Wiles accept similar positions at the University
of Cincinnati.
Betty J. Purdom defends title as ladies' medal play
champion of Murray Country Club.
Murray-Calloway Senior Babe Ruth team finishes
season a perfect 18-0 in capturing the district
tournament.

Hugh Houston, Jim Alexander, Keith Tyler, Troy
Underwood, Chris Padgett and Terry McCallon are
named to the All-WKC defensive team.
MSU shooter Deena Wigger receives Southland
Olympia Award. She won gold medals in several
events at the World Championships in East Germany
in August.
Racers defeat Austin Peay State University, 24-14,
to win share of OVC title along with Eastern Kentucky, which MSU defeated earlier in the year. Murray State earns automatic berth in NCAA Division IAA playoffs.
The Racers finish year at 7-2-2, ranked 18th in the
country. They later fall in the first round of the
playoffs to No. 3 Eastern Illinois, 28-21.

Sarah Snyder wins four events at Murray Invitational Swim Meet.
Thirteen-year-old Michael Ruccio. Murray.
qualifies for National Junior Olympics.
Murray State coach Bennie Purcell practices what
he preaches. winning Paducah tennis tournament.

Air

August
Michael Ruccio wins age division at AAU Junior
Olympics in the high jump with leap of six feet. Ruccio also wins Bluegrass Games, just two days later.
()VC coaches pick Middle Tennessee State to win
conference, say Murray State should finishthird.
I u. John Quertermous successfully defends title in
the 18th Annual Shriners Golf Tournament.
Calloway football team defeats Murray, 9-7, in
county rivalry.
SIU hands Murray State's Frank Beamer worst
loss as head coach as Salukis demolish Racers, 31-0.

September
Mel Purcell upsets Wimbledon champion Boris
Becker, 7-5, 6-2, 7-6, in German Open.

Tough on 'D' and '0'

MSU and Western Kentucky finish in 10-10 tie at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Jeff Martin (left) plays tough defense on an Austin Peay opponent while ZedrIc Macklin (right) slams
one home. Macklin, a 6-5 senior, guided the Racers through a tough rebuilding year under first-year
head coach Steve Newton.

October
Murray State's Mike Leveronne wins individual
championship at Saluki Invitational. Leveronne's
25:55.7 was good enough to win the five-mile event.

15
December
Kodak selects Murray State's Charley Wiles,
senior, as a Division I-AA All-American at the offensive guard position.
Lady Racers win Westerwinds Tournament at
Western Illinois. Sheila Smith named tournament's
Most Valuable Player.
Calloway County's Lakers and Lady Lakers sweep
double-header from Murray. The Lady Lakers cruised to a 65-26 win while the boys'team wins in the closing seconds of double OT, with two free throws by
Fred Jones, 59-57.
Racers win Bayou Classic in Lafayette, La.,
behind Don Mann's 30 points over Southern Louisiana University. Mann was named tournament's
MSU,head f,00tball coa,Fh Frank Beamer resigns
from Racer program to assume duties at alma mater
Virginia Tech. Athletic director Johny Reagan says
that MSU position should be filled by mid-January,
1987.

Deena Wigger (right) won the Southland Olympia Award in November and helped the Murray State rifle team to a second-place NCAA finish. The Racers won the NCAA title in 1985.

Murray State football coach Frank Beatner was making
headlines on and off the field in 1981. Beamer resigned as
Racer bead coach Just weeks after guiding his team to an OVC

championship with a win over Austin Peay State. Reamer left
MSU to assume coaching responsibilities at Virginia Tech for
a reported 980,000, four-year contract.
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